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ANNOTATION 

Aeronautical database of software product «Complex for preparing documents for aeronautical 

information» (Complex) PARB.00127-01 90 01 EN was developed according to the relational model of 

the aeronautical database AICM (Aeronautical Information Conceptual Model). The model is 

recommended by the international organization for air traffic planning and coordination «Eurocontrol». 

Aeronautical information conceptual model allows you to store and process all types of objects and 

subjects of the aviation industry. The information of the database allows the formation of aeronautical 

maps, thematic documents, pages of collections of aeronautical information (Air navigation Information 

Publication) in national and international languages. 

Database model can be used to process information on planning the use of airspace and air traffic 

regulation, designing flight routes, modeling the air navigation situation and for maintaining a database of 

electronic documents of the aviation industry. 
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1 GENERAL 

The aeronautical information database is based on the AICM (Aeronautical Information Conceptual 

Model) model recommended by international aviation organizations. AICM databases are used by almost 

all international organizations in the aviation field. 

 

1.1 Purpose of the database 

The AICM model is designed to store aeronautical data. The structure was developed for aviation 

activities and, in addition to aeronautical data, allows you to contain and process information on all 

objects of aviation activities. 

 

1.2 Types of processed data 

The database is implemented on the basis of the PostgreSQL database management system. Tables, 

structure, relationships and general hierarchy are fully consistent with the AICM model. The database 

model includes five functionally related global databases: 

 airports base; 

 base of airspace structure; 

 base of air traffic services, aviation organizations, airlines and units; 

 base of documentation; 

 base for planning use of airspace. 

 

Each of the five bases includes bases of objects and subjects of the aviation industry. For all tables 

containing aeronautical and auxiliary information, with the exception of system and service tables, 

duplicate tables are created to store modified records. That allows you to undo and restore all user 

operations in the system of objective control of information input. 

 

1.3 Database model structure 

The model implementation in PostgreSQL DBMS for ANI data processing in combination with 

geospatial data processing systems is based on the following agreements: 

 aeronautical data are periodic, changing once every 28 days according to AIRAC cycles. Given 

this feature, the database must be able to fragment data at a specified date or period; 

 use of aeronautical information in the form of graphical data should allow them to be processed 

both individually and in aggregate. For this purpose, the principle of continuous numbering of 

primary keys has been implemented. Solid numbering is based on a general sequence and 

applied to the main aeronautical object category tables; 

 list of category names is placed in a separate table-catalog «CATALOG». These tables are 

centralized and updated by the database administrator; 

 uuid-oss DBMS extension is included to generate GUIDs; 

 in order to record actions, an objective control of changes was organized. The organization of 

objective control is implemented on each table in the form of a call to trigger functions. 

 

Subordinate tables of the first level in relation to global tables have their own global numbering. 

General tables and catalog are numbered separately. Coordinates are based on a separate sequence, which 

is extended by two orders of magnitude in relation to the numbering of other objects. 
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Considering the conventions, the model is supplemented with some global tables and implemented 

according to the following structure: 

 

 

Figure 1 -  Database global structure 

Tablespace is divided into two parts – «usr_data» useful information and «usr_control» objective 

control information. Objective control table is created in a separate disk space under postres account built 

into the DBMS. 

 

1.4 Table structure 

The AICM model provides for building a table according to the following structural scheme: 

Primary key - payload - remarks. 

Link tables and tables with simple calculation data are stored as views. View in a DBMS means 

SQL code that is formatted as a read-only table. 

Payload fields are divided into three categories - data field, data link, index field for linking with 

other tables. Format and data type of fields with the specified model and are organized as domains. 

The AICM implementation of enumerated types leads to a lack of information integrity. The 

disadvantage is that the list of predefined category values can be expanded, which in turn can lead to 

software confusion. 

For example, there is a type «Airfield class» with predefined values «AD» and «HP» - airfield and 

helipad, respectively. When organizing in the form of a record with a payload, a field with the CHAR (2) 

type will be created and two data values «AD» and «HP» will be stored, from which a flaw in such a 

storage organization model appears. The essence of the flaw is that there is no guarantee that this field 

will be filled with another combination of characters. 
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In order to avoid such ambiguities, the enumerated fields of the AICM model are included in a 

separate table «Catalog of Categories», and in the tables, integer fields are references (LINK) to this table. 

All domains with enumerated types are implemented as INTEGER and point to a list string. The range of 

integer values within a single domain is programmatically controlled. 

When describing the proposed fields, it is coded with abbreviations: 

K - Primary key; 

D - link to the dependent table with cascading delete; 

R - logical connection with another table; 

C - reference to a value in the directory. 

 

1.5 AICM predefined Data Types 

According to the SQL3 Standard, a data type «is a set of representable values». SQL supports three 

sorts of data types: predefined data types, constructed types, and user-defined types. The predefined data 

types are named by the following key words: CHARACTER, CHARACTER VARYING, CHARACTER 

LARGE OBJECT, BINARY LARGE OBJECT, BIT, BIT VARYING, NUMERIC, DECIMAL, 

INTEGER, SMALLINT, FLOAT, REAL, DOUBLE PRECISION, BOOLEAN, DATA, TIME, 

TIMESTAMP, and INTERVAL. These data types are numerous, very complex, in general not bounded, 

and some are implementation dependent. In addition, a number of conversion rules between such types, 

and functions/operations on such types are defined. 

It was, therefore, decided to establish, for use in AICM, specific predefined data types. (The 

intention to use the terms «format» or «data format» instead of «data type» was subsequently abandoned). 

However, it is recognised that, for each particular implementation of the AICM, these predefined data 

types will have to be mapped into specific data types supported by actual DBMS of the application. 

The set of predefined types does not allow limiting the values and data formats for the properties 

and characteristics of objects in the field of aviation. Given the lack of restrictions on predefined data 

types, the AICM provides a custom set of specific predefined data types. Due to the fact that all types in 

the model without exception are user-defined, the term «Data Type» has been replaced by the term 

«Format» or «Data Format». 

The principles and rules for forming constraints in the data format of the AICM model in text types 

allow the following set of characters:  

 upper case letter: A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z;  

 cyrillic upper case: А Б В Г Д Е Ё Ж З И Й К Л М Н О П Р С Т У Ф Х Ц Ч Ш Щ Э Ю Я Ь Ъ;  

 lower case letter: a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z;  

 cyrillic lower case: а б в г д е ё ж з и й к л м н о п р с т у ф х ц ч ш щ э ю я ь ъ; 

 digits: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9; 

 special symbols:  space ! ? « # $ % @ < > * + , - ^  & ( ) / \. 

 

Each domain defined in the entity-relationship model refers explicitly to a (predefined) data type 

which it may also further restrict. This sub-section describes the Predefined Data Types needed by AICM. 

The descriptions are given in English prose and pertinent examples are provided. The definitions of the 

predefined data types are made up of a name (in underlined upper case letters), a general description, 

where necessary a rationale, an enumeration of (general) rules; in addition, one or more examples are 

given to outline the precise use of the data types. Indices after the name of a Predefined Data Type are 

always positive whole numbers. 

 

Type ALPHA(n, m): 

Description: A string of n to m (0 < n <= m) «Simple Latin upper case letters». 

Rule: If n = m then the string is of fixed length, otherwise of variable length. 
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Examples: ALPHA(3, 3): ‘ABC’    ALPHA(1, 3): ‘A’, ‘AB’, ‘ABC’. 

 

ALPHANUMERIC(n, m) 

Description: A string of n to m (0 < n <= m) «Simple Latin upper case letters» and/or «digits». 

Rule: If n = m then the string is of fixed length, otherwise of variable length. 

Examples: ALPHANUMERIC(3, 3): ‘X1Z’, ‘2AB’   ALPHANUMERIC(1, 3): ‘A’, ‘5’, ‘A1’, 

‘7BC’, ‘GHJ’, ‘954’. 

 

CHARACTER1(n, m) 

Description: A string of n to m (0 < n <= m)  «Simple Latin upper case letters» and/or «digits» 

and/or «AICM Special Characters». 

Rules: If n = m then the string is of fixed length, otherwise of variable length. An «AICM Special 

Character» must not be followed by an «AICM Special Character». 

Examples: CHARACTER1(3, 3): ‘A+B’.  CHARACTER1(1, 3): ‘A’, ‘AB’, ‘ABC’, ‘X/Z’, 'R 9'. 

 

NUMBER(n, m, p) 

Description: A string of «digits» (plus, optionally, a period) representing either an unsigned integer 

number (p = 0) or an unsigned decimal number with a minimum of n and a maximum of m (0 < n <= m) 

significant (integer) figures and a decimal part with minimum 0 and maximum p (p >= 1) significant 

figures. 

Rules: The (optional) period is not counted by the indices n, m, p. 

If n = m then the integer part is of fixed length, otherwise of variable length. 

If p = 0 then there is only an integer part (and no period). 

Examples: 

NUMBER(3, 3, 0): ‘123’, ’100’, ‘056’, ‘007’, ‘000’. 

NUMBER(1, 3, 0): ‘123’, ’100’, ‘056’, ‘007’, ‘000’, ‘03’, ‘9’, ‘0’, ‘00’. 

NUMBER(3, 3, 2): ‘123’, ’100.04’, ‘056.56’, ‘007.2’. 

NUMBER(1, 3, 2): ‘123.44’, ’100’, ‘056.03’, ‘007.99’, ‘000.12’, ‘03.17’, ‘9.2’, ‘0.86’, ‘00.00’. 

 

ZNUMBER(n, m, p) 

Description: A string of an optional plus sign or a minus sign and «digits» (plus, optionally, a 

period) representing either a signed integer number (p = 0) or a signed decimal number with a minimum 

of n and a maximum of m (0 < n <= m) significant (integer) figures and a decimal part with minimum 0 

and maximum p (p >= 1) significant figures. 

Rules: Neither the (optional) sign nor the (optional) period is counted by the indices n, m, p. If n = 

m then the integer part is of fixed length, otherwise of variable length. If p = 0 then there is only an 

optional sign and an integer part (and no period). If all digits (in both the integer and the decimal part) are 

‘0’, the sign must be either ‘+’ or missing. 

Examples: 

ZNUMBER(3, 3, 0): ‘+123’, ’-100’, ‘056’, ‘-007’, ‘+000’. 

ZNUMBER(1, 3, 0): ‘-123’, ’+100’, ‘-056’, ‘7’, ‘0’, ‘-3’, ‘9’, ‘0’, ‘0’. 

ZNUMBER(3, 3, 2): ‘123’, ’-100.04’, ‘56.56’, ‘007.2’. 

ZNUMBER(1, 3, 2): ‘-123.44’, ’100’, ‘+056.03’, ‘007.99’, ‘-000.12’, ‘03.17’, ‘-9.2’, ‘-0.86’, 

‘00.00’. 

DEGREES1(n,m,p) 

Description: An angular measure in full degrees (and, optionally decimals of degrees) expressed as 

NUMBER(n,mn, p) with 0 <= p <= 4. 

Rule: The angle value must be in the range '0’ ... ‘360’. 
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Examples: DEGREES1(1,3,4): ‘123’, ’100’, ‘56’, ‘007’, ‘0’, ‘123.0’, ’100.2345’, ‘56.9’, ‘007.5’, 

‘000.0’, ‘123.03’, ’100.20’, ‘056.66’, ‘007.07’, ‘000.01’. 

 

DEGREES2(n,m,p) 

Description: An angular measure in degrees (and, optionally decimals of degrees) expressed as 

ZNUMBER( n, m, p) with 0 <= p <= 4. 

Rules: The integer part must be in the range ‘0’ ... ‘180’. The plus sign or no sign stands for east (E), 

the minus sign for west (W). If the integer part of a given DEGREES2 is ‘180’ then there must either be 

no decimal part or such a part must be made up of zeroes only and the sign must be ‘+’ or missing. 

Examples: DEGREES2(1,3,4): ‘-123’, ’+100’, ‘56’, ‘-007’, ‘+00’, ‘123.0’, ’-100.2345’ ‘-56.9’, 

‘+7.5’, ‘000.0’, ‘-123.03’, ’100.20’, ‘056.66’, ‘007.07’, ‘-0.01’. 

 

DATE(y, m, d) 

Description: A date according to the Gregorian Calendar. Following forms are currently used in 

AICM: [DATE(1,0,0)] 'YYYY'  [DATE(1,1,0)] 'YYYY-MM'  [DATE(0,1,1)] either 'DD-MM' or one of 

the following special values 'SDLST' / 'EDLST' 

Rules: The different components are separated by a minus sign (in its meaning of a hyphen); 

YYYY takes its values from the set {0001, ..., 9998}, these values stand for the legal years 1 to 

9998 AD (the need for years BC was not recognized); 

MM takes its values from set {01, ....., 12}, these values stand for the legal months within a year; 

DD takes its values from the set {01, ....., 31}, these values stand for the legal days within a month 

(thereby obeying the known rules of the maximum number of days in a given month); 

Examples:  

DATE(1, 0, 0): ‘1975’, ’1999’. 

DATE(1, 1, 0): ‘1984-12’, ’2001-11’. 

DATE(0, 1, 1): '28-02', '31-08', 'SDLST' (meaning 'start of daylight saving time/start of summer 

time'), 'EDLST' (meaning 'end of daylight saving time/end of summer time'). 

 

TIME(h, m, s) 

Description: An absolute time of the day in the forms HH:MM:SS [TIME(1,1,1)] or HH:MM 

[TIME(1,1,0)], whereby HH represents the «hour», MM «minute», and SS the «second» component. The 

indices take values 1 or 0, thereby indicating presence (1) or absence of aforementioned components (0). 

Rules: The different components are separated by a colon. 

HH takes its values from the set {00, ..., 24}. 

MM takes its values from the set {00, ....., 59}. 

SS takes its values from the set {00, ....., 59}. 

If HH = 24 then both MM and SS (if present) must be 00. 

Examples:  

TIME(1, 1, 1): ‘00:00:00’, ’03:59:59’, ‘22:23:00’, ‘24:00:00‘. 

TIME(1, 1, 0): ‘00:00’, ‘00:45’, ‘15:25’ ‘19:00’, ‘24:00’. 

 

DATETIME(s) 

Description: A combination of DATE and TIME in the forms YYYY-MM-DD HH:MM:SS or 

YYYY-MM-DD HH:MM. The index «s» takes the values 1 or 0, thereby indicating the presence (1) or 

absence (0) of the seconds (SS) component. 

Rules: The different components of the date part are separated by a minus sign (in its meaning of a 

hyphen), the components of the time part by a colon and the two parts by a space. YYYY-MM-DD and 

HH:MM:SS take their values as defined under DATE and TIME, respectively. If the date part is made up 
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as ‘0000-00-00’ then the time part must be ‘00:00:00’ or ‘00:00’, respectively. This stands for an 

unknown date/time in the past or indicates «with immediate effect». If the date part is made up as ‘9999-

99-99’ then the time part must be ‘24:00:00’ or ‘24:00’, respectively. This stands for an unknown 

date/time in the future or indicates «until further notice». 

Examples:  

DATETIME(1): ‘0000-00-00 00:00:00’, ’1998-08-03 15:24:59’, ‘9999-99-99 24:00:00‘. 

DATETIME(0): ‘0000-00-00 00:00’, ’1998-08-03 15:24’, ‘9999-99-99 24:00‘. 

 

LATITUDE 

Description: A string of «digits» (plus, optionally, a period) followed by one of the «Simple Latin 

upper case letters» N or S, in the forms DDMMSS.ss...X, DDMMSSX, DDMM.mm...X, DDMMX, and 

DD.dd...X. The X stands for either N (= North) or S (= South), DD represents whole degrees, MM whole 

minutes, and SS whole seconds. The period indicates that there are decimal fractions present; whether 

these are fractions of seconds, minutes, or degrees can easily be deduced from the position of the period. 

The number of digits representing the fractions of seconds is 1<= s... <= 4; the relevant number for 

fractions of minutes and degrees is 1 <= d.../m... <= 8. 

Rules: Leading zeroes shall be inserted for degrees (DD) less than 10, and zeroes shall be embedded 

in proper positions when minutes or seconds are less than 10. The DD part must be in the range ‘00’ ... 

‘90’. The MM and SS parts must be in the range ‘00’ ... ‘59’. If the DD part of a given latitude is ‘90’ then 

all following parts must be made up of zeroes. For the equator, X may take either ‘N’ or ‘S’. 

Examples:  

DDMMSS.ssX: ‘000000.00N’, ‘131415.5S’, ’455959.9988S’, ‘900000.00N’. 

DDMMSSX: ‘000000S’, ’261356N’, ‘900000S’. 

DDMM.mm...X : ‘0000.0000S’, ’1313.12345678S’, ‘1234.9S’, ‘9000.000S’. 

DDMMX: ‘0000N’, ’1313S’, ‘1234N’, ‘9000S’. 

DD.dd...X : ‘00.00000000N’, ’13.12345678S’, ‘34.9N’, ‘90.000S’. 

 

LONGITUDE 

Description: A string of «digits» (plus, optionally, a period) followed by one of the «Simple Latin 

upper case letters» E or W, in the forms DDDMMSS.ssY, DDDMMSSY, DDDMM.mm...Y, DDDMMY, 

and DDD.dd...Y . The Y stands for either E (= East) or W (= West), DDD represents whole degrees, MM 

whole minutes, and SS whole seconds. The period indicates that there are decimal fractions present; 

whether these are fractions of seconds, minutes, or degrees can easily be deduced from the position of the 

period. The number of digits representing the fractions of seconds is 1 = s... <= 4; the relevant number for 

fractions of minutes and degrees is 1 <= d.../m... <= 8. 

Rules: Leading zeroes shall be inserted for degrees (DDD) less than 100, and zeroes shall be 

embedded in proper positions when minutes or seconds are less than 10. The DD part must be in the range 

‘000’ ... ‘180’. The MM and SS parts must be in the range ‘00’ ... ‘59’. If the DDD part of a given 

longitude is ‘180’ then all following parts must be made up of zeroes; Y can be either E or W. If all parts 

are made up of zeroes, Y can be either E or W. 

Examples:  

DDDMMSS.ssY: ‘0000000.00E’, ‘0010101.1E’, ’1455959.9967W’, ‘1800000.00W’. 

DDDMMSSY: ‘0000000W’, ’1261356E’, ‘1800000E’. 

DDDMMY: ‘00000E’, ’01313W’, ‘11234E’, ‘18000W’. 

DDD.dd...Y : ‘000.00000000W’, ’113.12345678E’, ‘134.9W’, ‘180.000W’. 
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1.6 Description of data types 

Data types are grouped into domains, the formats of which are predefined and described above in 

the text. Domains are divided into enumerated domains and domains for storing useful information. 

Domains of enumerated types are integer and contain the value of the primary key of the corresponding 

entry, which is stored in the category catalog «CATALOG». These domain names begin with the word 

CODE_, except in some cases. 

Domains for storing useful information are created according to the data formats of the model with 

established restrictions. Domain names of this type generally begin with the phrases «val_» and «txt_». 

 

Table 1 -  Description of enumerated types 

Designation Description 

IDENT Unique identifier, cannot be null 

REFERENCE Unique identifier reference, can be null 

code_acft_engine_no  Number and type of aircraft engines 

code_activity An activity, situation or cause, on the ground or in the air, that affects one 

or more categories of air traffic 

code_airac  AIRAC code 

code_border_type Ground Boundary Segment Type 

code_cat_acft  Aircraft classification by stall speed in landing configuration at maximum 

certified landing mass 

code_cat_fire_ad Aerodrome / heliport firefighting service category 

code_cat_fuel  Fuel category available at the aerodrome / heliport 

code_cat_ldg_aid Landing category 

code_cat_oil Oil category available at the aerodrome / heliport 

code_cat_oas Categories for Obstacle Assessment Surface (OAS) 

code_channel_dme  DME channel number 

code_channel_mls  MLS channel number 

code_channel_tacan  TACAN channel number (RSBN) 

code_civ_rte Sign of the route availability for civil aviation activities 

code_class_acft Aircraft class 

code_class_airspace Airspace classification 

code_class_as Airspace element class code in accordance with Annex 11, Annex 4. ICAO 

code_class_hel Helicopter class performance 

code_class_mkr  Radiomarker class 

code_class_ndb  NDB class 

code_class_unit  Type of service provided by the service department 

code_colour  Color code. The list of valid values includes color names, not RGB or 

CMYK analogs 

code_comb_time_event  Code indicating which event in the list of events in time should be given 

preference over others. For example, early or later 

code_component_tacan  TACAN Object Item ID 

code_composition_sfc Surface material code 

code_composition_struct Object material code (obstacles) 
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Designation Description 

code_cond_sfc Object status code. Applicable for RWY, taxiway, CBT, FATO, TLOF or 

APRON 

code_cond_mark Aerodrome Surface Marking Status Code 

code_datum Geographic coordinate system code. The list of recommended coordinates 

based on WGS-84 is described in the ICAO Manual; abbreviations based 

on the ARINC 424 specification, Appendix 2 

code_day The name of the day in the work schedule. In addition to the standard days 

Monday-Friday, added «holidays», «work», etc. 

code_day_period  Period of the day. For example, day or night 

code_descr_dist_ver  The method of crossing the turning point by the aircraft in the vertical 

plane 

code_dir  Absolute heading code 

code_dir_ref Relative heading code 

code_dir_turn Direction of rotation 

code_dist_ver Altitude reference point code 

code_em_rdo The type of radiation. Agreed upon in 1979 by the ITU World 

Administrative Radiocommunication Conference. For example, A3E, 

NONA2a, G1D 

code_enr_type Type of ATS route by nationality 

code_fap_class Classes of an aerodrome or runway according to the FAP-262 classification 

code_flow_cond_opr Coded value of combining elementary conditions of the type of operation 

within an air traffic stream 

code_flt_status  Flight status 

code_flt_type  Flight type 

code_height_sys Height system 

code_iap_fix  Type of point on the instrument approach route 

code_id_chain_spec_nav  Station type of a special navigation system. Special navigation systems in 

the ICAO classification are terrestrial satellite navigation systems, marine 

navigation systems, radio technical systems for long-range and ultra-long-

range navigation (RSDN-10, RSDN-20) 

code_id_lvl_clmn  Direction code in the level table 

code_id_lvl_tbl  Flight type code according to the flight level table. For example, RFP, 

PVP, etc. 

code_id_mkr  Radiomarker code. Options: dots, dashes, dots with dashes 

code_id_nav_aid  Navigation radio transmitter type code 

code_id_org  Organization type code, ARO body, agency, airline, or subdivision 

code_id_restr  Traffic limitation 

code_intl_rte Route classification by state 

code_intst_lgt Light intensity. 

code_lang Language code (according to ISO 639) 

code_lvl Level: upper airspace, lower airspace 

code_marking_type Type of aerodrome surface marking 
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Designation Description 

code_metric as integer Obstacle metric type 

code_mil  Military facility status code 

code_mrt_proc  MRT route type 

code_notice_marker The type of stamp on the received message 

code_ngea_class Aerodrome class according to OGEA document 

code_opr  Boolean or topological operation code 

code_origin  Origin in relation to international boundaries 

code_phase_proc  Flight phase along the SID, STAR and IAP routes. Note: Some values  are 

only valid for SIDs, others are only valid for STAR 

code_psn_ils  ILS location code 

code_psn_rwy  Runway end location code 

code_psn_tlof  Landing point of contact code 

code_psn_twy  Item position code, on the taxiway surface 

code_ref_och  Initial position for the height of the obstacle span 

code_rep_atc Turning Point Report 

code_rnp RNP value code 

code_rte_avbl Airspace restriction code 

code_rvsm_point RVSM point type code 

code_source_seg_path  Source of specific information about the turning point 

code_source_ser  Aviation service type 

code_special_date Special date type code 

code_speed_ref  Reference system for speed value 

code_sts_sfc Runway condition, taxiways, gate, parking position, FATO, etc. 

code_style_mark Aerodrome Surface Marking Style 

code_slope_land Angles of inclination of the glide path on the landing course 

code_slope_2crc Missed approach climb gradient 

code_taa_type Sector type TAA 

code_time_event  Astronomical event code in days (sunrise, sunset ...) 

code_time_ref Time reference system, including time zone and transition to summer / 

winter navigation period 

code_type_acft  Aircraft type 

code_type_acft_cap  Equipment type and aircraft certification 

code_type_acft_engine  Aircraft engine type 

code_type_ad_hp Aerodrome structure type 

code_type_address  Geographic address type 

code_type_aero_lgt  Type of lights of the aerodrome lighting equipment 

code_type_airspace_vertex Airspace Element Segment Type Code 

code_type_als_fato  Type of approach lighting system in FATO direction 

code_type_als_rwy  Runway Approach Lighting System Type 
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Designation Description 

code_type_angle_brg  Angle type 

code_type_apch_proc  Approach route type 

code_type_apron Type of apron or parking lot according to ICAO 

code_type_as Airspace type 

code_type_as_auth  Code of the relationship of an airspace element to an ATS unit 

code_type_as_signpnt  Turning point type in relation to the ATS area 

code_type_assoc_org  Type of communication between two organizations / ATS units 

code_type_assoc_unit  Communication type between departments 

code_type_azm  Type of determination of azimuth by direction finder 

code_type_cat  ILS category 

code_type_course  Course type 

code_type_decl_dist_fato Type of declared distances at FATO 

code_type_decl_dist_rwy Runway Declared Distance Type 

code_type_desig_pt  ICAO type of turning point 

code_type_dme  Rangefinder type DME 

code_type_flt_rule Flight rule type 

code_type_freq  Terrestrial frequency type 

code_type_geo_brd  State border section type 

code_type_hold_proc  Waiting route type 

code_type_iap  Instrument approach route type 

code_type_meteo_report Type of meteorological information 

code_type_meteo_locate Type and location of meteorological observation posts 

code_type_msa Circle type MBV 

code_type_nav_aid_limit Navigation radio restriction type 

code_type_nav_ck_pt  Type of navigation system installed at the checkpoint 

code_type_north  Direction code to the cardinal point 

code_type_ops_rwy  Runway operation type 

code_type_org  Type of organization / ATS unit 

code_type_pax_fac  Type of facility serving passengers 

code_type_proc_path  Type of maneuver in routes 

code_type_protect_area Obstacle-free surface type 

code_type_publ  Publication document type 

code_type_rte ATS route type in terms of navigation 

code_type_ruddering Taxi route type 

code_type_seg_path  Taxi route segment type 

code_type_ser_ad Ground handling services provided at the aerodrome 

code_type_ser_spec_nav Station type in a dedicated navigation system 

code_type_sid  Departure route type 

code_type_spec_nav_sys A type of special navigation system 
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Designation Description 

code_type_stand  Parking type 

code_type_star  Arrival route type 

code_type_timetable The order of the object. If TIMSH is installed, the object must necessarily 

work according to the schedule 

code_type_twy  Taxiway type 

code_type_unit  ATS unit type 

code_type_use_back_ils  Forward and Reverse RPC Signals Compatibility 

code_type_vasis Glide path line type in the display system 

code_type_vertex Segment type 

code_type_vor  VOR omnidirectional beacon type 

code_usage_limitation  Limitation of use 

code_yes_no Boolean value. A field of this type can take three values - empty, boolean 

«Yes» and boolean «No». 

code_psn_rel_axis  Landing traffic light location 

code_icao_acft ICAO aircraft type 

code_adhp_usage_acft Use of the aerodrome by aircraft 

code_acft_turbulance Turbulence wake 

code_type_flight Flight type 

code_fpl_remark Type of additional information 

code_act_restriction Setting a limit 

code_comparison Value comparison code 

code_msg_type Type of aviation message (telegram) 

code_type_urgency Urgency code 

code_source_info Information source type 

code_meteo_takeoff Departure weather minima type 

code_meteo_approach Type of landing meteorological minima 

code_meteo_aircraft Aircraft meteorological minima type 

code_type_surface Type of boundaries of aerodrome territories 

uom_accuracy Coordinate Measurement Accuracy Units 

uom_acn  Wheelset pressure units 

uom_dist_horz Horizontal distance units 

uom_dist_ver Vertical Height Units 

uom_dur Time units 

uom_elev Overshoot units 

uom_freq Frequency units 

uom_power Power units 

uom_pressure Units of pressure 

uom_speed Speed units 
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Designation Description 

uom_t Temperature units 

uom_weight  Units of weight  

 

Table 2 -  Description of types of direct information presentation  

Designation Description 

code_id_ad_hp 

 

The four-letter ICAO code for the aerodrome / heliport. The rule for 

forming the identifier:  

1) If an ICAO code is assigned, the ICAO code becomes the identifier  

2) If there is no ICAO code, the code is carried over from the IATA 

code;  

3) If there is no code, an artificial temporary code is assigned by the user. 

The code is formed according to the principle: the first 2 letters are the 

state code, the next 4 letters are a temporary number from 0001 to 9999 

code_aic_series  Series of amendments 

code_notam_loc Localization by NOTAM 

code_notam_period  NOTAM validity period 

code_obstacle_pattern Obstacle marking type 

code_obstacle_type Obstacle type 

code_type_route_buffer Type of protection zone (buffer) of the route section 

code_id_as Airspace identifier 

code_id_desig_pt Turning point identifier 

code_id_ils_mls ILS or MLS code 

code_loc_ind_icao ICAO four-letter localization code. Doc 7910 

code_loc_ind_iata  Three-letter code of the location of the aerodrome / heliport according to 

IATA resolution 763 (IATA Code) 

date_time Time 

date_year Date 

geo_lat Latitude 

geo_long Longitude 

geo_notam_lat Latitude by NOTAM (no seconds) 

geo_notam_long Longitude NOTAM (no seconds) 

geo_radian Value in radians 

notam_number  NOTAM number from 0001 to 9999 

Second Number of seconds 

Seqnr Sequence number in subordinate tables 

tlg_text Telegram text 

txt_address Address text 

txt_code Code value text 

txt_descr Brief description text 
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Designation Description 

txt_desig  Full description text 

txt_desig_iap  Instrumental Landing Procedures Description Text 

txt_desig_rte Brief description of the route segment 

txt_name Text names 

val_acn Wheelset pressure during landing 

val_angle Angle value 

val_angle_brg Azimuth value 

val_angle_mag_var Magnetic declination value 

val_angle_mag_var_chg The value of the change in magnetic declination per year 

val_count  Quantity value 

val_dist_horz  Length (distance) value 

val_dist_ver Height value (excess) 

val_dur Time value 

val_fl  Flight level value 

val_freq Frequency value 

val_percent Percentage value (0 to 100) 

val_pressure Pressure value 

val_slope Tilt angle value 

val_speed  Speed  value 

val_t Temperature value 

val_lcn_class Surface Load Number (ACN) 

val_oas OAS Surface Slope Factors 

val_offset Relative distance 

val_pcn_class Surface Strength Number (PCN) 

val_power Power value of the transmitting device 

code_act_priority  Priority of activity 

code_time_priority  Schedule recording priority 

utc_datetime  Date UTC 

local_datetime  Date according to internal time (used in objective control and labeling of 

table entries) 

utc_time  Greenwich Mean Time 

local_time The local time 

txt_flow_sign  Call sign of the aircraft 

code_act_priority  Priority of activity 

code_time_priority  Schedule recording priority 

fpl_signature Flight number 
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Designation Description 

code_type_equipment* Equipment type 

code_type_equip_capatibly* Type of onboard equipment 

notam_nr NOTAM number 

code_notam_purpose NOTAM modifier  

*Note. Domains are a combination of text fields. 

 

1.7 Transaction logging 

The database consists of two schemes - public and backup. 

The public schema includes data tables, lookups, follow (rules for generating index fields), trigger 

functions and views. All connections between devices are below. 

The backup scheme includes tables - copies of all data tables with an identical structure. Rollback 

tables are copies of all states of the updated data tables. The rollback area contains a single circular 

sequence, according to which the primary keys of all its tables are formed. Relationships between tables 

are not established, indexes and triggers are not established. To support the functioning of the data 

security subsystem, service tables are included. 

The «$operation_journal» table is used to organize multi-user access to data with logging of 

modifications in the data tables. 

The transaction log allows you to: 

 log operations of creating, deleting and updating data records; 

 undo and restore (UNDO / REDO) data, both for a single record and within a data entry session; 

 to record user actions on access to data and their modification; 

 recover data in case of hardware and software failures using rollback tables and data backups. 

 

The «$operation_journal» table contains information about each performed data modification 

operation. The table is not copied in the backup schema, but the link role between the data tables, rollback 

table and aeronautical user. 

Description users of aeronautical information saved in table «$register_user». Table allows you to 

authorize users and keep track of their actions in complex. 

Names and descriptions of tables shown in table data are stored in $table_info table located in 

public schema. 

 

1.8 Structure of service tables  

Table $table_info – destined for storing names and descriptions of data tables causing the copy to 

rollback area. The information is used to link the table and its conventional name. For example, the ad_hp 

table corresponds to the designation «aerodromes» displayed in user forms. 

 

Table 3 -  Table structure $table_info 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key  

 txt_code txt_code Name of the data table, a copy of which is located in the rollback area 

 comment txt_name Name of category of aviation objects and aviation activities that are 

stored in this table 
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 Field name Field type Field description 

R lastid REFERENCE Reference to last line of the transaction log. Used to signal changes 

in the table when rereading in tasks 

 

Transaction log (table $operation_journal) is designed to store information about each performed 

data modification operation. The table records all information about user actions in chronological order. 

 

Table 4 -  Table structure $operation_journal 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key  

 transid integer Aeronautical user session number. A special number that is 

generated automatically for each session. The number allows you to 

operate with changes within the information entry session 

 moment timestamp  The moment of the operation. The field allows you to undo 

operations in chronological order 

R usrid REFERENCE API user identifier. Link to table «$ register_user». The field allows 

you to cancel operations performed by the API user 

R tableid REFERENCE Link to a table catalog entry 

R refid REFERENCE Record identifier, which is a reference to the data table in the public 

schema 

R bckid REFERENCE Record ID, which is a reference to the rollback table in the backup 

schema 

R reference REFERENCE Link to the canceled operation in the transaction log 

 operation char(1) Operation type: «U» - update, «D» - delete, «C» - create, «T» – 

cancel (terminate) transaction, «L» (logon) - user connection, «E» 

(exit) - user disconnection 

 status char(1) Operation status: «S» - saved, «R» - revert 

 comment txt_code Free text field - «note» 

 

Functions of information exchange between the database and the complex tasks are organized in the 

form of separate sessions of information input and output within a session. When describing the 

algorithms for the operation of the complex, the following terms are used: 

Session – the period from the beginning of the registration of the API user in the database until the 

moment of its disconnection or the abnormal completion of the task. 

Seance – a part of a session from the moment a group of operations starts to be completed The 

session is limited to input forms or dialogs and starts from the moment the form is activated, ends with the 

moment of closing (exiting) or abnormal termination of the program. According to the operations 

performed, sessions are divided into an input session and an output session.  

Operation – editing, inserting or deleting a record in a data table. Editing and insertion are 

performed by standard DBMS mechanisms, and physical deletion of records is not performed. Each data 

table contains a field valid, which stores the sign of the validity of table row. If set to value «N» then 

record is considered deleted. 

Current user – is the operator who performs the basic actions to describe the algorithm. 

Outside user – is an operator who is modifying the same table in a session whose time is same as 

session of current user. 
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Table of transliteration $transliterate – designed to store characters and phrases used to 

transliterate text to other language. 

 

Table 5 -  Table structure $transliterate 

 
Field 

name 
Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key  

 src_text varchar(16) Original letter or phrase 

C src_lang REFERENCE Link to the language code of the source phrase in the table 

«CATALOG» 

 dest_text varchar(16) The resulting letter or phrase 

C dest_lang REFERENCE Link to language code of resulting phrase in table «CATALOG»  

 

Table is filled default standard ICAO phonetic alphabet (see Appendix 12 of Operator's Manual). 

 

1.9 Description of transaction log algorithm  

Client-side tables edited within a session are refreshed at specified intervals (REFRESH). This 

mechanism allows you to work with up-to-date data. To avoid discarding the entered information in 

subordinate tables, editing time of the record is suspended. Update is performed only if two or more 

DBMS clients are working with the database. The upgrade failed when database was in exclusive mode. 

The logging of modifications, undoing modifications, and restoring the initial value after undo is 

performed as a separate transaction. The order of logging the modified record depends on the type of 

operation. 

 

Insert operation (INSERT) 

Insertion is performed in a single, logged transaction, without locking data row, and without 

creating a record in the rollback table. Blocking is not executed because generated string is not available 

to other users until the COMMIT command is executed. The following operations are performed: 

 start of a transaction; 

 creating a data record; 

 creating an entry in the transaction log with the operation type «C» (create); 

 closing the transaction with the COMMIT command. 

 

Cancellation of an operation is performed by a transaction in the following sequence: 

 start of a transaction; 

 search for the last unrecoverable record of the transaction; 

 blocking of the system of recording the command «SELECT FOR UPDATE»; 

 identification of the type of operation by the value of the operation field; 

 when canceling the operation «C» (creation), the field is set valid for data recording in the value 

«N» (deleted). A string with this flag is not displayed in the user interface; 

 setting the sign of the current record of the transaction log in the value «R» (canceled); 

 creating an entry in the transaction log with the operation type «T» (transaction cancellation) 

with the addition of references to the identifier of the transaction being canceled; 

 closing the transaction with the COMMIT command. 

 

Restoring information after canceling a transaction in the following sequence: 

 start of a transaction; 
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 search for the extreme record of the transaction log with the transaction type «T» (transaction 

canceled) and the status «S» (saved) with a selection of links to the transaction log record; 

 specifying the type of operation by the value of the operation field in the transaction log record 

selected by the link found; 

 blocking of the system of recording the command «SELECT FOR UPDATE»; 

 setting the sign of current record of transaction log in the value «R» (restored); 

 when restoring the operation «C» (creation), field is set valid for writing data to value «Y» 

(valid-Yes); 

 creating an entry in the transaction log with the operation type «C» (create); 

 closing the transaction with the COMMIT command. 

 

After performing the restore, the state of the tables looks like after an insert operation. 

 

 

Figure 2 -  Scheme of transaction log during the «Insert» operation 

Delete operation (DELETE) 

The deletion is performed by a logged transaction, data row locking, and without creating a record 

in the rollback table. The following operations are performed: 

 start of a transaction; 

 blocking the current data record with the «SELECT FOR UPDATE» command; 

 setting the valid field to write data to «N» (set of No valid); 

 creating an entry in the transaction log with the operation type «D» (delete); 

 closing the transaction with the COMMIT command. 

 

Cancellation of an operation is performed by one transaction in the following sequence: 

 start of a transaction; 

 search for the last unrecoverable record of the transaction; 

 identification of the operation type by the value of the operation field; 

 blocking the corresponding data record with the «SELECT FOR UPDATE» command; 

 when the operation «D» is canceled (deletion), the valid field is set to write data to the value 

«Y» (set of valid Yes); 
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 setting the sign of the current record of the transaction log to the value «R» (restore); 

 creation of an entry in the transaction log of a record with the operation type «T» (transaction 

cancellation) with the addition of a reference to the identifier of the transaction being canceled; 

 closing transaction with COMMIT command. 

 

Information recovery after the cancellation is performed by a transaction in the following sequence: 

 start of a transaction; 

 search for the last record of the transaction log with the operation type «T» (transaction 

canceled) and the status «S» (saved) with the selection of a link to the transaction log record; 

 identification of the operation type by the value of the operation field in the transaction log 

record selected by the found link; 

 blocking the corresponding data record with the «SELECT FOR UPDATE» command; 

 setting the sign of the current transaction log record to the value «R» (restore); 

 when restoring operation «D» (deletion), the valid field is set to write data to the value «N» (set 

of No valid); 

 creating an entry in the transaction log with the operation type «D» (delete); 

closing the transaction with the COMMIT command. 

 

 

Figure 3 -  Scheme of transaction log during the operation «Delete» 

Edit operation (EDIT) 

Editing is performed by a logged transaction, locking the data row, and creating a record in the 

rollback table. The record is saved when moving to another row, and in case of editing a row in a dialog 

box - by clicking butto  on standard navigator of data table.  

Following operations are performed: 

 start of a transaction; 

 blocking the current data record with the «SELECT FOR UPDATE» command; 

 saving the current data record to the rollback table; 

 creating an entry in transaction log with operation type «U» (restore); 

 updating the data record with information from the input buffer; 
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 closing the transaction with the COMMIT command. 

 

Cancellation of an operation is performed by a transaction in the following sequence: 

 start of a transaction; 

 search for the last unrecoverable record of the transaction; 

 blocking the corresponding data record with the «SELECT FOR UPDATE» command; 

 identification of the operation type by the value of the operation field; 

 saving the current data record to the rollback table; 

 restoring state of the data record from the rollback table by reference in transaction log record; 

 setting the sign of current record of transaction log to value «R» (restore); 

 creating a record in the transaction log with the operation type «T» (transaction cancellation) 

with the addition of a reference to the identifier of the transaction being canceled; 

 closing the transaction with the COMMIT command. 

 

Information recovery after the cancellation is performed by a transaction in the following sequence: 

 start of a transaction; 

 search for the last record of the transaction log with the operation type «T» (transaction 

canceled) and the status «S» (saved) with the selection of a link to the transaction log record; 

 identification of operation type by value operation field in transaction log record selected by 

found link; 

 blocking the corresponding data record with the «SELECT FOR UPDATE» command; 

 setting the sign of the current record of the transaction log to the value «R» (restore); 

 saving the current data record to the rollback table; 

 creation in log of transactions with operation type «U» (update); 

 restoring data record from rollback table by reference in found transaction log record; 

 closing transaction with COMMIT command. 

 

 
 

LEGEND: 

purple row of rollback table, fields of which are used to restore data record 

red fields that change during the operation 

blue link to data table row 

red background rows that are being inserted into the transaction log and rollback table 

Figure 4 -  Sheme of transaction log during the «Edit» operation 
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Transaction logging is done in chronological order. Recovery is performed in reverse chronological 

order. The following figure shows a fragment of the transaction log, in which three operations were 

performed - «Create a data record», «Update a data record», «Delete a data record» 

 

 

Figure 5 -  Contents of transaction log after modification 

The figure below shows contents of transaction log after successively undoing all operations. 

 

 

Figure 6 -  Contents of transaction log after canceling operations 

Below is the contents of transaction log after sequential recovery of canceled operations. 

 

 

Figure 7 -  Contents of transaction log after recovering operations 
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2 DATABASE STRUCTURE 

Description of tables is presented in form of tables consisting of 4 columns – field type, name, data 

type and description. When it is necessary to form complex links in the database, special views are 

created. Some views complement the structure as auxiliary objects for the operation of the complex. 

 

2.1 Structure of global and common tables 

2.1.1 Tables of global indexes 

Table of $global – serves as a global index table and serves to organize the relationship between 

database tables. Table of is filled with triggers with the ending «_global» and is not available for 

correction from applications. 
 

Table 6 -  Table structure $global 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key. Keys from all tables are transferred to table by triggers 

 tablename character(44) Table name 

 marker integer 
Integer marker. Used to store indexes of other databases or records 

from external sources 

 uid uuid 
Unique identifier for the GUID. Generated when inserting a record 

and does not change 

 edited abstime 
* Time of the last modification (insertion) of a record into the 

database  

*Note. field is filled with a trigger function and is used to select a fragment of records from the top 

and first level tables that have changed over the period. 
 

The technology for storing the time of last modification allows updating graphic documents 

generated from the database two orders of magnitude faster than the operating time of the algorithm for 

total comparison of changes. 

Table of $register_user – stores the accounts of registered aeronautical users. Used for group 

access to the database, the objective control system, and the ability to use on the Web. 
 

Table 7 -  Table structure $register_user 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key  

 register_date date Registration date 

 nickname txt_code Unique text identifier 

 username txt_address Displayed text identifier 

 password txt_code Encrypted password 

 level integer User status. 0-normal, 1-Web, 2-reserve, 3-administrator 

 active char(1) Sign of active account Y or N 

R session REFERENCE User active session number - link to pg_catalog.pg_stat_activity 

(procpid) table 

 subsession integer A conditional session within a user's session. Serves to separate the 

input of information within a separate input form 
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 Field name Field type Field description 

 session_code char(32) System user mask for user identification. The mask contains the 

encoded TCP/IP and OS user through a dot. Allows you to define a 

user in active tasks  

 

Table of $user_param – is used to store global parameters related to aeronautical user. 

 

Table 8 -  Table structure $table_info 

 
Field 

name 
Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key  

R used_id IDENT Link to the ANI user table - $ register_user 

 name txt_code Parameter name 

 value txt_address Parameter value 

 txt_descr txt_name Parameter description 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = 'Y' record is valid. Default 'Y'  

 

2.1.2 Category catalog 

Table of CATALOG – aeronautical and special category catalog. Contains all variants of domain 

values described in clause 2.3 this document. Table of is a global table. Each database table that contains 

an enumerated domain data type refers to table. 

 

Table 9 -  Table structure CATALOG 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key  

C code_lang code_lang Language code (reference to CATALOG) 

 domain txt_code Full domain name (see the list in clause 2.3.) 

 txt_code txt_code Value code for category 

 txt_name txt_name Text decoding of the meaning for the category 

 full_name txt_name Expanded value, can be used in applications to display hints (Hint) 

 access  char(1) 
Editing access type: F – full access, C - only modification values, R - 

read only 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = 'Y' record is valid. Default 'Y'  

 

2.1.3 Addresses of object 

Tables ADDRESS saved a postal address, a phone number, a fax number, an e-mail address, a telex 

number, an AFS address, etc. 

 

Table 10 -  Table structure ADDRESS 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT 
Primary key  
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 Field name Field type Field description 

R object REFERENCE Object reference 

C code_type code_type_address Acode indicating the address type.For example, postal 

address, phone number, fax number, AFS address, E-mail 

address, telex number, etc. 

 txt_address txt_address The full free text address. For example, +32(2)-729 3326, 

edgr@eurocontrol.be, LABBYOYX, etc. 

 txt_rmk txt_descr Remark 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 

 

2.1.4 Table of AIRAC cycles 

The AIRAC cycle amendment TABLE contains the start and end code abbreviations for all 

amendments up to and including 2040. Table of may be supplemented with unplanned amendments. The 

link to the table entries is for informational purposes only. References to tables are used to generate files 

in the ARINC exchange format. 

 

Table 11 -  Table structure AIRAC 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key  

 number txt_code Amendment code 

 txt_name txt_name Textual description of the amendment 

 date_wef date Date of amendment introduction 

 date_til date End date of amendment  

 

2.1.5 Activity schedules and timetables 

Table of TIMETABLE – saved (ICAO) An entity used to describe operational hours, working 

hours, activation hours, hours of watch, etc.  

 

Table 12 -  Table structure TIMETABLE 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key  

D object IDENT Refrerence object  

C code_work_hr code_type_timetable A code indicating the type of working hours.   

Notes:   

Both CODE_WORK_HR and one or more related 

TIMESHEET(s) may be specified. The interpretation to be 

given to such combinations depends on the value of 

CODE_WORK_HR: 

H24, HJ, HN - excluding the periods specified in the related  

HX, HO, NOTAM - within the periods specified in the related 

TIMESHEET(s); 

TIMSH* - as specified in the related TIMESHEET(s) 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 
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Table TIMESHEET – saved a component of a timetable, which must be specified with only one 

set of attributes, indicating the working hours of an other element. 

 

Table 13 -  Table structure TIMESHEET 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key  

D timetable IDENT Reference to TIMETABLE  

C code_time_ref code_time_ref A code indicating the time reference system (for 

example, 'UTC') 

 date_valid_wef date The start date of the validity of a timesheet. Used 

together with DATE_VALID_TIL to express 

repetitive time periods like 15 May to 15 November.   

Notes:   

1) This date is included. 

2) When the schedule specified in the Timesheet is 

valid all year long, this attribute has the value «01-01» 

and the attribute DATE_VALID_TIL has the value 

«31-12» 

 date_valid_til date The end date of the validity of a timesheet. Used 

together with DATE_VALID_WEF to express 

repetitive time periods like 15 May to 15 November.   

Notes:   

1) This date is included. 

2) When the schedule specified in the Timesheet is 

valid all year long, this attribute has the value «31-12» 

and attribute DATE_VALID_WEF has value «01-01» 

C code_day code_day A code indicating the day the timesheet is referring to 

C code_day_til code_day A code indicating the days affected by a timesheet, as 

follows: 

- if the value of this attribute is NULL, the TIME_TIL, 

CODE_EVENT_TIL, TIME_REL_EVENT_TIL and 

CODE_COMB_TIL must be considered as occurring 

on the day specified in the attribute CODE_DAY (e.g. 

MON from 07:30 till 16:00); 

- if the value of this attribute is not NULL, the 

TIME_TIL, CODE_EVENT_TIL, 

TIME_REL_EVENT_TIL and CODE_COMB_TIL 

must be considered as occurring on the day specified 

in this attribute and the period described by the 

timesheet is considered to be a continuous one (e.g. 

MON 07:30 till FRI 16:00) 

 time_wef time time of the day (specified in the CODE_DAY 

attribute) when the period described in the timesheet 

starts 

 time_rel_event_w

ef 

time_lap The number of minutes before or after the event 

referred to in the CODE_EVENT_WEF attribute 

when the period described in the Timesheet starts 
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 Field name Field type Field description 

C code_comb_wef code_comb_time_event When both the TIME_WEF and 

CODE_EVENT_WEF values are not NULL, this 

attribute explains how the combination of the two 

attributes should be interpreted, i.e. which of the two 

moments in time is the beginning of the period 

described by the timesheet 

C code_event_wef code_time_event A coded reference to an event (like sunset or sunrise), 

the occurrence of which indicates when the period 

described in the Timesheet starts 

 time_til time The time of the day when the period described in 

timesheet ends 

 time_rel_event_til time_lap The number of minutes before or after the event 

referred to in the CODE_EVENT_TIL attribute when 

the period described in the Timesheet ends 

C code_event_til code_time_event A coded reference to an event (like sunset or sunrise), 

the occurrence of which indicates when the period 

described in the Timesheet ends 

C code_comb_til code_comb_time_event When both the TIME_TIL and CODE_EVENT_TIL 

values are not NULL, this attribute explains how the 

combination of the two attributes should be 

interpreted, i.e. which of the two moments in time is 

the end of the period described by the timesheet 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default 

‘Y’ 

 

2.1.6 State and ICAO borders 

Table of GEO_BORDER – list of states and ICAO region codes. It is used to determine the 

nationality of aviation objects, as well as to form the correct metric for areal airspace elements with a 

segment type (hereinafter – along the state border). 

 

Table 14 -  Table structure GEO_BORDER 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key  

 uid uuid Unique identifier for the GUID. Generated when inserting a 

record and does not change 

 txt_code txt_code ISO State Code 

 avia_code  txt_code Aircraft registration prefix 

 world_region code_loc_ind_iata ICAO region code 

 txt_name txt_name State name 

 global_area char(4) Global world region. Used for the ARINC converter when 

forming a string prefix  

 

Table of GEO_BORDER_SEG – sections of the state border. The state border can be with breaks 

or alternate at sea (ocean) and on land. All sites are listed in this table. 
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Table 15 -  Table structure GEO_BORDER_SEG 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key  

C code_type code_type_geo_brd Border type (ground, sea, temporary, undefined) 

C code_datum  code_datum  A code indicating the geodetic datum in which the 

geographical co-ordinates are expressed. for coordinates  

 txt_descr txt_descr Description of the site  

 

Table of GEO_BORDER_USE contains sequential segments that form the state border. The same 

sections of the state border or coastline can be used in different states or conditional regions. In order to 

optimize and reduce the amount of information, the state border is divided into sections based on 

proximity to a specific region. The common boundary is described in the GEO_BORDER_SEG and 

GEO_VERTEX tables, and the segment references are stored in the current table for both states. This 

principle of storing information excludes duplication of the same data when describing the state border of 

adjacent regions. 

 

Table 16 -  Table structure GEO_BORDER_USE 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key  

 uid uuid 
Unique identifier for the GUID. Generated when inserting a record and 

does not change 

 seqnr  seqnr Serial number 

D state    IDENT Reference to border - GEO_BORDER 

D segment IDENT Reference to segment - GEO_BORDER_SEG 

 

Table of GEO_VERTEX – state border point. The density of points of the state border is 

determined by the end user of the database. It is not recommended to load state boundaries with a large 

number of points into the database. Otherwise, the airspace elements formed on the basis of such data will 

be capacious in terms of the metric. 

 

Table 17 -  Table structure GEO_VERTEX 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key  

D segment IDENT Reference to segment - GEO_BORDER_SEG 

 geo_lat geo_radian Latitude in radians 

 geo_long geo_radian Longitude  in radians 

 

Table of POPULATION contains a list of settlements in which objects and subjects of aviation 

activity are deployed. The information is not related to the address components described in the 

«ADDRESS» table. 
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Table 18 -  Table structure POPULATION 

  Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key  

D region IDENT Reference to border - GEO_BORDER  

 txt_city txt_address The text name of the settlement 

 geo_lat_c geo_lat Latitude of the settlement center 

 geo_long_c geo_long Longitude of the settlement center 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = 'Y' record is valid. Default 'Y'  

 

2.1.7 Table of source information 

Is designed to generate lists of information sources for a specific object. Table of is not included in 

the AICM model, is linked to the table of global identifiers and allows you to bind information only to the 

main types of objects, the keys of which are duplicated by triggers in table «$global». 

 

Table 19 -  Table structure SOURCE_INFO 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key  

D object IDENT Reference to table $global 

C source  code_source_info Source type (card, instruction IVP, AIP, etc.) 

 information txt_descr Sources created as a category 

 txt_descr txt_descr Source description. For example, the source type Collection 

ANI, description - №22 (Ukraine) 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 

 

2.1.8 Table of earth magnetic declination models 

Table of magvar_model is intended for storing models of the earth's magnetic field by epoch. Used 

to automatically calculate the magnetic declination at a point when entered. 

 

Table 20 -  Table structure magvar_model 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key  

 model_name varchar(16) Model name 

 epoch  integer The epoch of the model. Indicates the first year of the era 

 year_wef integer First year of the era 

 year_til integer The last year in the era. 

 alt_min float Minimum height at which measurements were taken. If value is 

«-1» then surface 

 alt_max float Maximum height at which measurements were taken  

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 
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2.1.9 Table of parameters of the earth magnetic declination model 

Table of magvar_data is used to store models of the earth's magnetic field by epoch. Used to 

automatically calculate the magnetic declination at a point when entered. 

 

Table 21 -  Table structure magvar_data 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key  

R model IDENT Model ID reference 

 rowid  integer Row number of the array of coefficients 

 colid integer Column number of the array of coefficients 

 G1 float Magnetic field strength factor 

 H1 float Correction factor for height 

 G2 float Magnetic field strength factor * 

 H2 float Height correction factor *  

*Note. Coefficients G2 and H2 are used only in the WMM (World Magnetic Model) model. 

 

2.2 Tables of significant points and navaids 

The structure of the database includes a base of route points, terminal points and radio equipment 

(onward –significant point base), a base of routes and a base of airspace elements. 

The base of main points consists of a main table, which contains basic semantic and metric 

information, and subordinate tables with characteristics of radio equipment, and predefined points. 

 

2.2.1 Table SIGNIFICANT_POINT 

Table SIGNIFICANT_POINT – saved a specified geographical location used to define an ATS 

route, the flight path of an aircraft or for other navigation/ATS purposes. 

 

Table 22 -  Table structure SIGNIFICANT_POINT 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key  

R airac REFERENCE Reference to AIRAC  

R border REFERENCE Reference to ICAO region (GEO_BORDER) 

R adhp  REFERENCE Reference to airport (ad_hp) 

 data_wef date With effect from date 

 data_til date Until date 

 point_type code_type_point *Point type. The presence of a record in subordinate 

tables depends on the value of this type 

 txt_name txt_name The full textual name of a designated point, if any. 

For example, 'GOTAN Intersection' for GOTAN 

 txt_name_alt txt_name Alternative textual name of a designated point, if any 

 geo_lat geo_lat The latitude of the position of the designated point 
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 Field name Field type Field description 

 geo_long geo_long The longitude of the position of the designated point 

C code_datum code_datum Geographic position datum 

 val_geo_accuracy val_dist_horz Geographic position accuracy 

C uom_geo_accuracy uom_dist_horz UOM mandatory geographic position accuracy 

 val_mag_var val_angle_mag_var Magnetic declination. The angular difference between 

True North and Magnetic North. 

 date_mag_var date_year The date on which the magnetic variation had this value 

 txt_rmk txt_descr Remarks 

 mode char(1) Status ‘W’ - working, ‘C’ – calculated. 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid.  

Default ‘Y’ 

*Coded as a set of bits for each slave point type. The following values are set for point_type field: 

0000 0001 (1) – presence of a VOR station; 

0000 0010 (2) – presence of an NDB station; 

0000 0100 (4) – presence of a TACAN station; 

0000 1000 (8) – designated point. When the 4th bit of value is set, the first three bits are ignored as 

VOR / NDB / TACAN stations and are perceived by the complex as a subspecies of a predefined point. 

For example, 1001 (9) - clause of the mandatory protocol 1010 (10) - terminal point; 

0001 0000 (16) – presence of an DME; 

0010 0000 (32) – presence of an marker radio beacon. 

Composite or combined radio equipment is stored as a bundle SIGNIFICANT_POINT + 1st 

element SIGNIFICANT_POINT + 2nd element. The turning point types in SIGNIFICANT_POINT are 

represented by the sequence 2n. With the combined arrangement of funds are summed up. 

For example, Combined VOR / DME = 17, where VOR is code 1, DME is 16. 

Note. This field is used to filter records in applications. Removal - changing Y to N and further 

discarding by the filter. 

 

View of VSIGN_POINT contains concatenated basic information about pivot points. 

 

Table 23 -  View structure VSIGN_POINT 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

R border REFERENCE Reference to ICAO border  

R adhp  REFERENCE Reference to airport - ad_hp 

 data_wef date With effect from date 

 data_til date Until date 

 point_type code_type_point Point type * 

 txt_name txt_name Full textual name 

 code_id char(12) Point code  or navaid callsign 

 geo_lat geo_lat Latitude  

 geo_long geo_long Longitude  
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 Field name Field type Field description 

 val_mag_var val_angle_mag_var Magnetic declination 

 mode char(1) Status ‘W’ - working, ‘C’ – calculated 

  valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 

*Note. The entries in tables of main points and radio navigation aids depend on value of this type. 

 

2.2.2 Table of DESIGNATED_POINT 

Table of DESIGNATED_POINT – a named geographical location not marked by the site of a 

radio navigation aid, used in defining an ATS route, the flight path of an aircraft or for other navigation or 

ATS purposes. Relation with significant_point 1:1 by id. Table of has no primary key. Duplicate id is 

allowed if records are deleted. 

Notes: The word 'intersection' as published by the AIP is incorporated in the attribute name only. 

For example, GOTAN INTERSECTION will have a code_id of GOTAN and the txt_name of 

GOTAN INTERSECTION. 

 

Table 24 -  Table structure DESIGNATED _POINT 

 Field name Field type Field description 

D id IDENT Reference to significant_point 

 code_id code_id_desig_pt The coded identification of the designated point. 

For example, the five-letter ICAO name of the point, etc. 

C code_type code_type_desig_pt The specific type of designated point whether published 

by the State, published by the ICAO or created by another 

agency for convenience of identification etc. Rules:  

 If code_type='ADHP', then one of the following 

relationships is mandatory: 

 associated with AD_HP 

 at the centre of TLOF 

 located at RWY_CLINE_POINT 

 located at FATO_CLINE_POINT 

 the reference point of AD_HP 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 

 

2.2.3 Table of VOR 

The VOR table – a VHF omnidirectional radio range beacon. A short-range, very-high-frequency 

omnidirectional beacon which provides an indication in the aircraft of the bearing of the beacon, or left-

right track indication. Relationship with significant_point 1:1 by id. The table has no primary key. 

Duplicate id is allowed if records are deleted. 

 

Table 25 -  Table structure VOR 

 Field name Field type Field description 

D id IDENT Reference to SIGNIFICANT_POINT 

 
uid uuid Unique identifier for GUID. Generated when 

inserting a record and does not change 
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 Field name Field type Field description 

R org_auth  REFERENCE Reference to organization ORG_AUTH 

 code_id code_id_nav_aid The coded identification of the radio navigation aid.   

Rules:  

CODE_ID shall not be duplicated within 600 NM of 

the location of the VOR 

C code_type code_type_vor A code indicating the type of VOR. For example, 

conventional or Doppler 

 geo_lat_pos geo_lat The latitude of the position of the VOR 

 geo_long_pos geo_long The longitude of the position of the VOR 

 val_freq val_freq The value of the frequency.   Rules:  

The value of the VAL_FREQ must be in the interval 

108.000 to 117.975 MHz.  The value of the 

VAL_FREQ must be multiple of 50 kHz (e.g. 

117.950 is a correct value while 117.975 is not) 

C uom_freq uom_freq The unit of measurement of the frequency 

C code_type_north code_type_north A code indicating the direction of the 'zero bearing' 

provided by the station. For example: magnetic 

north, true north 

 val_declination val_angle_mag_var The angular difference between the direction of the 

'zero bearing' indicated by the station and the 

direction of the True North 

C code_em code_em_rdo A code indicating the type of emission, as defined at 

the 1979 ITU World Administrative Radio 

Conference.  

For example, A3E, NONA2a, G1D, etc. 

 val_elev val_dist_ver The vertical distance of the position from Mean Sea 

Level. The geoidal height of the position 

 val_elev_accuracy val_dist_ver The vertical distance from the stated elevation 

within which there is a defined confidence of the 

true position falling 

 val_geoid_undulation val_dist_ver A distance separating the geoid and the ellipsoid at 

that position. In respect of WGS-84 geodetic datum, 

the difference between the WGS-84 ellipsoidal 

height and geoidal height represents geoidal 

undulation 

C uom_dist_ver uom_elev The unit of measurement for vertical distances: 

elevation, geoidal undulation 

 txt_ver_datum txt_descr Attribute to take the «Vertical Datum» (viz. the tide 

gauge to determine MSL - for example, 

«DOMODEDOVO GAUGE», «NEWLYN» etc.) 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. 

Default ‘Y’ 

 

2.2.4 Table of DME 

Table of DME – UHF distance measuring equipment, operating on the interrogation-answer 

principle. The time required for the round trip of the signal exchange is measured in the airborne DME 
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unit and translated into distance. Relation with significant_point 1: 1 by id. Table of has no primary key. 

Duplicate id is allowed if records are deleted. 

 

Table 26 -  Table structure DME 

 Field name Field type Field description 

D id IDENT Reference to SIGNIFICANT_POINT 

 uid uuid 
Unique identifier for GUID. Generated when inserting a 

record and does not change 

R mls REFERENCE Reference to organization ORG_AUTH 

 code_id code_id_nav_aid The coded identification of the DME 

C code_type code_type_dme A code indicating type of UHF distance measuring 

equipment. E.g. DME/N, DME/W, DME/P 

C code_channel code_channel_dme The channel of the DME. 

See Annex 10, Table A, end of Chapter 3 for 

channelling details and for a list of allowable values.   

Rules: If CODE_CHANNEL is not specified, then 

VAL_GHOST_FREQ must be specified 

 geo_lat_pos geo_lat The latitude of the position of the DME 

 geo_long_pos geo_long The longitude of the position of the DME 

 val_ghost_freq val_freq The frequency of a virtual VHF facility paired with the 

DME according to ICAO Annex 10, table A, ch.3. 

Rules:  

VAL_GHOST_FREQ cannot be specified if the DME is 

collocated with a VOR or is part of an ILS or MLS 

system.  

VAL_GHOST_FREQ must be consistent with the 

CODE_CHANNEL value 

If VAL_GHOST_FREQ is specified, then 

UOM_GHOST_FREQ is mandatory 

C uom_ghost_freq uom_freq The unit of measurement of the 'ghost' frequency 

 val_displace val_dist_horz The value of the displacement, for example, the distance 

from the DME antenna to where the zero range 

indication occurs 

C uom_displace uom_dist_horz The unit of measurement of the displacement 

C code_em code_em_rdo A code indicating the type of emission, as defined at 

1979 ITU World Administrative Radio Conference. 

For example, A3E, NONA2a, G1D, etc. 

Rules: The type of the DME radio signals is always 

pulse, therefore CODE_EM must be 'PON' 

 val_elev val_dist_ver The vertical distance of the position from Mean Sea 

Level. The geoidal height of the position 

 val_elev_accuracy val_dist_ver The vertical distance from the stated elevation within 

which there is a defined confidence of the true position 

falling. 

Rules: VAL_ELEV_ACCURACY may be specified 
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 Field name Field type Field description 

only if VAL_ELEV has been specified 

 val_geoid_undulati

on 

val_dist_ver A distance separating the geoid and the ellipsoid at that 

position. In respect of WGS-84 geodetic datum, the 

difference between the WGS-84 ellipsoidal height and 

geoidal height represents geoidal undulation 

C uom_dist_ver uom_elev The unit of measurement for vertical distances: 

elevation, geoidal undulation 

 txt_ver_datum txt_descr Attribute to take the «Vertical Datum» (viz. the tide 

gauge to determine MSL - ex.: «DOMODEDOVO 

GAUGE», «NEWLYN» etc.) 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default 

‘Y’ 

 

2.2.5 Table of NDB 

Table of NDB – medium wave Beacon. Relation with significant_point 1:1 by id. Table of has no 

primary key. Duplicate id is allowed if records are deleted. A Non-directional radio beacon. A low or 

medium frequency radio beacon which transmits signals whereby the pilot of an aircraft properly 

equipped can determine bearings and 'home in' on the station. 

 

Table 27 -  Table structure NDB 

 Field name Field type Field description 

D id IDENT Reference to SIGNIFICANT_POINT 

 
uid uuid Unique identifier for GUID. Generated when inserting a 

record and does not change 

R org_auth  REFERENCE Reference to organization ORG_AUTH 

 
rwydir REFERENCE Reference to aerodrome runway. Optional field. Serves to 

link the landing course with the drives 

 val_dist_der val_dist_horz Range to runway threshold for course, in rwydir filed 

C 
uom_dist_der uom_dist_horz The unit of measurement for the value expressing 

distance to RWY 

 code_id code_id_nav_aid The coded identification of the NDB. 

If CODE_CLASS = 'B' [en-route NDB], then CODE_ID 

shall not be duplicated within 600 NM location of NDB 

 geo_lat_pos geo_lat The latitude of the position of the NDB 

 geo_long_pos geo_long The longitude of the position of the NDB 

 val_freq val_freq The frequency of the NDB emission.   

Rules: The value of the VAL_FREQ must be in the 

interval 190 to 1750 kHz 

C uom_freq uom_freq The unit of measurement of the Non-Directional Beacon 

emission frequency 

C code_class code_class_ndb The class of the NDB. For example, NDB or Locator 

C code_psn_ils code_psn_ils A code indicating the position in a real or virtual ILS for 

Locators (low powered NDBs) situated at an aerodrome. 

For example, LO = Locator outer, LM = Locator middle.  
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 Field name Field type Field description 

Rules: The value 'I' (inner marker position) is not allowed 

for NDB (CODE_CLASS = 'B') 

C code_em code_em_rdo A code indicating the type of emission, as defined at the 

1979 ITU World Administrative Radio Conference. 

For example, A3E, NONA2a, G1D, etc. 

 val_elev val_dist_ver The vertical distance of the position from Mean Sea 

Level. The geoidal height of the position. If VAL_ELEV 

is specified, then UOM_DIST_VER is mandatory 

 val_elev_accuracy val_dist_ver The vertical distance from stated elevation within which 

there is a defined confidence of true position falling 

 val_geoid_undulation val_dist_ver A distance separating the geoid and the ellipsoid at that 

position. In respect of WGS-84 geodetic datum, the 

difference between the WGS-84 ellipsoidal height and 

geoidal height represents geoidal undulation 

C uom_dist_ver uom_elev The unit of measurement for vertical distances: elevation, 

geoidal undulation 

 txt_ver_datum txt_descr Attribute to take the «Vertical Datum» (viz. the tide 

gauge to determine MSL - for example, 

«DOMODEDOVO GAUGE», «NEWLYN» etc.) 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 

 

2.2.6 Table of MKR 

Table of MKR – base of radiomarkers beacon. Relation with significant_point 1:1 by id. Table of 

has no primary key. Duplicate id is allowed if records are deleted. A marker beacon serving to identify a 

particular location in space by means of a 75MHz transmitter which transmits a directional signal to be 

received by aircraft flying overhead. 

 

Table 28 -  Table structure MKR 

 Field name Field type Field description 

D id IDENT Reference to SIGNIFICANT_POINT 

 uid uuid 
Unique identifier for GUID. Generated when inserting a 

record and does not change 

R ils REFERENCE Reference to landing system (table ILS). Refilled in case of a 

single boarding marker 

 code_id code_id_mkr The coded identification of the marker. 

E.g. Dots, Dashes, Dot/Dash, etc.   

Rules: The only allowable characters are '.' (#002E) and '-' 

(#002D). For example, '-.-' meaning 'dash-dot-dash', '-' 

meaning 'dashes', etc. 

C code_class code_class_mkr A code indicating the class of the radio marker. 

For example, fan marker, low-powered fan marker, Z marker 

C code_psn_ils code_psn_ils A code indicating the position, in a real or virtual ILS, of the 

markers situated on the centreline of a runway. For example: 

outer, middle, etc. 

Notes: Even when there is no ILS installed, the markers on 
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 Field name Field type Field description 

the centreline of the runway are still referred to as «Inner 

Marker», «Middle Marker», etc.  

 geo_lat_pos geo_lat The latitude of the position of the radio marker 

 geo_long_pos geo_long The longitude of the position of the radio marker 

 val_freq val_freq The value of the radio emission frequency. Radio Markers, 

as defined by ICAO, work only on the frequency of 75MHz.  

Rules: The value of the VAL_FREQ must be 75 (MHz) 

C uom_freq uom_freq The unit of measurement of the frequency.  

Notes: Radio Markers, as defined by ICAO, work only on 

the frequency of 75MHz 

 val_axis_brg val_angle_brg The true bearing of the minor axis of the marker beacon. 

(source: ARINC 424 Specification) 

C code_em code_em_rdo A code indicating the type of emission, as defined at the 

1979 ITU World Administrative Radio Conference. For 

example, A3E, NONA2a, G1D, etc. 

 val_elev val_dist_ver The vertical distance of the position from Mean Sea Level. 

The geoidal height of the position 

 val_elev_accurac

y 

val_dist_ver The vertical distance from the stated elevation within which 

there is a defined confidence of the true position falling 

 val_geoid_undul

ation 

val_dist_ver A distance separating the geoid and the ellipsoid at that 

position. In respect of WGS-84 geodetic datum, the 

difference between the WGS-84 ellipsoidal height and 

geoidal height represents geoidal undulation 

C uom_dist_ver uom_elev The unit of measurement for vertical distances: elevation, 

geoidal undulation 

 txt_ver_datum txt_descr Attribute to take the «Vertical Datum» (viz. the tide gauge to 

determine MSL - for example,: «DOMODEDOVO 

GAUGE», «NEWLYN» etc.) 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 

 

2.2.7 Table of TACAN 

Table of TACAN – A UHF Tactical Air Navigation beacon. A navigation system developed by 

military and naval forces providing, as far as the navigating pilot is concerned and for suitably equipped 

aircraft, the same indication as a VOR/DME system. Relation with significant_point 1:1 by id. Table of 

has no primary key. Duplicate id is allowed if records are deleted. 

 

Table 29 -  Table structure TACAN 

 Field name Field type Field description 

D id IDENT Reference to SIGNIFICANT_POINT 

 uid uuid 
Unique identifier for GUID. Generated when 

inserting a record and does not change 

R org_auth  REFERENCE Reference to organization ORG_AUTH 
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 Field name Field type Field description 

 code_id code_id_nav_aid The coded identification of the radio navigation aid.  

CODE_ID shall not be duplicated within 600 NM 

of the location of the TACAN 

C code_channel code_channel_tacan A code indicating the channel of the TACAN system 

 geo_lat_pos geo_lat The latitude of the position of the TACAN 

 geo_long_pos geo_long The longitude of the position of the TACAN 

 val_declination val_angle_mag_var The angular difference between the direction of the 

'zero bearing' indicated by the station and the 

direction of the True North 

C code_em code_em_rdo A code indicating the type of emission, as defined 

at the 1979 ITU World Administrative Radio 

Conference.  

For example, A3E, NONA2a, G1D, etc. 

 val_elev val_dist_ver The vertical distance of the position from Mean 

Sea Level. The geoidal height of the position 

 val_elev_accuracy val_dist_ver The vertical distance from the stated elevation 

within which there is a defined confidence of the 

true position falling 

 val_geoid_undulation val_dist_ver A distance separating the geoid and the ellipsoid at 

that position. In respect of WGS-84 geodetic 

datum, the difference between the WGS-84 

ellipsoidal height and geoidal height represents 

geoidal undulation  

C uom_dist_ver uom_elev The unit of measurement for vertical distances: 

elevation, geoidal undulation 

 txt_ver_datum txt_descr Attribute to take the «Vertical Datum» (viz. the 

tide gauge to determine MSL - for example, 

«DOMODEDOVO GAUGE», «NEWLYN» etc.) 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. 

Default ‘Y’ 

 

2.3 Enroute tables 

Enroute base consists of the main table containing the route code and localization, the segment 

table, the restriction tables and the link tables. The constraint tables are linked to the echelon table, which 

is global to the entire database. 

 

2.3.1 Table of PREDEFINED_LVL_TABLE 

Table of PREDEFINED_LVL_TABLE consecutive cruising levels described under vertical 

separation criteria limited by an upper and lower level and used by General Air Traffic. 

 

Table 30 -  Table structure PREDEFINED_LVL_TABLE 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 
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 Field name Field type Field description 

C code_table code_id_lvl_tbl A code identifying the table of discrete cruising levels. 

For example, ICAO IFR, ICAO VFR, ICAO IFR 

RVSM, etc. 

C code_direct  code_id_lvl_clmn A code identifying the column.  

For example, east or west 

 val_dist_ver val_dist_ver The value of the cruising level 

C uom_dist_ver uom_dist_ver The unit of measurement used to express the cruising 

levels that are listed in the table. If the unit of 

measurement has the value 'FL' or 'SM', then the 

attribute CODE_DIST_VER must have the value 

'STD' (standard pressure) 

C code_dist_ver code_dist_ver A code indicating the convention used to measure the 

cruising levels that are listed in the table. 

For example, Flight Level (in both feet and metres - 

cf. UOM_DIST_VERT), Altitude above MSL (QNH), 

Altitude above GND (QFE), Elevation, Height, etc. 

 txt_descr txt_descr Remark 

 

2.3.2 Table of EN_ROUTE_RTE 

A specified route designed for channelling the flow of traffic as necessary for the provision of air 

traffic services, from the end of the take-off and initial climb phase to the commencement of the approach 

and landing phase. 

Notes: The term 'En-Route Route' is used to mean variously, airway, advisory route, controlled or 

uncontrolled route, etc. excluding arrival and departure routes. 

Rules:  

 The route should not have gaps: not more than 2 significant points should be the start or the end 

of a single segment of the same route.  

 The route should not have branches: no significant point should be the start or end of more than 

tzo segments of the same route.  

 The related route segments should be described in order: no significant point should be the start 

of more than one segment of the same route; no significant point should be the end of more than 

one segment of the same route. 

 

Table 31 -  Table structure EN_ROUTE_RTE 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

R airac REFERENCE Reference to AIRAC 

 data_wef date With effect from date 

 data_til date Until date 

 txt_desig txt_desig_rte The designator of the ATS route. 

Rules: The route designator has to be compliant with the 

rules defined by ICAO Annex 11, Appendix 1, section 2. 

The rule consists therefore of the following parts: 

- The route designator consists at most of 6 uppercase 

characters and ciphers. 
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 Field name Field type Field description 

- The designator starts with one or two uppercase 

characters and is followed by a number between 1 and 

999 without leading zeros and may end with an 

additional character. 

- Of the three possible characters the first one is optional 

and may be 'K', 'U' or 'S'. 

- Of the three possible characters the second one is 

mandatory and may be 'A', 'B', 'G', 'H', 'J', 'L', 'M', 'N', 'P', 

'Q', 'R', 'T', 'V', 'W', 'Y' or 'Z'. 

- Of the three possible characters the third one (after the 

number) is optional and may be 'F', 'G', 'Y' or 'Z'. 

- The following characters are not allowed in any 

position: 'C', 'D', 'E', 'I', 'O' and 'X' 

 txt_ loc_desig txt_desig A textual description of the area in which a designated 

route is situated. 

Notes: This mandatory attribute is necessary to 

distinguish between routes with the same designator, 

situated in different regions of the world 

* val_upper_m val_dist_ver Upper maximum level in meters 

* val_lower_m val_dist_ver Lower maximum level in meters 

C flight_type code_type_flt_rule A code indicating the flight rules to be observed by 

aircraft. For example, VFR and/or IFR 

C code_ops code_type_mil_ops A code indicating the civil/military status of the route 

segment 

C code_type code_enr_type Enroute type 

 txt_rmk txt_descr Textual remark 

 mode char(1) Status ‘W’ - working, ‘C’ – calculated 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 

*Note. Service fields are filled in automatically in the trigger, when adding or changing a site. The 

trigger function converts the height in the section into meters and sets the minimum or maximum height. 

The fields are intended for filtering routes by heights when generating aeronautical charts. 

 

2.3.3 Table of RTE_SEG 

Table of RTE_SEG – a portion of a route to be flown usually without an intermediate stop, as 

defined by two consecutive significant points.   

Rules: At the border (defined as a buffer area of 2 km on each side) between two areas of 

responsibility, route segments should be continued by route segments of the same or another 

EN_ROUTE_RTE.  

CODE_REP_ATC_START and CODE_REP_ATC_END of any two consecutive segments of the 

same route must be consistent.  

The angle between two consecutive segments of the same route cannot exceed 90 degrees.  

Two consecutive route segments (of the same EN_ROUTE_RTE) should have vertical limits that, if 

not overlapping, should not be further away than 1000 FT. For example, if segment 1 is FL245 to FL295 

and segment 2 is FL310 to FL490, than a warning message should be triggered. (this rule will need to be 

adjusted based on operational experience. 
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The table contains related sequential sets of route segment characteristics. The last record in the set 

is not filled with characteristics and is concluding. 

 

Table 32 -  Table structure RTE_SEG 

  Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key. 

D route IDENT Reference to enroute (table EN_ROUTE_RTE) 

R border REFERENCE Reference to ICAO border 

 seqnr seqnr Segment number 

R point REFERENCE Reference to start point (table SIGNIFICANT_POINT) 

C code_rep_atc code_rep_atc A code indicating the type of position report required by 

an ATC Unit for the start point of the route segment. 

For example, 'compulsory', 'on request' reporting point or 

'no report' point 

C code_rvsm code_rvsm_point A code indicating that start point of the route segment 

has a specific role in the RVSM context 

C code_type code_type_rte The type of route from a navigation point of view (for 

example, conventional, RNAV, etc.).   

Rules: If the first letter of the TXT_DESIG of the related 

EN_ROUTE_RTE is 'S', then CODE_TYPE must have 

the value 'SSN', If CODE_TYPE = 'ADV' (advisory), 

there has to exist a related (via the RTE_SEG) 

SERVICE_ON_RTE_SEG with the CODE_TYPE of the 

related SERVICE having the values 'ADVS' or 'EFAS 

(advisory) 

C code_rnp code_rnp A code indicating the required navigation performance 

for the route segment 

C code_lvl code_lvl A code indicating if the route segment is in the upper 

airspace, in the lower airspace or in both 

C code_class_acft code_class_acft A code indicating the class of aircraft that may use the 

route segment. 

(For example, jet, heli, prop). 

Rules: If the first letter of the TXT_DESIG of the related 

EN_ROUTE_RTE is 'K', then CODE_CLASS_ACFT 

must have one of the values 'H', 'HP' or 'ALL' 

C code_intl code_intl_rte A code indicating whether a route segment is 

international or domestic 

C code_type_flt_rule code_type_flt_rul

e 

A code indicating the flight rules to be observed by 

aircraft. 

For example, VFR and/or IFR 

C code_civ code_civ_rte A code indicating the civil/military status of the route 

segment 

 val_dist_ver_upper val_dist_ver The numerical value of the upper limit 

C uom_dist_ver_upper uom_dist_ver The unit of measurement expressing the upper limit 

C code_dist_ver_upper code_dist_ver A code expressing the convention used to calculate the 
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  Field name Field type Field description 

upper limit.  

For example, Flight Level (in both feet and metres - cf. 

UOM_DIST_VERT), Altitude above MSL (QNH), 

Altitude above GND (QFE), Elevation, Height, etc. 

 val_dist_ver_lower val_dist_ver The numerical value of the lower limit 

C uom_dist_ver_lower uom_dist_ver The unit of measurement expressing the lower limit 

C code_dist_ver_lower code_dist_ver A code expressing the convention used to calculate the 

lower limit. 

For example, Flight Level (in both feet and metres - cf. 

UOM_DIST_VERT), Altitude above MSL (QNH), 

Altitude above GND (QFE), Elevation, Height, etc. 

 val_dist_ver_mnm val_dist_ver The numerical value of the minimum limit 

C uom_dist_ver_mnm uom_dist_ver The unit of measurement expressing the minimum limit 

C code_dist_ver_mnm code_dist_ver A code expressing the convention used to calculate the 

minimum limit. For example, Flight Level (in both feet 

and metres - cf. UOM_DIST_VERT), Altitude above 

MSL (QNH), Altitude above GND (QFE), Elevation, 

Height, etc. 

 val_dist_ver_lower_ov

rde 

val_dist_ver The numerical value of lower override limit 

C uom_dist_ver_lower_o

vrde 

uom_dist_ver The unit of measurement used to express the lower 

override limit 

C code_dist_ver_lower_o

vrde 

code_dist_ver A code expressing the convention used to calculate the 

lower override limit. For example, Flight Level (in both 

feet and metres - cf. UOM_DIST_VERT), Altitude 

above MSL (QNH), Altitude above GND (QFE), 

Elevation, Height, etc. 

 val_wid val_dist_horz The width of the route segment 

C uom_wid uom_dist_horz e width of the route segment 

C code_type_path code_type_seg_p

ath 

The type of segment path to be flown between the two 

points of the route segment, as published by State, if any. 

For example, great circle, rhumbline, geodesic line, etc. 

 val_len val_dist_horz The length of the path (depending on the type of the 

path), as published by the State 

** val_cop_dist val_dist_horz The distance from the start point to the change over 

point, if provided, for a VOR-defined segment.   

Notes:  If the change over point is the start point, this 

distance is assumed to be 0. If the change-over point is 

the end point, this distance is assumed to be the entire 

length of the segment. 

Rules: VAL_COP_DIST must be lower than VAL_LEN 

C uom_dist uom_dist_horz The unit of measurement used to express the length of 

the segment and the change-over point distance 

 val_true_track val_angle_brg The initial true track, as published by the State 
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  Field name Field type Field description 

 val_mag_track val_angle_brg The initial magnetic track, as published by the State 

 val_revers_true_track val_angle_brg The reverse initial true track, as published by the State 

 val_revers_mag_track val_angle_brg The reverse initial magnetic track, as published by State 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 

 

The list of auxiliary views is intended for analyzing the route network in planning information 

analysis programs. 

View of RTE_SEG_M – contains concatenated route segment information. The script forms 

records in the form of segments with start and end points and includes all fields of RTE_SEG table. 

 

Table 33 -  View structure RTE_SEG_M 

  Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key  

D route IDENT Reference to enroute (table EN_ROUTE_RTE) 

 txt_desig txt_desig The designator of the ATS route 

 seqnr seqnr Segment number 

R start REFERENCE Reference to start point in segment 

R next REFERENCE Reference to finish point in segment 

C code_type_path code_type_seg_pa

th 

The type of segment path to be flown between two 

points of  route segment, as published by State, if any 

C code_rep_atc code_rep_atc A code indicating the type of position report required 

by an ATC Unit for the start point of the route segment 

C code_rvsm code_rvsm_point A code indicating that start point of the route segment 

has a specific role in the RVSM context 

C code_type code_type_rte The type of route from a navigation point of view 

C code_rnp code_rnp A code indicating the required navigation performance 

for the route segment 

C code_lvl code_lvl A code indicating if the route segment is in the upper 

airspace, in the lower airspace or in both 

C code_class_acft code_class_acft A code indicating the class of aircraft that may use the 

route segment 

C code_intl code_intl_rte A code indicating whether a route segment is 

international or domestic 

C code_type_flt_rule code_type_flt_rul

e 

A code indicating the flight rules to be observed by 

aircraft 

C code_civ code_civ_rte A code indicating the civil/military status of the route 

segment 

 val_dist_ver_upper val_dist_ver The numerical value of the upper limit 

C uom_dist_ver_upper uom_dist_ver The unit of measurement expressing the upper limit 

C code_dist_ver_upper code_dist_ver A code expressing the convention used to calculate 

upper limit 

 val_dist_ver_lower val_dist_ver The numerical value of the lower limit 
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  Field name Field type Field description 

C uom_dist_ver_lower uom_dist_ver The unit of measurement expressing the lower limit 

C code_dist_ver_lower code_dist_ver A code expressing the convention used to calculate the 

lower limit 

 val_dist_ver_mnm val_dist_ver The numerical value of the minimum limit 

C uom_dist_ver_mnm uom_dist_ver The unit of measurement expressing minimum limit 

C code_dist_ver_mnm code_dist_ver A code expressing the convention used to calculate the 

minimum limit 

 val_dist_ver_lower_ovr

de 

val_dist_ver 
The numerical value of lower override limit 

C uom_dist_ver_lower_ov

rde 

uom_dist_ver The unit of measurement used to express the lower 

override limit 

C code_dist_ver_lower_o

vrde 

code_dist_ver A code expressing the convention used to calculate the 

lower override limit  

 val_wid val_dist_horz The width of the route segment 

C uom_wid uom_dist_horz e width of the route segment 

C code_type_path code_type_seg_pa

th 

The type of segment path to be flown between the two 

points of the route segment, as published by State, if any  

 val_len val_dist_horz The length of the as published by the State 

 val_cop_dist val_dist_horz The distance from the start point to the change over 

point, if provided, for a VOR-defined segment   

C uom_dist uom_dist_horz The unit of measurement used to express the length of 

the segment and the change-over point distance 

 val_true_track val_angle_brg The initial true track, as published by the State 

 val_mag_track val_angle_brg The initial magnetic track, as published by the State 

 val_revers_true_track val_angle_brg The reverse initial true track, as published by the State 

 val_revers_mag_track val_angle_brg The reverse initial magnetic track, as published by 

State 

R border REFERENCE Reference to ICAO border  

 

The SEGMENT view contains a unique set of segments in a route network. 

 

Table 34 -  View structure SEGMENT 

  Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key  

D route IDENT Reference to enroute (table EN_ROUTE_RTE) 

R start REFERENCE Reference to start point in segment 

R next REFERENCE Reference to finish point in segment 

C code_type code_type_rte The type of route from a navigation point of view 

 val_true_track val_angle_brg The initial true track, as published by the State 
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  Field name Field type Field description 

 val_mag_track val_angle_brg The initial magnetic track, as published by the State 

 val_revers_true_track val_angle_brg The reverse initial true track, as published by the State 

 val_revers_mag_track val_angle_brg The reverse initial magnetic track, as published by 

State 

 val_len val_dist_horz The length of the as published by the State 

 uom_dist uom_dist_horz The unit of measurement used to express the length of 

the segment and the change-over point distance 

*Note. The SEGMENT_M view is a compound query from SEGMENT and RTE_SEG. Data is a 

unique set of segments in a route network with detailed segment parameters. 

 

View ADHP_FLOW_ROUTE contains the combined set of STAR SID and IAP legs. 

 

Table 35 -  View structure ADHP_FLOW_ROUTE 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

 route_type char(4) Route type. STAR, SID, IAP. 

R rwydir REFERENCE Reference to direction (table RWY_DIRECTION) 

R airac REFERENCE Reference to AIRAC 

 data_wef date With effect from date 

 data_til date Until date 

 txt_desig txt_desig_iap Designator 

C code_cat_acft code_cat_acft Aircraft catgory  

C code_rnp code_rnp Code RNP 

 txt_descr_com_fail txt_descr Description of action in case of emergency 

R code_trans_id REFERENCE Final point. Reference to significant_point 

C code_type_rte integer A code indicating the type of route  

C code_rte_avbl  code_rte_avbl  A code indicating the usage of procedure within the 

Flexible Use of Airspace context 

 adhp REFERENCE Reference to airport 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 

 

2.3.4 Table of RTE_SEG_USE 

Table of RTE_SEG_USE – The usage of a particular route segment with regard to direction, 

timetable, cruising levels and whether or not it is subject to Flexible Use of Airspace (FUA). 

Rules: For every possible combination of level and time there may be not more than one entry 

defined for one direction in the RTE_SEG_USE entity. 

In other words: We define a Cartesian co-ordinate system with the time of the week (as specified by 

relation 'available according to TIMETABLE') on the x-axis and the level (as specified in the 
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RTE_SEG_USE_LVL entity) on the y-axis. Now all entries of a specific route segment and direction 

(CODE_DIR) are drawn in this co-ordinate system using all their levels and timesheets. Level bands 

result in rectangles and single levels and level series result in lines (zero extension on y-axis). In the 

resulting image no figure (rectangle, line) may overlap with another figure. 

 

Table 36 -  Table structure RTE_SEG_USE 

  Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key  

D segment IDENT Reference to segment (table RTE_SEG) 

C code_rte_avbl code_rte_avbl A code indicating the availability of the route segment whether 

covered by the Flexible Use of Airspace concept or outside this 

context. 

Example: NON-FUA, CDR1, SPECIAL, etc. 

Notes: A SPECIAL value is needed for this attribute also as long 

as 'special' types of routes exist. 

Examples: 

- routes which are closed during some time periods, but still may 

be used for landings on a specified aerodrome; 

-'routes' on which flights may be performed below the minimum 

level of the route in order to arrive at a specified aerodrome 

C code_dir code_dir A code indicating the direction in which the route segment is 

considered when a specific usage is described, ie. forward or 

backward 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 

 

The ATS route section is a multi-level structure consisting of a set of echelons. The structure of the 

site resembles a «layered two-tone cake». Movement in individual layers (a group of layers) can be 

limited by conflicts of activities on the site. For the purpose of flexible use of airspace, restrictions are 

imposed on the site instead of blocking traffic on it. 

 

2.3.5 Table of RTE_SEG_USE_LEVEL 

Table of RTE_SEG_USE_LEVEL – A single level, a level band or series of levels associated with 

a route segment usage. 

 'series of levels' = a set of consecutive levels, part of a column within a table of predefined 

cruising levels, prescribed under vertical separation criteria and limited by an upper and lower 

level. 

 'level band' = band of airspace limited by two specific cruising altitudes/levels within which 'free 

vertical movement' may be permitted. 

 

An entity containing all the attributes that may vary over time.   

1) single levels are represented using the VAL_DIST_VER_LOWER, UOM_DIST_VER_LOWER 

and CODE_DIST_VER_LOWER attributes; single levels are not related to any PREDEFINED LEVEL 

COLUMN. 

2) level bands are represented using the VAL_DIST_VER_LOWER, UOM_DIST_VER_LOWER, 

CODE_DIST_VER_LOWER attributes to specify the lowest cruising level/altitude and the 
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VAL_DIST_VER_UPPER, UOM_DIST_VER_UPPER, CODE_DIST_VER_UPPER attributes to 

specify the uppermost cruising level/altitude; level bands are not related to any PREDEFINED LEVEL 

COLUMN. 

3) series of level bands are represented using the VAL_DIST_VER_LOWER, 

UOM_DIST_VER_LOWER, CODE_DIST_VER_LOWER attributes to specify the lowest cruising 

level/altitude and VAL_DIST_VER_UPPER, UOM_DIST_VER_UPPER, CODE_DIST_VER_UPPER 

attributes to specify the uppermost cruising level/altitude; for series of levels it is mandatory to have a 

PREDEFINED LEVEL COLUMN related.  

 

Table 37 -  Table structure RTE_SEG_USE_LEVEL 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key  

D segment_used IDENT Reference to level (tavle  RTE_SEG_USE) .  

R associated_with REFERENC

E  

Level identifier reference to table 

PREDEFINED_LVL_TABLE 

It is used if you need to restrict movement in a specific level, 

regardless of the direction of movement 

 val_dist_ver_upper val_dist_ver The numerical value of the upper limit. 

C uom_dist_ver_upper uom_dist_ver The unit of measurement expressing the upper limit. 

C code_dist_ver_upper code_dist_ver A code expressing the convention used to calculate upper 

limit. 

 val_dist_ver_lower val_dist_ver The numerical value of the lower limit. 

C uom_dist_ver_lower uom_dist_ver The unit of measurement expressing the lower limit. 

C code_dist_ver_lower code_dist_ver A code expressing the convention used to calculate the lower 

limit. 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 

 

2.4 Tables of airspace elements 

The base of airspace elements (hereinafter referred -  airspace) contains information about the areas 

of service and air traffic control, prohibited and dangerous zones and flight restriction zones. Consists of a 

header table with the main characteristics of an airspace element, metric tables and link tables. 

 

2.4.1 Table of AIRSPACE 

Table of AIRSPACE – a generic entity representing variously 'regions' (ICAO and otherwise), 

'areas', 'zones', 'sectors' (elementary and/or consolidated) etc, as used in and by air traffic services, 

including those of the FUA concept, special regulated and client defined airspaces and all sorts of 'limited' 

airspaces. It is also used to identify 'political' and/or 'geographical' two-dimensional areas representing 

countries, coastlines and so on. It should be noted that countries and the like could be regarded, without 

restriction of the generality, as three-dimensional areas with MSL as lower and UNL as upper levels. 

Rules:  

 An AIRSPACE that is not related to any AIRSPACE_BORDER or AIRSPACE_CORRIDOR 

must be 'defined by' one and only one AIRSPACE_DERIV_GEOMETRY.  

 If CODE_TYPE='PART', then the airspace must be used as AIRSPACE_AGGREG_COMP.  
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 An AIRSPACE for which the lower and upper limit are not specified, must be defined by 

aggregation (it must be related to an AIRSPACE_DERIV_GEOMETRY, which is related to one 

or more instances of AIRSPACE_AGGREG_COMP).  

 Adjacent airspace of type FIR, UIR and/or NO-FIR should be contiguous (no gaps, no 

overlapping).  

 An AIRSPACE instance, which has a geometry defined by aggregation (the related 

AIRSPACE_DERIV_GEOMETRY is related to one or more instances of 

AIRSPACE_AGGREG_COMP), cannot have any value specified for 

VAL_DIST_VER_LOWER, VAL_DIST_VER_UPPER, VAL_DIST_VER_MNM and 

VAL_DIST_VER_MAX. 

 

Table 38 -  Table structure AIRSPACE 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

R airac REFERENCE Reference to AIRAC (if created by AIRAC) 

R border REFERENCE Reference to ICAO border  

 data_wef date With effect from date 

 data_til date Until date 

R adhp REFERENCE Reference to airport. (If airspace located or based by 

airport) 

C code_type code_type_as A code indicating the type of Airspace. E.g. UTA, CTA, 

TMA, CTR, OCA, Advisory Area, Limited Area, 

Uncontrolled Airspace, etc.  

Notes:   It seems that a number of countries use the 

'traditional' airspace types like FIR, CTA, etc. and others 

just use the 'class' instead. 

Rules:  If CODE_TYPE is 'ICAO', 'ECAC', 'CFMU', 

'IFPS', 'FIR', 'FIR-P', 'UIR', 'UIR-P', 'CTA', 'CTA-P', 

'OCA', 'OCA-T', 'UTA', 'UTA-P', 'TMA', 'TMA-P', 'NO-

FIR', then the airspace may not be part of an 

AIRSPACE_ASSOCIATIONS of type 'TIME-DIST'.  

This attribute is non-updateable. This means, for example, 

that an FIR cannot change into a sector or a danger area 

and vice-versa.  

If CODE_TYPE has the value 'FIR' or 'UIR', than 

CODE_LOC_IND is mandatory.  

If CODE_TYPE='CLASS', then attribute CODE_CLASS 

is mandatory 

 code_id code_id_as A published unique identifier associated with the 

airspace. Typical examples are the ID of the Danger, 

Prohibited, Temporary segregated Areas, etc.   

Notes: For the moment, it is proposed to use some unique 

country code (not necessarily the ICAO one) followed by 

a sequence of alphanumerics the value of which should 

preferably not contain coded information such as the ' 

type' of the airspace 
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 Field name Field type Field description 

 code_id_alt txt_name Alternative identifier associated with the airspace 

 txt_name txt_name This attribute is the 'name' given to an airspace by the 

responsible service and published (preferably in the IAIP) 

according to ICAO rules (Annex 11). It should be written 

as published, with no significance to upper or lower case 

letters 

 txt_name_alt txt_name Alternative textual name by airspace 

*C code_border_type code_border_type Metric type 

C code_class code_class_as The class of the Airspace according to Annex 11, 

Appendix 4 

C code_activity code_activity A code indicating the primary activity taking place in the 

airspace or the reason for its establishment 

C code_mil code_mil A code indicating whether the airspace is under the 

responsibility of a military organisation 

 val_dist_ver_upper val_dist_ver The numerical value of the upper limit 

C uom_dist_ver_uppe

r 

uom_dist_ver The unit of measurement expressing the upper limit 

C code_dist_ver_uppe

r 

code_dist_ver A code indicating the convention used to calculate the 

upper limit 

 val_dist_ver_lower val_dist_ver The numerical value of the lower limit 

C uom_dist_ver_lowe

r 

uom_dist_ver The unit of measurement expressing the lower limit 

C code_dist_ver_lowe

r 

code_dist_ver A code indicating the convention used to calculate the 

lower limit 

 val_dist_ver_mnm val_dist_ver The numerical value of the minimum limit 

C uom_dist_ver_mnm uom_dist_ver Unit of measurement expressing the minimum limit 

C code_dist_ver_mn

m 

code_dist_ver A code indicating the convention used to calculate the 

minimum limit 

 txt_rmk txt_descr Textual remark 

 mode char(1) Status ‘W’ - working, ‘C’ – calculated 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 

*Note. Depending on the value, the metric is placed in one of the subordinate tables. There are four 

types of metrics: polygonal metric, circle, ellipse, corridor. 

 

2.4.2 Table of AIRSPACE_BORDER_VERTEX 

Table of AIRSPACE_BORDER_VERTEX - a geographical position on the edge of an airspace.  

 

Table 39 -  Table structure AIRSPACE_BORDER_VERTEX 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

D space IDENT Reference with airspace 
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 Field name Field type Field description 

 seqnr seqnr Number of segment 

*C code_type code_type_airspac

e_vertex 

The type of the path between the current vertex and the 

next one on the same airspace border.   

Notes: This attribute can take a special value 'FNT' 

indicating that between this vertex and the next one there 

is not a simple geometrical path, but an entire sequence of 

vertexes being part of a named geographical border, as 

specified using the relationship to the GEO_BORDER 

entity 

 geo_lat geo_lat The latitude of the vertex 

 geo_long geo_long The longitude of the vertex 

C code_datum code_datum A code indicating the geodetic datum in which the 

geographical co-ordinates are expressed 

 val_geo_accurac

y 

val_dist_horz The horizontal distance from the stated geographical 

position within which there is a defined confidence of the 

true position falling 

C uom_geo_accur

acy 

uom_dist_horz The unit of measurement for the value expressing the 

accuracy of the geographical co-ordinates 

 geo_lat_arc geo_lat The latitude of either: 

- the centre of the arc or circle (if CODE_TYPE = 'CCA', 

'CWA' or 'CIR') or 

- a point situated on the arc edge between the current 

vertex and the vertex with the following sequence number 

(if CODE_TYPE = 'ABE') 

 geo_long_arc geo_long The longitude of either: 

- the centre of the arc or circle (if CODE_TYPE = 'CCA', 

'CWA' or 'CIR') or 

- a point situated on the arc edge between the current 

vertex and the vertex with the following sequence number 

(if CODE_TYPE = 'ABE') 

 val_radius val_dist_horz The value of the arc or circle radius 

C uom_radius_arc uom_dist_horz The unit of measurement used for the arc or circle radius 

R border_as REFERENCE Reference to border (table GEO_BORDER_SEG) 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 

 

2.4.3 Table of AIRSPACE_CIRCLE_VERTEX 

Table of AIRSPACE_CIRCLE_VERTEX is intended for storing the metric of an airspace 

element of the «circle» and «ellipse» types.  

Currently, there are no clear statements in AIPs on how arcs and circles, when used as (part of) 

airspace borders, shall be interpreted.  

One possible interpretation is that such airspace borders were drawn using a map (into a specific 

projection, which is not published), thus representing the points of equal distance from the arc centre, on 

that specific projection. Of course, such arcs are not real arcs on the surface of the earth or in another 

projection. 
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Another interpretation is that arcs represent points on the surface of the Earth (ellipsoid) situated at 

equal distance from a given point (the centre). In specific projections, such arcs are represented as 

irregular shapes (very likely not arcs). 

As such arcs typically have a radius comprised between 1 NM and 200 NM, it is possible to avoid 

the problems associated with the complicated calculations implied by the use of an ellipsoid as 

representation for the Earth. Therefore, for the purpose of this model, it is assumed that arcs and circles 

represent points on the surface of the Earth (approximated as a sphere) situated at equal distance from an 

arc centre, which is also a point on the surface of the Earth (sphere). In other words, arcs and circles 

represent the intersection of two sphere (one being an approximation of the Earth.). 

The Table of is organized according to a 1:1 relationship. There is one record for a separate VI 

element in this table. 

 

Table 40 -  Table structure AIRSPACE_CIRCLE_VERTEX 

 Field name Field type Field description 

D id IDENT Reference to AIRSPACE  

 geo_lat_cen geo_lat The latitude of the centre of the circle 

 geo_long_cen geo_long The longitude of the centre of the circle 

C code_datum code_datum code indicating the geodetic datum in which the 

geographical co-ordinates are expressed 

 val_geo_accuracy val_dist_horz The horizontal distance from the stated geographical 

position within which there is a defined confidence of the 

true position falling 

C uom_geo_accurac

y 

uom_dist_horz The unit of measurement for the value expressing the 

accuracy of the geographical co-ordinates 

 val_radius val_dist_horz The value of the circle radius 

C uom_radius_arc uom_dist_horz The unit of measurement used for the circle radius 

* val_compression val_percent Compression ratio for metric - ellipse, default 1.000 

* val_azimuth val_angle Main axis azimuth 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 

*Note: To be able to store information about the metric in the form of an ellipse, 2 fields have been 

introduced that are absent in the standard AICM specification. The val_compression field defaults to 1 

and denotes a circle. If the field value is different from 1, an ellipse is described, the second radius of 

which is equal to val_radius * val_compression. Major axis azimuth val_azimuth indicates the angle 

between true north and the major axis of the ellipse on the map. 

 

2.4.4 Table of AIRSPACE_CORRIDOR 

Table of AIRSPACE_CORRIDOR – the horizontal shape of an airspace of type 'corridor', 

described with centreline and width. 

All positions situated at a distance from the centreline, which is smaller than or equal to half of the 

width of the corridor, are considered as being inside the airspace. This interpretation is similar to the GIS 

concept of buffer around a feature and creates airspace geometries which use arcs of circle to connect the 

segments of the airspace edge. 
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Table 41 -  Table structure AIRSPACE_CORRIDOR 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key  

 seqnr seqnr Serial number of corridor in airspace/ 

D space IDENT Reference to AIRSPACE 

 val_width val_dist_horz The distance between the edges of corridor along centreline.  

Notes: The distance from the centreline to the edges of the 

corridor is equal to half of the declared width 

C uom_width uom_dist_horz The unit of measurement for the value expressing the width 

of the corridor 

 anglecrtype integer Angle type to create corridor (0 - straight, 1 - rounded) 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 

 

2.4.5 Table of AIRSPACE_CLINE_VERTEX 

Table of AIRSPACE_CLINE_VERTEX – a geographical position on the centreline of an airspace 

that has the shape of a corridor. 

Notes: The centreline must be an open shape. This does not restrict describing closed corridors, for 

which the position of the first and the last point are identical. Just from a formal point of view, the last 

point must have CODE_TYPE='END'. 

 

Table 42 -  Table structure AIRSPACE_CLINE_VERTEX 

  Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

D corridor IDENT Reference to airspace_corridor 

 seqnr  seqnr  Serial number of the point 

*

C 

code_type code_type_airspa

ce_vertex 

The type of the path between the current vertex and the 
next one on the same centreline.   
Notes: If CODE_TYPE='CCA' or 'CWA', even if 
VAL_RADIUS_ARC is specified, the position of the 
centre of the arc shall be used in constructing its shape; the 
value of the radius shall be considered as an indication only 
and shall be ignored. 
For the calculation of the exact position of the arc-centre 
the following procedure is used: the two ends and the given 
centre define a plane; the exact centre is considered to be in 
this plane, as the projection of the declared centre on the 
line of equal distance from the two ends.  
Rules: The vertex with the highest NO_SEQ must have 
CODE_TYPE = 'END' 

 geo_lat geo_lat The latitude of the vertex 

 geo_long geo_long The longitude of the vertex 

C code_datum code_datum A code indicating the geodetic datum in which the 

geographical co-ordinates are expressed 

 val_geo_accuracy val_dist_horz The horizontal distance from the stated geographical 

position within which there is a defined confidence of the 

true position falling 
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  Field name Field type Field description 

C uom_geo_accur

acy 

uom_dist_horz The unit of measurement for the value expressing the 

accuracy of the geographical co-ordinates 

 geo_lat_arc geo_lat The latitude of either: 

- the centre of the arc or circle (if CODE_TYPE = 'CCA', 

'CWA' or 'CIR') or 

- a point situated on the arc edge between the current vertex 

and the vertex with the following sequence number (if 

CODE_TYPE = 'ABE') 

 geo_long_arc geo_long The longitude of either: 

- the centre of the arc or circle (if CODE_TYPE = 'CCA', 

'CWA' or 'CIR') or 

- a point situated on the arc edge between the current vertex 

and the vertex with the following sequence number (if 

CODE_TYPE = 'ABE') 

 val_radius val_dist_horz The value of the arc or circle radius 

C uom_radius_arc uom_dist_horz The unit of measurement used for the arc or circle radius 

R border_as REFERENCE Reference to border (table GEO_BORDER_SEG) 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 

 

2.4.6 Table of POINT_IN_AIRSPACE 

Table of POINT_IN_AIRSPACE – is designed to store the belonging of the main point to the 

airspace element. 

 

Table 43 -  Table structure POINT_IN_AIRSPACE 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

D point_id IDENT Reference to significant_point 

D space_id IDENT Reference to airspace 

 cross_mode char(4) Combination of type of accessory to:  

Z - to a regular VI element  

F - flight information area FIR 

C - control area CTA  

T - terminal area TMA  

S - point of entry into the country's airspace. The country code 

is specified in the significant_point.border field 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 

 

2.5 Obstacle tables 

2.5.1 Table of OBSTACLE 

Table of OBSTACLE – All fixed objects whether temporary or permanent, or parts thereof, that are 

located on an area intended for the surface movement of aircraft or that extend above a defined surface 

intended to protect aircraft in flight. 
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Table 44 -  Table structure OBSTACLE 

  Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

 uid uuid Unique GUID 

R part_of  REFERENCE Reference to obstalce (if groups of tree) 

 border REFERENCE Reference to ICAO border  

 code_id code_id_as Unique identifier in airport or region ICAO 

 txt_name txt_name The textual name or location of an obstacle 

C code_type code_obstacle_type A code indicating that the obstacle is lighted. 

Rules: If code_type ='light', then txt_descr_lgt is 

mandatory 

 code_charact code_obstacle_type Characteristic (obstacle description) 

C mark_pattern code_obstacle_pattern Type of visual markings for an obstacle 

 mark_first_color code_colour First color of visual markings for an obstacle 

 mark_second_co

lor 

code_colour Second color of visual markings for an obstacle.  

Rules: If mark_second_color <> null then 

mark_first_color is mandatory 

C code_status code_constr_status Contruction status  

 light_color code_colour Color of obstacle is lighted.  

Rules: If light_color <> null, then code_type is='light'. 

C light_mode code_light_mode Type of obstacle is lighted 

C group_of code_yes_no A code indicating that the obstacle consists of a group of 

obstacles of the same type. For example, a group of trees, 

a group of buildings, a group of antennas, etc. 

C is_natural code_yes_no Obstacle natural trait 

 code_metric code_metric Metric type. Default – point 

 box_len val_dist_horz Object length 

 box_wid val_dist_horz Object width 

C uom_len uom_dist_horz The unit of measurement for the value expressing the 

accuracy of the object size 

C code_compositio

n 

code_composition_str

uct 

Construction material 

C frangible code_yes_no Object frangible 

C mobile code_yes_no Object mobile 

 txt_rmk txt_descr Description 

 mode char(1) Status ‘W’ - working, ‘C’ – calculated 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 
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2.5.2 Table of CONSTR_TIME 

Table of CONSTR_TIME – the condition of the obstacle structure. If an obstacle is being built, 

then there can be several records, otherwise – one record. 

 

Table 45 -  Table structure CONSTR_TIME 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

D obstacle IDENT Reference to obstacle 

 seqnr seqnr Serial number condition 

 work_hr date Date of obstacle condition  

C code_datum code_datum A code indicating the geodetic datum in which the geographical 

co-ordinates are expressed 

C code_height  code_height_sys Height system 

 val_hgt val_dist_ver The value of the height of the obstacle above the ground surface 

C uom_dist_ver uom_elev The unit of measurement for vertical distances: elevation, 

geoidal undulation 

 txt_rmk txt_descr Description 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 

 

2.5.3 Table of OBSTACLE_VERTEX 

Table of OBSTACLE_VERTEX – coordinates of the obstacle. In addition to coordinate records, 

the table stores the relative height of the point. 

 

Table 46 -  Table structure OBSTACLE_VERTEX 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

D obst_constr IDENT Reference to constr_time 

 seqnr seqnr Point number 

 geo_lat geo_lat The latitude of the position of the obstacle 

 geo_long geo_long A code indicating that the obstacle consists of a group of 

obstacles of the same type. For example, a group of trees, a 

group of buildings, a group of antennas, etc. 

 val_elev val_dist_ver The value of the height of the obstacle above the ground surface.   

Notes: This attribute is likely to be specified mainly for artificial 

obstacles, which have a narrow base and are relatively tall 

compared to the surface occupied on the ground 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 

 

2.5.4 Table of OBSTACLE_DIR 

The OBSTACLE_DIR* linked table – contains the base of obstacles on the landing and departure 

courses of the aerodrome that affect air traffic. 
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Table 47 -  Table structure OBSTACLE_DIR 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

D obstacle IDENT Reference to obstacle  

R rwydir REFERENCE Reference to runway direction 

If field not empty then field fatodir = null 

R fatodir REFERENCE Reference to fato direction 

If field not empty then field rwydir = null 

C code_type_ops code_type_ops_rw

y 

A code indicating the type of operation performed using a 

runwaydirection. For example, approach or take-off 

 
val_dist_thr val_dist_horz Distance from the threshold of the runway to the 

projection of the obstacle on the axis of the runway 

 val_dist_along_clin

e 

val_dist_horz Distance from obstacle to runway axis 

 val_dist_to_cline val_dist_horz Distance from runway center to obstacle 

C uom_dist_horz uom_dist_horz Distance unit 

 val_brg_thr val_angle_brg Magnetic bearing to obstacle 

 txt_rmk txt_descr Text description  

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 

 

2.5.5 Table of OBSTACLE_IN 

The OBSTACLE_IN bind table contains the base of obstacles in sectors, around control points and 

radio equipment. The base is provided in the form of links to obstacles and the sector in which the 

obstacle affects air traffic. 

 

Table 48 -  Table structure OBSTACLE_IN 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

D obstacle IDENT Reference to obstacle 

R* object REFERENCE Base object (reference to any object) 

 val_dist val_dist_ horz Distance from object to obstacle 

C uom_dist_horz uom_dist_horz Distance unit 

 val_brg_thr val_angle_brg Azimuth from object to obstacle 

 txt_rmk txt_descr Textual description 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = 'Y' record is valid. Default 'Y'  

 

2.5.6 Table of MSA_GROUP 

The MSA_GROUP table – a set of Minimum Sector Altitudes which completely describe an area 

centred on a significant point, usually contained within a sector of 46km (25NM) radius. 
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Notes: The MINIMUM SECTOR ALTITUDE and the MINIMUM SECTOR ALTITUDE GROUP 

will have to be revised if the Terminal Arrival Area (TAA) Concept is implemented, as presented in the 

Draft RTCA DO201A – Industry Requirements for Aeronautical Information. 

 

Table 49 -  Table structure MSA_GROUP 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key  

D* object IDENT Base object (reference go table $global) 

C code_type code_type_msa Type of object 

C code_type_angl

e 

code_type_angle_b

rg 

A code indicating if the angle values used in the related 

MSA (VAL_ANGLE_FM, VAL_ANGLE_TO) are 

magnetic bearings, true bearings, or VOR radials 

C code_ref_angle code_dir_ref A code indicating whether the angle values used in the 

related MSA (VAL_ANGLE_FM and VAL_ANGLE_TO 

attributes) are either towards or from the reference point 

(navaid). 

When this value is not provided, it is considered that the 

angles are: 

- from the reference SIGNIFICANT_POINT in the case 

of a VOR or TACAN; 

- towards the reference SIGNIFICANT_POINT in all 

other cases 

 txt_rmk txt_descr Textual description 

 mode char(1) Status ‘W’ - working, ‘C’ – calculated 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 

*Note. Reference to an aerodrome (table AD_HP) or to a radio device (SINGIFICANT_POINT). In 

the first case, the base point is KTA, in the second – the coordinate of the point. 

 

2.5.7 Table of MSA  

Table of MSA – the lowest altitude that will provide a minimum clearance of 300m (1000ft) above 

all objects located in the sector. 

Rules: Two Minimum Sector Altitudes defined using VAL_ANGLE_FM, VAL_ANGLE_TO, 

VAL_DIST_INNER, and VAL_DIST_OUTER should not intersect each other. 

 

Table 50 -  Table structure MSA 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key  

D msagroup IDENT Reference to group (table MSA_GROUP) 

 val_angle_fm val_angle_brg The value of the 'from' (beginning) angle of an angle sector 

volume. The angle sector begins at VAL_ANGLE_FM and 

ends at VAL_ANGLE_TO 

 val_angle_to val_angle_brg The value of the 'to' or end angle of an angle sector volume. 

 val_dist_inner val_dist_ horz The radius value of the inner circular boundary of the sector. 

If the sectors are based on an NDB co-located with a DME, 
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 Field name Field type Field description 

or a VOR co-located with a DME, it is possible to define an 

additional circular boundary (DME arc) within a sector, 

dividing the sector into two sub-sectors, with the lower MSA 

value in the inner area. When this attribute has no value, it is 

assumed that the sector begins at the center. 

 val_dist_outer val_dist_ horz The radius value of the outer circular boundary of the sector. 

If the sectors are based on an NDB co-located with a DME, 

or a VOR co-located with a DME, it is possible to define an 

additional circular boundary (DME arc) within a sector, 

dividing the sector into two sub-sectors, with the lower MSA 

value in the inner area. When this attribute has no value, it is 

assumed to be 46 Km 

C uom_dist_horz uom_dist_horz The unit of measurement for the radius of the inner and the 

outer circular boundaries 

 val_dist_ver  val_dist_ver  The unit of measurement for the MSA value 

C uom_elev uom_elev The unit of measurement for the MSA value 

C code_dist_ver_up

per 

code_dist_ver A code indicating the base parameter for the MSA value 

 txt_rmk txt_descr Textual description 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 

 

2.5.8 Table of OCA_OCH 

Table of OCA_OCH obstacle clearance altitude / height – the lowest altitude or height above the 

elevation of the relevant runway threshold or aerodrome elevation as applicable, used in establishing 

compliance with appropriate obstacle clearance criteria. 

 

Table 51 -  Table structure OCA_OCH 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

D iap IDENT Reference to approach route (table IAP) 

C code_cat_acft code_cat_acft A coded classification of aircraft based on 1.3 times stall 

speed in landing configuration at maximum certified 

landing mass. The default aircraft within these categories 

are considered to have a 2.5% climbing gradient 

capability. Additional allowable values for this attribute 

are given for aircraft with other climb capabilities 

C code_type_apch code_type_apch_proc code indicating the type of the approach procedure. 

For example, straight-in, circling, straight-in CAT I, etc. 

 val_oca val_dist_ver The value of the obstacle clearance altitude 

 val_och val_dist_ver The value of the obstacle clearance height 

C code_ref_och code_ref_och The reference position for the obstacle clearance 

height(altitude). 

Notes:  Obstacle clearance altitude is referenced to mean 
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 Field name Field type Field description 

sea level and obstacle clearance height is referenced to 

the threshold elevation and in the case of non-precision 

approaches, to the aerodrome elevation or the threshold 

elevation if it is more than 2 m (7 ft) below the 

aerodrome elevation. An OCH for a circling approach is 

referenced to the aerodrome elevation 

C uom_elev uom_elev The unit of measurement for the obstacle clearance 

altitude/height 

 txt_rmk txt_descr Textual description 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 

 

2.6 Airoort tables 

Aerodrome tables have four related parts: 

 table of aerodromes, runways, taxiways, aprons, stands, runway take-off and landing parameters, 

taxi routes, helipads, helicopter landing zones and metrics of ground parts and elements; 

 tables of aerodrome radio equipment, including characteristics of radar, radio navigation and 

special radio equipment for air traffic services, drive and marker stations, communication facilities; 

 tables of lighting equipment, including the characteristics of elements of lighting equipment and 

code-neon light beacon; 

 tables of arrival and departure routes, which include a complete description of the routes of 

departure, approach, landing and flights in the holding area. 

 

2.6.1 Table of airport and heliport AD_HP 

Table of AD_HP aerodrome/heliport – a defined area on land or water (including any buildings, 

installations and equipment) intended to be used either wholly or in part for the arrival, departure and 

surface movement of aircraft/helicopters. 

 

Table 52 -  Table structure AD_HP 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key  

R border REFERENCE Reference to ICAO border 

R org_auth REFERENCE Reference to administration of organization 

 code_id code_id_ad_hp A coded identifier for an Aerodrome/Heliport. 

The rules according to which this identifier should be 

formed are as follows: 

1) If the AD/HP has an ICAO four letter location 

indicator, then this one will become the CODE_ID for 

the Aerodrome/Heliport; 

2) If the AD/HP does not have an ICAO four letter 

location indicator, but it has an IATA three letter code, 

then this one will become the CODE_ID for the 

Aerodrome/Heliport; 

3) If the AD/HP has neither an ICAO four letter location 

indicator nor an IATA three letter code, then an artificial 
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 Field name Field type Field description 

generated code will be used. This will contain a group of 

letters and a number. The group of letters could be the 2 

letter code of the State being responsible for the 

Aerodrome/Heliport and the number could be an integer 

between 0001 and 9999 

C code_ops code_type_mil_ops A code indicating whether the aerodrome/heliport is 

used for civil or military operations 

 txt_name txt_name The full free text name of the aerodrome/heliport 

 txt_name_alt txt_name The full free alternative text name of the 

aerodrome/heliport 

 code_icao code_loc_ind_icao The four letter ICAO code of the aerodrome/heliport 

 code_iata code_loc_ind_iata The three letter IATA code of the aerodrome/heliport 

C code_type code_type_ad_hp A code specifying whether it is an aerodrome or a 

heliport. 

Rules: If CODE_TYPE = 'AH' or 'HP', there must exist 

at least one related TLOF or FATO.  

If CODE_TYPE = 'AD', then there may not exist any 

related TLOF or FATO. 

If CODE_TYPE = 'HP', there may not exist any runway 

specified for the heliport (no relationship to RWY is 

allowed).  

If CODE_TYPE = 'LS', then it may not exist any 

PASSENGER_FACILITY, AD_HP_GND_SER 

[Ground service], FUEL or OIL related to landing site 

 txt_descr_ref_pt txt_descr A textual description of the aerodrome/heliport 

reference point. E.g. 258 M /985 M from THR 01, 

geometric centre of TLOF etc. 

 txt_descr_ref_pt_a

lt 

txt_descr Alternative textual description of the aerodrome/heliport 

reference point 

 geo_lat geo_lat The latitude of the aerodrome/heliport reference point 

 geo_long geo_long The longitude of the aerodrome/heliport reference point 

C code_datum code_datum A code indicating the geodetic datum in which the 

geographical co-ordinates are expressed 

 val_geo_accuracy val_dist_horz The horizontal distance from the stated geographical 

position within which there is a defined confidence of 

the true position of the aerodrome/heliport reference 

point falling 

C uom_geo_accuracy uom_dist_horz The unit of measurement for the value expressing the 

accuracy of the geographical co-ordinates of the 

aerodrome/heliport reference point 

 val_elev val_dist_ver The value of the aerodrome elevation. The vertical 

distance to the highest point on the landing area of the 

aerodrome from Mean Sea Level 

 val_elev_accuracy val_dist_ver The vertical distance from the stated elevation within 

which there is a defined confidence of the true position 

falling 
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 val_geoid_undulati

on 

val_dist_ver A distance separating the geoid and the ellipsoid at that 

position. In respect of WGS-84 geodetic datum, the 

difference between the WGS-84 ellipsoidal height and 

geoidal height represents geoidal undulation. 

C uom_dist_ver uom_elev The unit of measurement for vertical distances: 

aerodrome/heliport elevation, geoidal undulation 

 txt_ver_datum txt_descr Attribute to take the «Vertical Datum» (viz. the tide 

gauge to determine MSL - for example, 

«DOMODEDOVO GAUGE», «NEWLYN» etc.) 

 txt_name_city_ser txt_name The full free text name of the city or town the 

aerodrome/heliport is serving 

 txt_descr_site txt_name A free text description of the site direction and distance 

from the city it serves or from another point easily 

distinguishable from the air 

 txt_descr_site_alt txt_name Alternative free text description of the site direction and 

distance from the city it serves or from another point 

easily distinguishable from the air 

 val_mag_var val_angle_mag_var The angular difference between True North and 

Magnetic North 

 val_mag_var_chg val_angle_mag_var The annual rate of change of the magnetic variation 

 date_mag_var date_year The date on which the magnetic variation had this value. 

 val_ref_t val_t Estimated air temperature 

 
val_ref_t13 val_t Temperature in the hottest month of the year at 13:00 

local time 

 
val_ref_mint val_t Average minimum temperature for long-term 

observations 

C uom_ref_t uom_t The unit of measurement of the reference temperature 

 txt_name_admin txt_descr The name of the organisation in charge of 

aerodrome/heliport administration 

 txt_descr_acl txt_descr A textual description of the altimeter check locations 

 txt_descr_sry_pwr txt_descr A textual description of the secondary power supply 

available at the aerodrome/heliport 

 txt_descr_wdi txt_descr A textual description of the wind direction indicator 

(WDI) and its position at the aerodrome/heliport 

 txt_descr_ldi txt_descr A textual description of the landing direction indicator 

(LDI) and its position at the aerodrome/heliport 

 txt_descr_acl_alt txt_descr Alternative textual description of the altimeter check 

locations 

 txt_descr_sry_pwr_

alt 

txt_descr Alternative textual description of the secondary power 

supply available at the aerodrome/heliport 

 txt_descr_wdi_alt txt_descr Alternative textual description of the wind direction 

indicator (WDI) and its position at the 

aerodrome/heliport 

 txt_descr_ldi_alt txt_descr Alternative textual description of the landing direction 

indicator (LDI) and its position at the aerodrome/heliport 
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 val_transition_alt val_dist_ver The value of the transition altitude 

C uom_transition_alt uom_dist_ver The unit of measurement of the transition altitude 

 val_trans_level val_dist_ver The value of base transition level 

 val_trans_level2 val_dist_ver The value of maximum transition level 

C status code_sts_sfc Airport status 

C protect code_yes_no Protect to published in AIP 

R city REFERENCE Reference to population table 

C flight_type code_type_flt_rule Established rules of the air for an aerodrome 

C code_ngea_class code_ngea_class Aerodrome class according to NGEA classification 

C code_fap_class code_fap_class Aerodrome class according to FAR-262 classification 

 max_rwylen_m integer * Special field longest runway in meters 

 txt_rmk txt_descr Textual remark 

 val_fl1 val_dist_ver Echelon of transition 

 val_fl2 val_dist_ver Echelon of transition 

 val_fl3 val_dist_ver Echelon of transition 

 val_fl1_2 code_dist_ver Portion of transition level value 

 val_fl2_2 val_dist_ver Portion of transition level value 

 val_fl3_2 code_dist_ver Portion of transition level value 

 val_fl1_2_3 val_dist_ver Portion of transition level value 

 val_fl2_2_3 code_dist_ver Portion of transition level value 

 val_fl3_2_3 val_dist_ver Portion of transition level value 

 val_fl2_2_3_4 val_dist_ver Portion of transition level value 

 uom_fl uom_dist_ver Transition level unit 

 surface_type integer Тип покрытия 

 lgt_sys code_yes_no Наличие CCO 

 txt_type txt_descr Airfield type View of the aerodrome (according to the 

type of runway surface) Geoid wave (m) 

 txt_kind txt_descr Airfield type View of the aerodrome (according to the 

type of runway surface) Geoid wave (m) 

 geoid_wave val_dist_ver Airfield type View of the aerodrome (according to the 

type of runway surface) Geoid wave (m) 

 mode char(1) Status ‘W’ - working, ‘C’ – calculated 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 

*Note. The field is filled in automatically by the trigger function calc_rwy_length in the rwy table. 
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2.6.2 Runway tables 

Table of RWY – a defined rectangular area on a land aerodrome prepared for the landing and take-

off of aircraft. 

Notes: This entity describes the physical area of the runway. The associated characteristics of the 

two approach and take-off directions are described in another entity. 

 

Table 53 -  Table structure RWY 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

D adhp IDENT Reference to airport (table AD_HP) 

 

txt_desig txt_desig The full textual designator of the runway, used to 

uniquely identify it at an aerodrome/heliport which has 

more than one.  E.g. 09/27, 02R/20L, RWY 1 

 val_len_strip val_dist_horz The value of the physical length of the strip 

 val_wid_strip val_dist_horz The value of the physical width of the strip 

 val_len_lane val_dist_horz Runway length 

 val_wid_lane val_dist_horz Runway width 

 

val_len_offset val_dist_horz A value specifying the longitudinal offset of the strip, 

when it is not symmetrically extended beyond the two 

runway ends. 

Notes: The longitudinal offset defines the distance along 

the centreline from the middle of the runway centreline 

towards the middle of the strip centreline. An offset in 

the direction defined from the threshold with the lower 

runway direction designation number towards the 

opposite runway threshold is indicated by a positive 

value. An offset in the opposite sense is indicated by a 

negative value. 

Example: a runway oriented 09/27 has a strip that is 

extending 120 m before the threshold of the runway 

direction 09 and only 100 m before the threshold of the 

runway direction 27. The value of the longitudinal offset 

will be -10 m 

 

val_wid_offset val_dist_horz A value specifying the lateral offset of the strip, when it 

is not symmetrically extended beyond two runway edges. 

Notes: The lateral offset defines the distance from the 

runway centreline to the strip centreline in direction 

perpendicular to the runway centreline. An offset to the 

right, based on the direction defined from the threshold 

with the lower runway direction designation number 

towards the opposite runway threshold, is indicated by a 

positive value. An offset to the left is indicated by a 

negative value. 

Example: a runway oriented 09/27 has a strip that is 

extending 150 m to the right of the runway direction 09 

and 300 m to the left of the same runway direction. The 

value of the lateral offset will be -75 m 
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 Field name Field type Field description 

 val_len_nominal val_dist_horz The value of the physical length of the runway 

 val_wid_nominal val_dist_horz The value of the physical width of the runway 

C uom_dim_strip uom_dist_horz The unit of measurement for the strip dimensions 

C code_composition code_composition_

sfc 

A code indicating the composition of a runway surface. 

For example, asphalt, concrete etc. 

C code_cond_sfc code_cond_sfc A code indicating the condition of a runway surface 

C code_sts code_sts_sfc A code indicating the operational status of a runway. 

For example, serviceable, unserviceable, closed, work in 

progress, etc. 

*C code_ngea_class code_ngea_class Runway class according to NGEA classification 

C code_fap_class code_fap_class Runway class according to FAR-262 classification 

 val_traverse_slope val_slope Runway cross slope percentage 

 

txt_profile txt_descr A textual description of the RWY profile. 

Notes: The profile shall be described in the direction 

defined from the threshold with the lower runway 

direction designation number towards the opposite 

runway threshold 

 txt_marking txt_descr A textual description of the RWY marking 

 txt_braking txt_descr Emergency braking system 

 txt_rmk txt_descr Textual remark 

 mode char(1) Status ‘W’ - working, ‘C’ – calculated. 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default 

‘Y’ 

 

Table of RWY_DIRECTION – one of the two landing and take-off directions of a runway for 

which attributes like TORA, TODA, LDA, etc. may be defined.  

 

Table 54 -  Table structure RWY_DIRECTION 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

D rwy IDENT Reference to runway (table RWY) 

 txt_desig txt_desig The full textual designator of the landing and take-off 

direction. E.g. 27, 35L, 01R.   

Rules: TXT_DESIG must have between 2 and 3 

characters, of which the first 2 may be only digits, which 

indicate an integer value between 01 and 36, inclusive. 

Examples: 09, 09L, 09R, 09C, 09T, etc. 

 val_true_brg val_angle_brg The true bearing of the Runway direction.  

Rules: This value must match (or differ exactly by 

180B°) with the value calculated using the geographical 

coordinates (GEO_LAT and GEO_LONG) of associated 

RWY_CLINE_POINTs (through the associated RWY) 

 val_mag_brg val_angle_brg The magnetic bearing. 

Rules: The difference between val_true_brg and 
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val_mag_brg has to be consistent with the value 

val_mag_var in the referred AD_HP, taking in 

consideration the current date and the annual rate of 

change (val_mag_var_chg in the referred AD_HP) 

 val_elev_tdz val_dist_ver The value of the highest elevation of the runway Touch 

Down Zone (TDZ) 

 val_elev_tdz_accurac

y 

val_dist_ver Accuracy of Touch Down Zone (TDZ) elevation value 

C uom_elev_tdz uom_elev The unit of measurement for vertical distances: 

elevation, elevation accuracy 

 val_dur_tax val_dur (CFMU) An estimation of the taxi time to the runway 

direction 

 no_box_vasis val_count The number of boxes that compose the visual approach 

slope indicator system 

C code_type_vasis code_type_vasis A code indicating the type of the visual approach slope 

indicator system. 

For example, VASIS, A-VASIS, PAPI, A-PAPI, etc. 

C code_psn_vasis code_psn_rel_ax

is 

Code describing a position, relative to the centreline, of 

the visual approach slope indicator for a FATO/RWY 

direction 

C code_portable_vasis code_yes_no A code indicating whether the visual approach slope 

indicator system is a portable one 

C is_offset code_yes_no Indicator of displacement relative to the runway end 

 val_offset val_dist_horz Threshold offset value 

C uom_offset uom_dist_horz The unit of measurement for threshold offset value 

 val_slope_angle_gp_

vasis 

val_angle The appropriate approach slope angle to be used by an 

aircraft using the approach 

 val_slope_obstacle val_slope OAS Obstacle Assessment plane Slope 

 val_meht val_dist_ver The Minimum Eye Height over Threshold (MEHT) value 

C uom_meht uom_elev The measurement unit for the Minimum Eye Height 

over Threshold (MEHT) value 

 txt_descr_arst_dvc txt_descr A textual description of an arresting device provided for 

the runway direction 

 txt_descr_rvr txt_descr A textual description of the RVR meteorological 

equipment provided for the Runway Direction 

C code_vfr_pattern code_dir_turn A code indicating the direction of the VFR flight pattern 

at an aerodrome/heliport, i.e. left or right 

 txt_rmk txt_descr This could include information related to the physical 

characteristics of the runway such as grooving and 

arresting devices 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default 

‘Y’ 

 

Table of RWY_CLINE_POINT position on the centre line of a runway – a position on the centre 

line of a runway. 
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Table 55 -  Table structure RWY_CLINE_POINT 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

D rwy IDENT Reference to runway (table RWY) 

 seqnr seqnr Point number in centerline 

 txt_desig txt_desig Designator 

R* rwydir REFERENCE Reference to THR in runway (table RWY_DIRECTION) 

 geo_lat geo_lat The latitude of the position of the centre line point 

 geo_long geo_long The longitude of the position of the centre line point 

C code_datum code_datum A code indicating the geodetic datum in which the 

geographical co-ordinates are expressed 

 horz_dist val_dist_horz Distance in meters from the threshold with a lower 

number. If the point is in the direction of the higher 

threshold - the range is with a plus sign, otherwise a minus 

 val_geo_accuracy val_dist_horz The horizontal distance from the stated geographical 

position within which there is a defined confidence of the 

true position falling 

C uom_geo_accuracy uom_dist_horz The unit of measurement for the value expressing the 

accuracy of the geographic co-ordinates 

 val_elev val_dist_ver The vertical distance of the position from Mean Sea Level. 

The geoidal height of the position 

 val_elev_accuracy val_dist_ver The vertical distance from the stated elevation within 

which there is a defined confidence of true position falling 

 val_geoid_undulatio

n 

val_dist_ver A distance separating the geoid and the ellipsoid at that 

position. In respect of WGS-84 geodetic datum, the 

difference between the WGS-84 ellipsoidal height and 

geoidal height represents geoidal undulation 

C uom_elev uom_elev The unit of measurement for vertical distances: elevation, 

geoidal undulation 

 txt_ver_datum txt_descr Attribute to take the «Vertical Datum» (viz. the tide gauge 

to determine MSL - for example, «DOMODEDOVO 

GAUGE», «NEWLYN» etc.) 

 txt_rmk txt_descr Textual remark 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 

*Note. When referenced, a dot refers not only to the runway, but also to the heading and denotes a 

threshold. There can be several threshold points for one course, the main threshold and offset thresholds. 

 

Table of RWY_DIRECTION_DECL_DIST declared distance for a runway direction – a 

conventional distance declared for a runway direction. For example, TORA, TODA, LDA, ASDA.   

Rules: For the same RWY_DIRECTION (and from the same intersection with a TWY and within 

the same time period - day/night, if applicable), the VAL_DIST (considering the UOM_DIST 

information) of the 'TODA' must be equal with or greater than that of the 'TORA'.  
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For the same RWY_DIRECTION (and from the same intersection with a TWY and within the same 

time period - day/night, if applicable), the VAL_DIST (considering the UOM_DIST information) of the 

'ASDA' must be equal with or greater than that of the 'TORA'. 

 

Table 56 -  Table structure RWY_DIRECTION_DECL_DIST 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

D* rwydir IDENT  Reference to runway direction (RWY_DIRECTION) 

R adhp REFERENCE Reference airport(table AD_HP) 

R twy REFERENCE Reference to taxiway, to which taxiing will take place in 

the event of an emergency departure / landing 

C code_type code_type_decl_dist_

rwy 

A code indicating the type of a conventional declared 

distance. 

For example, TORA, TODA, LDA, RTODAH, etc. 

C code_day_perio

d 

code_day_period A code indicating the time period of the day when the 

declared distance is valid. For example, day or night 

 val_dist val_dist_horz The value of the declared distance 

C uom_dist uom_dist_horz The unit of measurement of the declared distance 

 txt_rmk txt_descr Textual remark 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default 

‘Y’ 

 

Table of ADHP_METEOMINIMUM – a table of meteorological minimums for the runway 

course. The information is used in conjunction with information about the meteorological minima of the 

aircraft (table AIRCRAFT_METEOMINIMUM) and the pilot (PILOT_METEOMINIMUM). 

 

Table 57 -  Table structure ADHP_METEOMINIMUM 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

D* rwydir IDENT Reference to runway direction  (RWY_DIRECTION) 

C code_cat_acft code_cat_acft Category (categories) of the aircraft for which the 

meteorological minimum is established 

C approach code_yes_no Sign of a meteorological minimum landing. Depending 

on value set, fields code_takeoff or code_approach are 

filled 

C code_takeoff code_meteo_takeoff Departure meteorological minimum type. Filled in if the 

approach sign is set to the logical value «No» 

C code_approach code_meteo_approach The type of landing meteorological minimum. Filled in if 

the approach flag is set to the logical value «Yes» 

 val_height val_dist_ver Decision height or minimum visibility height. Installed 

depending on the type of minimum 

C uom_height uom_dist_ver Height unit 

 val_ mm val_dist_horz Range of meteorological visibility 

C uom_ mm uom_dist_horz Range unit 
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 Field name Field type Field description 

 txt_ descr txt_descr Remark  

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 

 

Table of RWY_GEOMETRY – runway metric. A runway can have a complex metric, consisting 

of several sections of runways of different widths. 

 

Table 58 -  Table structure RWY_GEOMETRY 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key  

D rwy IDENT Reference to runway (table of RWY) 

 seqnr seqnr A number indicating the order 

 val_len val_dist_horz Runway segment length  

 val_wid val_dist_horz Runway segment width 

C uom_dim_rwy uom_dist_horz The unit of measurement for the size dimensions 

 val_len_cllane val_dist_horz Clearway length 

 val_wid_cllane val_dist_horz Clearway Width 

 uom_dim_cllane uom_dist_horz Clearway measurement unit 

C code_strength code_strength_sfc A code indicating the method used to measure the 

surface strength 

C code_composition code_composition_sfc A code indicating the composition of surface. 

 txt_descr_strengt

h 

txt_descr_strength The surface strength, in character format, according to 

the value of the CODE_STRENGTH attribute 

 txt_rmk txt_descr Remark  

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default 

‘Y’ 

 

2.6.3 Taxiway tables 

Table of TWY – a defined path at an aerodrome/heliport established for the taxiing of 

aircraft/helicopters and intended to provide a link between one part of the aerodrome and another, 

including aircraft/helicopter stand taxilines, apron taxiways, rapid exit taxiways, air taxiways etc. 

 

Table 59 -  Table structure TWY 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

D adhp IDENT Reference to airport (table AD_HP) 

C code_type code_type_twy A code indicating the type of taxiway. For example, 

normal taxiway, apron taxiway, air taxiway, etc. 

 txt_desig txt_desig Textual designator of the taxiway 
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 Field name Field type Field description 

 val_wid val_dist_horz Value of the physical width of the taxiway 

 val_left_buffer val_dist_horz Left buffer zone 

 val_right_buffer val_dist_horz Right buffer zone 

 val_radius_brd val_dist_horz Maximum turning radius on taxiways  

C uom_wid uom_wid The unit of measurement of the taxiway dimensions 

 acft_index integer Maximum aircraft index allowed for taxiway by FAR 

 acft_wingspan integer Maximum possible wingspan of an aircraft on a taxiway 

 acft_chassis_track numeric(4,1) Chassis track width 

C code_composition code_composition_

sfc 

A code indicating the composition of surface 

C code_cond_sfc code_cond_sfc Surface condition  

C code_strength code_strength_sfc A code indicating the method used to measure the surface 

strength 

 txt_descr_strengt

h 

txt_descr_strength The surface strength, in character format, according to the 

value of the CODE_STRENGTH attribute 

C code_sts code_sts_sfc A code indicating the operational status of a taxiway. 

For example, serviceable, unserviceable, closed, work in 

progress, etc. 

C direct code_dir Direction of travel along the taxiway 

 max_speed val_speed Circular flight speed 

C uom_speed uom_speed Unit of speed  

 txt_marking txt_descr Textual description of the marking system on the taxiway 

 txt_rmk txt_descr Textual remark 

 mode char(1) Status ‘W’ - working, ‘C’ – calculated. 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 

 

Table of TWY_CLINE_POINT – position on the centre line of a taxiway. A position on the centre 

line of a taxiway. 

Rules: The position given by GEO_LAT, GEO_LONG must be plausibly close (less than 20 KM) to 

that of the ARP of the related AD_HP. 

 

Table 60 -  Table structure TWY_ CLINE_POINT 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

D twy IDENT Reference to taxiway (table TWY) 

 seqnr seqnr A number indicating the order of the twy_cline_points 

making up the centre line of a TWY 
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 Field name Field type Field description 

 txt_desig txt_desig Designator of point  

 geo_lat geo_lat The latitude of the position of the centre line point. 

 geo_long geo_long The longitude of the position of the centre line point. 

C code_datum code_datum A code indicating the geodetic datum in which the 

geographical co-ordinates are expressed.   

 val_geo_accuracy val_dist_horz The horizontal distance from the stated geographical 

position within which there is a defined confidence of the 

true position falling 

C uom_geo_accuracy uom_dist_horz The unit of measurement for the value expressing the 

accuracy of the geographical co-ordinates 

 val_elev val_dist_ver The vertical distance of the position from Mean Sea 

Level. The geoidal height of the position 

 val_elev_accuracy val_dist_ver The vertical distance from the stated elevation within 

which there is a defined confidence of the true position 

falling 

 val_geoid_undulation val_dist_ver A distance separating the geoid and the ellipsoid at that 

position. In respect of WGS-84 geodetic datum, the 

difference between the WGS-84 ellipsoidal height and 

geoidal height represents geoidal undulation 

C uom_elev uom_elev The unit of measurement for vertical distances: elevation, 

geoidal undulation 

 txt_ver_datum txt_descr Attribute to take the «Vertical Datum» (viz. the tide gauge 

to determine MSL - for example, «DOMODEDOVO 

GAUGE», «NEWLYN» etc.) 

 txt_rmk txt_descr Textual remark 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 

 

Table of TWY_HOLDING_POSITION holding position in taxiway – a position on a taxiway 

where aircraft may hold for various reasons including navigation facility checkpoints and runway end 

holding positions. 

 

Table 61 -  Table structure TWY_HOLDING_POSITION 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

D twy_cline_pt IDENT Reference to cline point in taxiway (TWY_ CLINE_POINT) 

 
uid uuid Unique identifier for GUID. Generated when inserting a 

record and does not change 

C code_cat code_cat_ldg_aid Navigation aids category that is checked at the point 

C before_rwy  code_yes_no Departure queue waiting point flag 

 
txt_marking txt_descr A textual description of the marking used to indicate the 

holding position on the taxiway 

 
txt_lgt txt_descr A textual description of the lighting used to indicate the 

holding position on the taxiway 
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 Field name Field type Field description 

 txt_rmk txt_descr Textual remark 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 

 

2.6.4 Tables of stand and aprons 

Table of APRON – a defined area, on a land aerodrome/heliport, intended to accommodate 

aircraft/helicopters for purposes of loading and unloading passengers, mail or cargo, and for fuelling, 

parking or maintenance. 

 

Table 62 -  Table structure APRON 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

D adhp IDENT Reference to airport (table AD_HP) 

 txt_name txt_name The full textual name or designator used to identify an 

apron at an aerodrome/heliport which has more than one 

C code_type code_type_apron Apron type 

C code_composition code_composition_sfc A code indicating the composition of surface 

C code_cond_sfc code_cond_sfc A code indicating the condition of the apron surface 

C code_strength code_strength_sfc A code indicating the method used to measure the 

surface strength 

 txt_descr_strength txt_descr A free text description of the surface strength, in 

character format, according to the value of the 

code_strength attribute.  

E.g. 80/R/B/W/T for a PCN type value 

 val_len val_dist_horz Length of the working part of the apron 

 val_wid val_dist_horz Width of the working part of the apron 

C uom_dist uom_dist_horz Dimension unit 

 val_elev val_dist_ver Average absolute elevation of the apron 

C uom_elev uom_elev Measurement unit of excess 

C code_sts code_sts_sfc A code indicating the operational status of object 

C is_jetway  code_yes_no Internal steering capability 

C is_towing code_yes_no The presence of a tractor 

C is_docking code_yes_no Valet availability 

C is_gndpower code_yes_no Availability of power supply 

 txt_marking txt_descr Description of marking 

 txt_lgt txt_descr Position lighting description  

 txt_rmk txt_descr Textual remark 

 mode char(1) Status ‘W’ - working, ‘C’ – calculated 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default 

‘Y’ 
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Table of GATE_STAND – parking position stand or gate. A stand or a gate at an 

aerodrome/heliport which may be used by aircraft/helicopters as a parking position.  

Rules: The position given by GEO_LAT, GEO_LONG must be plausibly close (less than 20 KM) to 

that of the ARP of the related AD_HP. 

 

Table 63 -  Table structure GATE_STAND 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

D adhp IDENT Reference to airport (table AD_HP) 

R apron REFERENCE Reference to apron (table  APRON) 

 txt_desig txt_desig The textual designator of the gate/stand.  

For example, 13, 84 A, etc. 

C code_type code_type_stand A code indicating the type of parking position 

 txt_descr_restr_use txt_descr A full textual description of the restrictive use of a 

gate/stand. 

For example, 1) The stand is for Boeing 737, Airbus 

320, and similar; 

For example, 2) The stand is not for Airbus 340, Boeing 

747 or similar 

 geo_lat geo_lat The latitude of the parking position 

 geo_long geo_long The longitude of the parking position 

C code_datum code_datum A code indicating the geodetic datum in which the 

geographical co-ordinates are expressed 

 val_geo_accuracy val_dist_horz The horizontal distance from the stated geographical 

position within which there is a defined confidence of 

the true position falling 

C uom_geo_accuracy uom_dist_horz The unit of measurement for the value expressing the 

accuracy of the geographical co-ordinates 

 val_elev val_dist_ver The vertical distance of the position from Mean Sea 

Level. The geoidal height of the position 

 val_elev_accuracy val_dist_ver The vertical distance from the stated elevation within 

which there is a defined confidence of the true position 

falling 

 val_geoid_undulation val_dist_ver A distance separating the geoid and the ellipsoid at that 

position. In respect of WGS-84 geodetic datum, the 

difference between the WGS-84 ellipsoidal height and 

geoidal height represents geoidal undulation 

C uom_elev uom_elev The unit of measurement for vertical distances: 

elevation, geoidal undulation 

 txt_ver_datum txt_descr Attribute to take the «Vertical Datum» (viz. the tide 

gauge to determine MSL - for example, 

«DOMODEDOVO GAUGE», «NEWLYN» etc.) 

 txt_rmk txt_descr Textual remark 
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 Field name Field type Field description 

 mode char(1) Status ‘W’ - working, ‘C’ – calculated 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default 

‘Y’ 

 

Table of SWY – a defined rectangular area on the ground at the end of take-off run available 

prepared as a suitable area in which an aircraft can be stopped in the case of an abandoned take-off. 

 

Table 64 -  Table structure SWY 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

D* adhp IDENT Reference to airport  (table AD_HP) 

R* rwydir REFERENCE Reference to runway direction (RWY_DIRECTION) 

 val_len val_dist_horz The value of the physical length of the stopway. 

 val_wid val_dist_horz The value of the physical width of the stopway. 

C uom_dim uom_dist_horz The unit of measurement for the horizontal dimensions 

of the stopway 

C code_composition code_composition_sfc A code indicating the composition of surface 

C code_cond_sfc code_cond_sfc A code indicating the condition of the object surface 

C code_strength code_strength_sfc A code indicating the method used to measure the 

surface strength 

 txt_descr_strength txt_descr_strength The surface strength, in character format, according to 

the value of the CODE_STRENGTH attribute 

C code_sts code_sts_sfc A code indicating the operational status of object 

 txt_rmk txt_descr Textual remark 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default 

‘Y’ 

 

2.6.5 Helicopter and landing pad tables 

Table of TLOF touch down and lift off area – a load bearing area on which an aircraft/helicopter 

may touch down or lift-off.  

Rules: The position given by GEO_LAT, GEO_LONG must be plausibly close (less than 20 KM) 

to that of the ARP of the related AD_HP. 

 

Table 65 -  Table structure TLOF 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

D adhp REFERENCE Reference to airport (table AD_HP) 

 txt_desig txt_desig The textual designator of the touch down and lift-

off area 
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 Field name Field type Field description 

 geo_lat geo_lat The latitude of the position of the aiming point 

 geo_long geo_long The longitude of the position of the aiming point 

C code_datum code_datum A code indicating the geodetic datum in which the 

geographical co-ordinates are expressed 

 val_geo_accuracy val_dist_horz The horizontal distance from the stated 

geographical position within which there is a 

defined confidence of the true position falling 

C uom_geo_accuracy uom_dist_horz The unit of measurement for the value expressing 

the accuracy of the geographical co-ordinates 

 val_elev val_dist_ver The value of the vertical distance of the aiming 

point from Mean Sea Level. The geoidal height of 

the position 

 val_elev_accuracy val_dist_ver The vertical distance from the stated elevation 

within which there is a defined confidence of the 

true position falling 

 val_geoid_undulation val_dist_ver A distance separating the geoid and the ellipsoid at 

that position. In respect of WGS-84 geodetic 

datum, the difference between the WGS-84 

ellipsoidal height and geoidal height represents 

geoidal undulation 

C uom_dist_ver uom_elev The unit of measurement for vertical distances: 

elevation, geoidal undulation 

 txt_ver_datum txt_descr Attribute to take the «Vertical Datum» (viz. the tide 

gauge to determine MSL - for example, 

«DOMODEDOVO GAUGE», «NEWLYN» etc.) 

 val_len val_dist_horz The value of the physical length of the touchdown 

and lift-off area 

 val_wid val_dist_horz The value of the physical width of the touchdown 

and lift-off area 

C uom_dim uom_dist_horz The unit of measurement for the horizontal 

dimensions of the touchdown and lift-off area 

 val_slope val_slope The value of the maximum profile slope of the 

touchdown and lift-off area. This value is always 

expressed as a percent 

C code_composition code_composition_sfc A code indicating the composition of surface 

C code_cond_sfc code_cond_sfc A code indicating the condition of the object 

surface 

C code_strength code_strength_sfc A code indicating the method used to measure the 

surface strength 

 txt_descr_strength txt_descr A code indicating the method used to measure the 

surface strength 

C code_class_hel  code_class_hel  A code indicating the performance class of 

helicopters that the Touch Down and Lift-Off Area 

is intended to serve 

 txt_marking txt_descr A textual description of the TLOF marking 
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 Field name Field type Field description 

C code_sts code_sts_sfc A code indicating the operational status of object 

 txt_rmk txt_descr Textual remark 

 mode char(1) Status ‘W’ - working, ‘C’ – calculated 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. 

Default ‘Y’ 

 

Table of FATO (final approach and take-off area) – a defined area over which the final phase of the 

approach manoeuvre to hover or land is completed and from which the take-off manoeuvre is commenced 

and, where the FATO is to be used by performance class 1 helicopters, includes the rejected take-off area 

available.  

This entity describes the physical area of the FATO, while the characteristics of the two approach 

and take-off directions associated with it are described in another entity. 

 

Table 66 -  Table structure FATO 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

D tlof IDENT Reference to touch down and lift off area (TLOF) 

R adhp REFERENCE Reference to airport 

 txt_name txt_name The full textual designator of the final approach and 

take-off area, used to uniquely identify it at an 

aerodrome / heliport which has more than one.  

For example, 09/27, 02R/20L 

 val_len val_dist_horz The value of the physical length of the FATO area 

 val_wid val_dist_horz The value of the physical width of the FATO area 

C uom_dim uom_dist_horz The unit of measurement expressing the horizontal 

dimensions of the final approach and take-off area 

C code_composition code_composition_sfc A code indicating the composition of surface 

C code_cond_sfc code_cond_sfc A code indicating the condition of the object surface 

C code_strength code_strength_sfc A code indicating the method used to measure the 

surface strength 

 txt_descr_strength txt_descr The surface strength, in character format, according to 

the value of the code_strength attribute 

 txt_profile txt_descr A textual description of the FATO profile.  

Notes: The profile shall be described in the direction 

defined from the threshold with the lower runway 

direction designation number towards the opposite 

runway threshold 

 txt_marking txt_descr A textual description of the FATO marking 

C code_sts code_sts_sfc A code indicating the operational status of object 

 txt_rmk txt_descr Textual remark 

 mode char(1) Status ‘W’ - working, ‘C’ – calculated. 
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 Field name Field type Field description 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 

 

Table of FATO_DIRECTION – approach and take-off direction of a FATO. The approach and 

take-off direction of a FATO area for helicopters. 

 

Table 67 -  Table structure FATO_ DIRECTION 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

D fato IDENT Reference to FATO (table FATO) 

 txt_desig txt_desig The full textual designator of the landing and take-off 

direction. E.g. 27, 35L, 01R. 

Rules: TXT_DESIG must have between 2 and 3 characters, 

of which the first 2 may be only digits, which indicate an 

integer value between 01 and 36, inclusive. Examples: 09, 

09L, 09R, 09C, 09T, etc. 

 val_true_brg val_angle_brg The true bearing of the FATO direction.  

Rules: This value must match (or differ exactly by 180B°) 

with the value calculated using the geographical coordinates 

(GEO_LAT and GEO_LONG) of associated 

RWY_CLINE_POINTs (through the associated RWY) 

 val_mag_brg val_angle_brg The magnetic bearing. 

Rules: The difference between val_true_brg and 

val_mag_brg has to be consistent with the value 

val_mag_var in the referred AD_HP, taking in consideration 

the current date and the annual rate of change 

(val_mag_var_chg in the referred AD_HP) 

 no_box_vasis val_count The number of boxes that compose the visual approach slope 

indicator system 

C code_type_vasis code_type_vasis A code indicating the type of the visual approach slope 

indicator system.For example, VASIS, A-VASIS, PAPI, A-

PAPI, etc. 

C code_psn_vasis code_psn_rel_ax

is 

Code describing a position, relative to the centreline, of the 

visual approach slope indicator for a FATO/RWY direction 

C code_portable_v

asis 

code_yes_no A code indicating whether the visual approach slope 

indicator system is a portable one 

 txt_descr_psn_v

asis 

txt_descr Dscription of indicating whether the visual approach slope 

indicator system is a portable one 

 val_slope_angle

_gp_vasis 

val_angle The appropriate approach slope angle to be used by an 

aircraft using the approach 

 val_slope_obsta

cle 

val_slope OAS Obstacle Assessment plane Slope 

 val_meht val_dist_horz The Minimum Eye Height over Threshold (MEHT) value 

C uom_meht uom_elev The measurement unit for the Minimum Eye Height over 

Threshold (MEHT) value 

 txt_descr_arst_d txt_descr A textual description of an arresting device provided for the 
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 Field name Field type Field description 

vc runway direction 

 txt_descr_rvr txt_descr A textual description of the RVR meteorological equipment 

provided for the FATO direction 

 txt_rmk txt_descr This could include information related to the physical 

characteristics of the FATO such as grooving and arresting 

devices 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 

 

Table of FATO_CLINE_POINT – FATO - centre line position. A position on the centre line of a 

Final Approach and Take-Off area. 

Rules: The distance between the first and the last FATO_CLINE_POINT associated to the same 

FATO cannot exceed 1 KM. The position given by GEO_LAT, GEO_LONG must be plausibly close (less 

than 20km) to that of the ARP of the related AD_HP. 

 

Table 68 -  Table structure FATO_CLINE_POINT 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

D fato IDENT Reference to FATO (table FATO) 

R* fatodir REFERENCE Reference to FATO_DIRECTION 

 seqnr seqnr A number indicating the order 

 txt_desig txt_desig Designator 

 geo_lat geo_lat The latitude of the position of the centre line point 

 geo_long geo_long The longitude of the position of the centre line point 

C code_datum code_datum A code indicating the geodetic datum in which the 

geographical co-ordinates are expressed 

 horz_dist val_dist_horz Distance in meters from the threshold with a lower 

number. If the point is in the direction of the higher 

threshold - the range is with a plus sign, otherwise a 

minus 

 val_geo_accuracy val_dist_horz The horizontal distance from the stated geographical 

position within which there is a defined confidence of the 

true position falling 

C uom_geo_accuracy uom_dist_horz The unit of measurement for the value expressing the 

accuracy of the geographical co-ordinates 

 val_elev val_dist_ver The vertical distance of the position from Mean Sea 

Level. The geoidal height of the position 

 val_elev_accuracy val_dist_ver The vertical distance from the stated elevation within 

which there is a defined confidence of the true position 

falling 

 val_geoid_undulation val_dist_ver A distance separating the geoid and the ellipsoid at that 

position. In respect of WGS-84 geodetic datum, the 

difference between the WGS-84 ellipsoidal height and 

geoidal height represents geoidal undulation 
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 Field name Field type Field description 

C uom_dist_ver uom_elev The unit of measurement for vertical distances: elevation, 

geoidal undulation 

 txt_ver_datum txt_descr Attribute to take the «Vertical Datum» (viz. the tide 

gauge to determine MSL - for example, 

«DOMODEDOVO GAUGE», «NEWLYN» etc.) 

 txt_rmk txt_descr Textual remark 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 

 

2.6.6 Tables of aerodrome zones and areas 

Table of LANDING_PROTECTION_AREA landing/take-off protection area – an area situated in 

the vicinity of a runway, FATO or TLOF, provided to protect aircraft during manoeuvring, take-off and/or 

landing operations. 

 

Table 69 -  Table structure LANDING_PROTECTION_AREA 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

D adhp IDENT Reference to airport (table AD_HP) 

R* object REFERENCE Reference to airport surface object, around which 

the zone is set. If null, the zone is separate and 

belongs to the aerodrome 

C code_type code_type_protect_area Code type of protected area 

 val_len val_dist_horz The value of the physical width of protection area 

 val_wid val_dist_horz The value of the physical length of protection area 

C uom_dim uom_dist_horz The unit of measurement for the horizontal 

dimensions of the protection area 

C code_composition code_composition_sfc A code indicating the composition of surface 

C code_sts code_sts_sfc A code indicating the operational status of object 

C code_strength code_strength_sfc A code indicating the method used to measure the 

surface strength 

 txt_descr_strength txt_descr The surface strength, in character format, according 

to the value of the code_strength attribute 

C is_light code_yes_no Availability of lighting 

 txt_desig txt_desig Text identifier 

 txt_lgt txt_descr Lighting Description  

 txt_rmk txt_descr Textual remark 

 protect_area integer Sign of the restricted area 

 val_len_area val_dist_horz Prohibited Area Clearway Length 

 val_wid_area val_dist_horz Clearway Width for Prohibited Area 
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 Field name Field type Field description 

 uom_dim_area uom_dist_horz Unit of measure for the length of the clearway for a 

restricted area 

 val_toda val_dist_horz Available take-off distance (toda) of the restricted 

area 

 val_lda val_dist_horz Available landing distance (lda) of the restricted 

area 

 uom_dim_da uom_dist_horz Unit of measure for available distances 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. 

Default ‘Y’ 

 

Table of AD_HP_SURFACE_BORDER aerodrome / heliport surface border – the horizontal 

limits of an aerodrome surface, such as an apron or a landing/take-off protection area, described as a 

sequence of points. 

If the AD/HP Surface Border is describing the geometry of a RWY_PROTECT_AREA, then the 

position given by GEO_LAT, GEO_LONG of the related vertex must be plausibly close (less than 10 

KM) to that of the centre line points of the related RWY.  

If the AD/HP Surface Border is describing the geometry of a TLOF_SAFE_AREA, then the 

position given by GEO_LAT, GEO_LONG of the related vertex must be plausibly close (less than 10 

KM) to that of the related TLOF centre.  

If the AD/HP Surface Border is describing the geometry of a TLOF, then the position given by 

GEO_LAT, GEO_LONG of the related vertex must be plausibly close (less than 1 KM) to that of the 

centre line points of the related TLOF centre.  

If the AD/HP Surface Border is describing the geometry of an APRON, then the position given by 

GEO_LAT, GEO_LONG of the related vertex must be plausibly close (less than 20 KM) to that of the 

ARP of the related AD_HP.  

If the AD/HP Surface Border is describing the geometry of an FATO_PROTECT_AREA, then the 

position given by GEO_LAT, GEO_LONG of the related vertex must be plausibly close (less than 20 

KM) to that of the centerline points of the related FATO.  

 

Table 70 -  Table structure AD_HP_SURFACE_BORDER 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

 
uid uuid Unique identifier for GUID. Generated when inserting a 

record and does not change 

D adhp IDENT Reference to airport (table AD_HP) 

R object REFERENCE *Reference to airport surface object 

 border_type code_type_surface Type of surface border 

C code_datum code_datum A code indicating the geodetic datum in which the 

geographical co-ordinates are expressed 

 val_geo_accuracy val_dist_horz The horizontal distance from the stated geographical 

position within which there is a defined confidence of 

the true position falling 

C uom_geo_accuracy uom_dist_horz The unit of measurement for the value expressing the 

accuracy of the geographical co-ordinates 
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 Field name Field type Field description 

 val_elev_accuracy val_dist_ver The vertical distance from the stated elevation within 

which there is a defined confidence of the true position 

falling. for points 

 val_geoid_undulatio

n 

val_dist_ver A distance separating the geoid and the ellipsoid at that 

position. In respect of WGS-84 geodetic datum, the 

difference between the WGS-84 ellipsoidal height and 

geoidal height represents geoidal undulation 

C uom_elev uom_elev The unit of measurement for vertical distances: 

elevation, geoidal undulation 

 txt_descr txt_descr Decription of object border 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 

*Note. Borders can be installed for standard aerodrome elements, for example, a special runway 

configuration, or a non-rectangular apron. In this case, the field indicates the identifier of the object for 

which the border is being built. 
 

Table of AD_HP_SURFACE_VERTEX aerodrome / heliport surface border vertex – point used to 

describe horizontal limits of aerodrome surface, such as an apron or a landing/take-off protection area. 
 

Table 71 -  Table structure AD_HP_SURFACE_VERTEX 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

D border IDENT Reference to curb ad_hp_surface_border 

 seqnr seqnr A number indicating the order 

 geo_lat geo_lat The latitude of the position of the vertex 

 geo_long geo_long The longitude of the position of the shape point 

 val_elev val_dist_ver The vertical distance of the position of the vertex from Mean 

Sea Level. The geoidal height of the position 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 

 

View of ADHP_SFC_ELEMENT contains consolidated basic information about runways, 

taxiways, aprons and aerodrome stands. 
 

Table 72 -  Structure of view ADHP_SFC_ELEMENT 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

D adhp  IDENT Reference to airport (table AD_HP) 

 obj char(3) Object type: RW-runway, TWY-taxiway, APR-apron, STD-gate stand 

 sfc txt_code A code indicating the composition of surface 

 strength char(3) Unit of strength type from category catalog  

 pcn char(16) Coating strength value 
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 Field name Field type Field description 

 name txt_name Text name 

  valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 

 

2.6.7 Tables of makings of aerodrome surfaces 

Table of AD_HP_SURFACE_MARKING – base of elements for marking the capital surfaces of 

the aerodrome. 

 

Table 73 -  Table structure AD_HP_SURFACE_MARKING 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

D adhp IDENT Reference to airport (table AD_HP) 

R* object REFERENCE Reference to airport surface object 

C std_icao code_yes_no ICAO standard feature 

C code_color code_color Marking color 

C code_type code_marking_type Marking type code 

C code_cond code_cond_mark Marking quality 

C code_style code_style_mark Marking style 

 txt_name txt_name Text identifier (name)  

 txt_rmk txt_descr Textual remark. 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 

 

Table of AD_HP_MARKING_VERTEX – vertexs of the marking elements of the capital surfaces 

of the aerodrome. 

 

Table 74 -  Table structure AD_HP_MARKING_VERTEX 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

D border IDENT Reference to ad_hp_surface_border 

 seqnr seqnr A number indicating the order 

 geo_lat geo_lat Latitude of vertex 

 geo_long geo_long Longitude of vertex 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 

 

2.7 Tables of lighting systems 

Table of SURFACE_LGT_SYS surface lighting system – the lighting system provided for a 

component of the manoeuvring area, such as RWY, TWY, TLOF or FATO. 
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Table 75 -  Table structure SURFACE_LGT_SYS 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key  

D adhp IDENT Reference to airport (table AD_HP) 

R* locate REFERENCE Reference to airport surface object 

 data_wef date With effect from date 

 data_til date Until date 

C code_psn_twy code_psn_twy Type of taxiway lights 

C code_psn_tlof code_psn_tlof Helipad lights type 

C code_psn_fato_rwy code_psn_rwy Type of lights for runway landing course or FATO 

 txt_descr txt_descr A textual description of the lighting system 

 txt_descr_emerg txt_descr A textual description of the emergency lighting system 

availability and its characteristics 

 txt_rmk txt_descr Textual remark 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 

*Note. One of the objects of the airfield, for which a system of lights has been deployed. For 

example - taxi lights, turn for taxiways, approach lights, light horizon, etc. for the landing course. 

 

Table of SURFACE_LGT_GROUP – Surface lights groups. An individual light or a group of 

lights having the same characteristics (colour, spacing, intensity) which are part of an aerodrome/heliport 

surface lighting system. 

 

Table 76 -  Table structure SURFACE_LGT_GROUP 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

D light_sys IDENT Reference to lightsystem SURFACE_LGT_SYS 

 geo_lat geo_lat The geographical latitude of the light or of the lower left 

corner in case of a light group 

 geo_long geo_long The geographical longitude of the light or of the lower left 

corner in case of a light group 

C code_datum code_datum A code indicating the geodetic datum in which the 

geographical co-ordinates are expressed 

 axis val_angle_brg Base true azimuth of system lights 

 no_length val_count The number of lights in the group in the direction of the RWY 

or FATO centreline. 

Notes: For an individual light, this attribute may be left empty  

 val_len_spacing val_dist_horz The distance between two consecutive lights within the group, 

in the direction of the RWY or FATO centreline 

 no_width val_count The number of lights in the group in the direction 

perpendicular to the RWY or FATO centreline. 
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 Field name Field type Field description 

Notes: For an individual light, this attribute may be left empty  

 val_wid_spacing val_dist_horz The distance between two consecutive lights within the group, 

in the direction perpendicular to the RWY or FATO centreline 

 uom_dist uom_dist_horz The unit of measurement for horizontal distances.  

For example, metres, feet, etc. 

C code_symmetry code_yes_no A code indicating if there is a symmetrical light group on the 

other side of the RWY or FATO centreline, in which case only 

one of the two groups is described 

C code_intst code_intst_lgt A code indicating the intensity of the lights in the group 

C code_colour code_colour A code indicating the colour of the lights in the group 

 txt_rmk txt_descr Textual remark 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 

 

Table of RWY_DIRECTION_ALS – runway direction approach lighting system - a lighting 

system installed before the threshold of a runway providing a visual reference for aircraft landing on that 

runway. 

 

Table 77 -  Table structure RWY_DIRECTION_ALS 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

D rwydir IDENT Reference to runway direction  (RWY_DIRECTION) 

C code_type code_type_als_r

wy 

The type of the approach lighting system. 

Rules: If code_type = 'ALSAF', then 

code_sequenced_flash cannot have the value 'N'.  

If code_type = 'ALSAF', then code_intensity cannot have 

the value 'LIM'.  

If code_type = 'MALS' or 'MALSR', then code_intensity 

cannot have the value 'LIH' or 'LIL' 

 val_len val_dist_ver The overall length of the approach lighting system 

C uom_len uom_dist_horz The unit of measurement for the length of the approach 

lighting system 

C code_intst  code_intst_lgt A code indicating the light intensity. 

For example, LIL, LIM, LIH 

C code_sequenced_flas

h 

code_yes_no A code indicating whether sequenced flashing is available 

for the approach lighting system 

 txt_descr_flash txt_descr Textual description of the flash characteristics, if 

provided, for the approach lighting system 

 txt_rmk txt_descr Textual remark 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 
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Table of FATO_DIRECTION_ALS approach lighting system for FATO direction – a lighting 

system installed before the threshold of a FATO in order to provide a visual reference for aircraft landing 

on that FATO. 

 

Table 78 -  Table structure FATO_DIRECTION_ALS 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

D fatodir IDENT Reference to FATO direction  (FATO_DIRECTION) 

C code_type code_type_als_fa

to 

The type of the approach lighting system. 

Rules: If code_type = 'ALSAF', then 

code_sequenced_flash cannot have the value 'N'.  

If code_type = 'ALSAF', then code_intensity cannot have 

the value 'LIM'.  

If code_type = 'MALS' or 'MALSR', then code_intensity 

cannot have the value 'LIH' or 'LIL' 

 val_len val_dist_ver The overall length of the approach lighting system 

C uom_len uom_dist_horz The unit of measurement for the length of the approach 

lighting system 

C code_intst  code_intst_lgt A code indicating the light intensity. 

For example, LIL, LIM, LIH 

C code_sequenced_flas

h 

code_yes_no A code indicating whether sequenced flashing is available 

for the approach lighting system 

 txt_descr_flash txt_descr Textual description of the flash characteristics, if 

provided, for the approach lighting system 

 txt_rmk txt_descr Textual remark 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 

 

Table of AERO_GND_LGT aeronautical ground light – any fixed light specially provided as an 

aid to air navigation, other than those lights being part of a surface lighting system, an approach lighting 

system or an obstacle light. 

 

Table 79 -  Table structure AERO_GND_LGT 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

D adhp IDENT Reference to airport (table AD_HP) 

R direct REFERENCE Reference to runway direction or FATO 

 txt_name  txt_name  The textual name of the aeronautical ground light. 

Aeronautical ground lights marking the site of an 

aerodrome/heliport will have the name of the 

aerodrome/heliport 

 code_id code_id_nav_aid Identifier (Morze code) 

C code_type code_type_aero_lgt A code indicating the type of aeronautical ground light.  

E.g. Marine, En-route BCN, ABN, IBN, etc.   
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 Field name Field type Field description 

Rules: If CODE_TYPE = 'HBCN', 'IBN', 'SIG' or 'ABN' 

then it must be related to an AD_HP and the position 

given by GEO_LAT, GEO_LONG must be plausibly 

close (less than 20 KM) to that of the ARP of the related 

AD_HP.  

If CODE_TYPE = 'ABN' (Aerodrome Beacon), then 

CODE_TYPE of the referenced AD_HP must be 'AD' or 

'AH'.  

If CODE_TYPE = 'HBCN' (Heliport Beacon), then 

CODE_TYPE of the referenced AD_HP must be 'HP'.  

If CODE_TYPE = 'HBCN', 'IBN', 'SIG' or 'ABN then 

TXT_NAME and TXT_NAME of the related AD_HP 

must match 

 txt_descr_charact txt_descr A textual description of the characteristics of the 

aeronautical ground light, its colour, flash duration, etc. 

For example, FLG W EV 10 SEC. 

Notes: A more structured description of the aeronautical 

ground light characteristics seems unnecessary, as long 

as this description is used only for VFR flights as it is 

humanly interpretable 

 geo_lat geo_lat The latitude of the position of the aeronautical ground 

light 

 geo_long geo_long The longitude of the position of the aeronautical ground 

light 

C code_datum code_datum A code indicating the geodetic datum in which the 

geographical co-ordinates are expressed 

 val_geo_accuracy val_dist_horz The horizontal distance from the stated geographical 

position within which there is a defined confidence of 

the true position falling 

C uom_geo_accuracy uom_dist_horz The unit of measurement for the value expressing the 

accuracy of the geographical co-ordinates.  

 val_elev val_dist_ver The vertical distance of the position of the aeronautical 

ground light from Mean Sea Level. The geoidal height of 

the position 

 val_elev_accuracy val_dist_ver The vertical distance from the stated elevation within 

which there is a defined confidence of the true position 

falling 

 val_geoid_undulati

on 

val_dist_ver A distance separating the geoid and the ellipsoid at that 

position. In respect of WGS-84 geodetic datum, the 

difference between the WGS-84 ellipsoidal height and 

geoidal height represents geoidal undulation 

C uom_elev uom_elev The unit of measurement for vertical distances: 

elevation, geoidal undulation 

 txt_rmk txt_descr Textual remark 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default 

‘Y’ 
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2.8 Tables of aerodrome radio equipment station 

Table of ILS instrument landing system – a radio aid to navigation intended to facilitate aircraft in 

landing by providing lateral and vertical guidance including indications of distance from the optimum 

point of landing. 

 

Table 80 -  Table structure ILS 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

D adhp IDENT Reference to airport (table AD_HP) 

R rwydir REFERENCE Reference to runway direction  (RWY_DIRECTION) 

R org_auth  REFERENCE Organization reference (table ORG_AUTH) 

 data_wef date With effect from date 

 data_til date Until date 

C channel code_channel_mls Channel 

C code_cat  code_cat_ldg_aid A code indicating the category of the ILS System 

Notes: If the category is unknown, the ILS is assumed to have 

the lowest possible category ('NOCAT') 

 txt_rmk txt_descr Textual remark 

 mode char(1) Status ‘W’ - working, ‘C’ – calculated 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 

 

Table of ILS_GP (ILS Glide Path) – a component of an ILS consisting of a UHF transmitter 

radiating signals and providing a straight line descent path in the vertical plane containing the center line 

of the runway served by ILS, and thereby furnishing descent information down to the lowest authorized 

decision height or to the surface of a runway, depending on Facility Performance Category of the ILS. 

Rules: The position given by GEO_LAT, GEO_LONG must be plausibly close (less than 1 KM) to 

that of the threshold of the related (through ILS) RWY_DIRECTION. 

 

Table 81 -  Table structure ILS_GP 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

D ils IDENT Reference to ILS 

 val_freq val_freq The frequency value of the ILS glide path indicator. 

Notes: The relationship which exists between LLZ 

frequency and GP frequency is constant. When a particular 

LLZ frequency is used, the GP frequency must be the 

corresponding one (Annex 10, Vol. 1, 3.1.6.). 

Rules: 1.The value of the VAL_FREQ has to lie between 

328.6 MHz and 335.4 MHz 

C uom_freq uom_freq The unit of measurement of the ILS glide path indicator 

frequency 
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 Field name Field type Field description 

C code_em code_em_rdo Code indicating the type of emission, as defined at the 

1979 ITU World Administrative Radio Conference. 

For example, A3E, NONA2a, G1D, etc. 

 val_slope val_angle The angle of the glide path. Rules: 1.The value of the 

VAL_SLOPE has to lie between 1 and 5 degrees 

 val_rdh val_dist_ver Alue of ILS Reference Datum Height (ILS RDH).  

Rules: The value of the VAL_RDH has to lie between 10 

and 25 metres If VAL_RDH is specified, then UOM_RDH 

is mandatory 

C uom_rdh uom_elev The unit of measurement of the Reference Datum Height 

(RDH) 

 geo_lat geo_lat The latitude of the position of the ILS glide path station 

 geo_long geo_long The longitude of the position of the ILS glide path station 

C code_datum code_datum A code indicating the geodetic datum in which the 

geographical co-ordinates are expressed 

 val_geo_accuracy val_dist_horz The horizontal distance from the stated geographical 

position within which there is a defined confidence of the 

true position falling 

C uom_geo_accuracy uom_dist_horz The unit of measurement for the value expressing the 

accuracy of the geographical co-ordinates 

 val_elev val_dist_ver The vertical distance of the position from Mean Sea Level. 

The geoidal height of the position 

 val_elev_accuracy val_dist_ver The vertical distance from the stated elevation within which 

there is a defined confidence of the true position falling 

 val_geoid_undulatio

n 

val_dist_ver A distance separating the geoid and the ellipsoid at that 

position. In respect of WGS-84 geodetic datum, the 

difference between the WGS-84 ellipsoidal height and 

geoidal height represents geoidal undulation 

C uom_elev uom_elev The unit of measurement for vertical distances: elevation, 

geoidal undulation 

 txt_ver_datum txt_descr Attribute to take the «Vertical Datum» (viz. the tide gauge 

to determine MSL - for example, «DOMODEDOVO 

GAUGE», «NEWLYN» etc.) 

 txt_rmk txt_descr Textual remark 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 

 

Table of ILS_LLZ (localizer ILS) – a component of an ILS consisting of a VHF transmitter, 

radiating signals in the direction served by the ILS, to provide a straight line descent path in the vertical 

plane containing the centre line of the runway. 

Rules: The position given by GEO_LAT, GEO_LONG must be plausibly close (less than 1 KM) to 

that of the end of the related (through ILS) RWY_DIRECTION. 

 

Table 82 -  Table structure ILS_LLZ 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 
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 Field name Field type Field description 

D ils IDENT Reference to landing system (ILS) 

 code_id code_id_ils_mls The coded identification of the ILS localizer* 

 val_freq val_freq The frequency of the ILS localizer.   

Notes: ILS frequencies shall be in the band: 

108MHz - 117.975MHz. 

Rules: 1.The value of the VAL_FREQ has to lie 

between 108 MHz and 111.975 MHz (see ICAO 

Annex 10, Vol. 1, section 3.1.3.2) 

C uom_freq uom_freq The unit of measurement of the frequency 

C code_em code_em_rdo A code indicating the type of emission, as defined 

at the 1979 ITU World Administrative Radio 

Conference 

 val_mag_brg val_angle_brg The magnetic bearing of the localizer beam, 

towards the localizer antenna. The difference 

between val_mag_brg of the ils_llz and 

val_mag_brg of the related rwy_direction cannot 

exceed 10 degrees (see ICAO Doc 8168, PANS 

OPS, Chapter 23, 'Offset Localizer') 

 val_true_brg val_angle_brg The true bearing of the localizer beam, towards the 

localizer antenna.   

Rules: The difference between val_true_brg and 

val_mag_brg has to be consistent with the value 

val_mag_var in the referred ad_hp, taking in 

consideration the current date and the annual rate 

of change (val_mag_var_chg in referred ad_hp) 

 val_wid_course val_angle The localizer course width, in degrees 

C code_type_use_back code_type_use_back_il

s 

A code indicating the usability of the localizer 

signal in the back course sector 

 geo_lat geo_lat The latitude of the position of the ILS localizer 

 geo_long geo_long The longitude of the position of the ILS localizer 

C code_datum code_datum A code indicating the geodetic datum in which the 

geographical co-ordinates are expressed 

 val_geo_accuracy val_dist_horz The horizontal distance from the stated 

geographical position within which there is a 

defined confidence of the true position falling 

C uom_geo_accuracy uom_dist_horz The unit of measurement for the value expressing 

the accuracy of the geographical co-ordinates 

 val_elev val_dist_ver The vertical distance of the position from Mean 

Sea Level. The geoidal height of the position 

 val_elev_accuracy val_dist_ver The vertical distance from the stated elevation 

within which there is a defined confidence of the 

true position falling 

 val_geoid_undulatio

n 

val_dist_ver A distance separating the geoid and the ellipsoid at 

that position. In respect of WGS-84 geodetic 

datum, the difference between the WGS-84 
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 Field name Field type Field description 

ellipsoidal height and geoidal height represents 

geoidal undulation 

C uom_elev uom_elev The unit of measurement for vertical distances: 

elevation, geoidal undulation 

 txt_ver_datum txt_descr Attribute to take the «Vertical Datum» (viz. the 

tide gauge to determine MSL - for example, 

«DOMODEDOVO GAUGE», «NEWLYN» etc.) 

 txt_rmk txt_descr Textual remark 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. 

Default ‘Y’ 

 

Table of MLS – A radio aid to navigation which provides precision navigation guidance for exact 

alignment and descent of aircraft on approach to a runway. It provides azimuth, elevation and distance 

indications.  

A precision approach and landing guidance system which provides position information and various 

ground-to-air data (ICAO, Annex 10). The position information is provided in a wide coverage sector and 

is determined by an azimuth angle measurement and a range (distance) measurement. 

 

Table 83 -  Table structure MLS 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

D adhp IDENT Reference to airport (table AD_HP) 

R rwydir REFERENCE Reference to runway direction 

R org_auth  REFERENCE Reference organization (table ORG_AUTH) 

 data_wef date With effect from date 

 data_til date Until date 

 code_id code_id_ils_mls The coded identification of the Microwave Landing System. 

C code_cat code_cat_ldg_aid A code indicating the category of the Microwave Landing 

System 

C code_channel code_channel_mls A code indicating the channel on which the Microwave 

Landing System is operating 

 txt_rmk txt_descr Textual remark 

 txt_name txt_name This attribute is present to cover any additional information. 

For example, whether the configuration according to Annex 

10 is 'Basic' or 'Expanded' 

C code_mil code_mil Military system 

 mode char(1) Status ‘W’ - working, ‘C’ – calculated 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 

 

Table of MLS_AZIMUTH – A component of an MLS consisting of an SHF transmitter and 

associated equipment, radiating signals in a volume of airspace served by the MLS, thereby furnishing 

azimuth indications to aircraft approaching the runway or back azimuth indications to aircraft departing 

from the runway or performing a missed approach procedure. 
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The position given by GEO_LAT, GEO_LONG must be plausibly close (less than 1 KM) to that of 

the end of the related (through MSL) RWY_DIRECTION. 

 

Table 84 -  Table structure MLS_AZIMUTH 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

D mls IDENT Reference to landing system (MLS) 

C code_type code_type_azm A code indicating if it is 'normal' or 'back' azimuth 

equipment 

 val_true_brg val_angle_brg The true bearing of the azimuth beam, towards the 

azimuth antenna. The difference between 

VAL_TRUE_BRG and VAL_MAG_BRG has to be 

consistent with the value VAL_MAG_VAR in the related 

AD_HP, taking into consideration the current date and 

the annual rate of change (VAL_MAG_VAR_CHG in the 

related AD_HP) 

 val_mag_brg val_angle_brg The magnetic bearing of the azimuth beam, towards the 

azimuth antenna. 

The difference between VAL_MAG_BRG of the 

MLS_AZIMUTH and VAL_MAG_BRG of the related 

RWY_DIRECTION cannot exceed 10 degrees (see ICAO 

Doc 8168, PANS OPS, Chapter 23, 'Offset Localizer') 

 geo_lat geo_lat The latitude of the position of the transmitter 

 geo_long geo_long The longitude of the position the transmitter 

C code_datum code_datum A code indicating the geodetic datum in which the 

geographical co-ordinates are expressed 

 val_geo_accuracy val_dist_horz The horizontal distance from the stated geographical 

position within which there is a defined confidence of the 

true position falling 

C uom_geo_accuracy uom_dist_horz The unit of measurement for the value expressing the 

accuracy of the geographical co-ordinates 

 val_elev val_dist_ver The vertical distance of the position from Mean Sea 

Level. The geoidal height of the position 

 val_elev_accuracy val_dist_ver The vertical distance from the stated elevation within which 

there is a defined confidence of the true position falling 

 val_geoid_undulatio

n 

val_dist_ver A distance separating the geoid and the ellipsoid at that 

position. In respect of WGS-84 geodetic datum, the 

difference between the WGS-84 ellipsoidal height and 

geoidal height represents geoidal undulation 

C uom_elev uom_elev The unit of measurement for vertical distances: elevation, 

geoidal undulation 

 txt_ver_datum txt_descr Attribute to take the «Vertical Datum» (viz. the tide 

gauge to determine MSL - for example, 

«DOMODEDOVO GAUGE», «NEWLYN» etc.) 

 val_angle_prop_left val_angle_brg The value of the angle within which the azimuth 

indication is proportional to the deviation from the 

azimuth zero indication direction, and left of this 
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 Field name Field type Field description 

direction from the azimuth antenna 

 val_angle_prop_righ

t 

val_angle_brg The value of the angle within which the azimuth 

indication is proportional to the deviation from the 

azimuth zero indication direction, and right of this 

direction from the azimuth antenna 

 val_angle_cover_lef

t 

val_angle_brg The value of the angle from the zero indication direction 

within which the azimuth indication is usable, and right 

of this direction from the azimuth antenna 

 val_angle_cover_rig

ht 

val_angle_brg The value of the angle from the zero indication direction 

within which the azimuth indication is usable, and right 

of this direction from the azimuth antenna 

 txt_rmk txt_descr Textual remark 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 

 

Table of MLS_ELEVATION – a component of an MLS consisting of an SHF transmitter, and 

associated equitment radiating signals within a volume of airspace served by the MLS, thereby furnishing 

elevation information as an angular value to aircraft approaching the runway.  

Rules: The position given by GEO_LAT, GEO_LONG must be plausibly close (less than 1 KM) to 

that of the threshold of the related (through MLS) RWY_DIRECTION. 

 

Table 85 -  Table structure MLS_ ELEVATION 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

D mls IDENT Reference to MLS 

 val_angle_nml val_angle_brg The normal glide path angle for the MLS installation 

 val_angle_mnm val_angle_brg The value of the lowest elevation angle authorized for an 

MLS procedure 

 val_angle_span val_angle_brg The value of the span angle of the elevation transmitter 

signal between the lower and the upper limits 

 geo_lat geo_lat The latitude of the position of the transmitter 

 geo_long geo_long The longitude of the position of the transmitter 

C code_datum code_datum A code indicating the geodetic datum in which the 

geographical co-ordinates are expressed 

 val_geo_accuracy val_dist_horz The horizontal distance from the stated geographical 

position within which there is a defined confidence of the 

true position falling 

C uom_geo_accuracy uom_dist_horz The unit of measurement for the value expressing the 

accuracy of the geographical co-ordinates 

 val_elev val_dist_ver The vertical distance of the position from Mean Sea Level. 

The geoidal height of the position 

 val_elev_accuracy val_dist_ver The vertical distance from the stated elevation within which 

there is a defined confidence of the true position falling 

 val_geoid_undulation val_dist_ver A distance separating the geoid and the ellipsoid at that 

position. In respect of WGS-84 geodetic datum, the 

difference between the WGS-84 ellipsoidal height and 
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 Field name Field type Field description 

geoidal height represents geoidal undulation 

C uom_elev uom_elev The unit of measurement for vertical distances: elevation, 
geoidal undulation 

 txt_ver_datum txt_descr Attribute to take the «Vertical Datum» (viz. the tide gauge 
to determine MSL - for example, «DOMODEDOVO 
GAUGE», «NEWLYN» etc.) 

 txt_rmk txt_descr Textual remark 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 

 

Table of SPEC_NAV_SYS (special navigation system) – a wide area (worldwide) navigation 

system based on a chain of land stations or a satellite constellation providing radio frequency signals 

which can be used by airborne equipment to determine at least, the aircrafts two-dimensional position or, 

depending on the capability of the system, the three-dimensional position. 

 

Table 86 -  Table structure SPEC_NAV_SYS 

 
Field 

name 
Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

R org_auth  REFERENCE Reference organization (table ORG_AUTH) 

C code_type code_type_spec_nav_sys A code indicating the type of special navigation system. 

For example, LORAN, DECCA, GNSS, etc. 

 code_id code_id_chain_spec_nav A coded identifier of the chain. 
Notes: For most of the Special Navigation Systems, this 
ID will be the name of the system or of the chain, like 
«MANGERN CHAIN». Some other systems could have 
IDs which are different from the name 

 txt_name  txt_name  The textual name of the chain of a special navigation 

system. For example, Mangern Chain DECCA 

 txt_descr txt_ name Special textual name (Tropik-1M) 

 txt_rmk txt_descr Textual remark 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 

 

Table of SPEC_NAV_STATION (special navigation system station) – a land based station of a 

special navigation system. 

 

Table 87 -  Table structure SPEC_NAV_STATION 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

D navsys IDENT Reference to SPEC_NAV_SYS 

 border REFERENCE *Reference to ICAO border 

 txt_name  txt_name  The textual name of the station 

C code_type_ser code_type_ser_spec_

nav 

A code indicating the type of service within the chain. E.g. 
Master, Red Slave (DECCA), Slave (LORAN) etc. 
Rules: The value of the CODE_TYPE_SER may be 'M' 
only if CODE_TYPE of the related SPEC_NAV_SYS is 
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 Field name Field type Field description 

'DECCA', 'LORANA', 'LORANC' or 'LORAND'.  
The value of the CODE_TYPE_SER may be 'S' only if 
CODE_TYPE of the related SPEC_NAV_SYS is 
'LORANA', LORANC' or 'LORAND'.  
The value of the CODE_TYPE_SER may be 'RS', 'GS' or 
'PS' only if CODE_TYPE of the related SPEC_NAV_SYS 
is 'DECCA' 

 val_delay_emo val_t Signal delay relative to the host station in microseconds 

 val_delay_code val_dur Code signal delay 

 val_power val_power Signal emission power 

C uom_power uom_power Emission power unit 

 val_freq val_freq The value of the emission frequency 

C uom_freq uom_freq The unit of measurement of the emission frequency 

C code_em code_em_rdo A code indicating the type of emission, as defined at the 

1979 ITU World Administrative Radio Conference 

 geo_lat geo_lat The latitude of the position of the special navigation 

system station 

 geo_long geo_long The longitude of the position of the special navigation 

system station 

C code_datum code_datum A code indicating the geodetic datum in which the 

geographical co-ordinates are expressed. 

 val_geo_accura

cy 

val_dist_horz The horizontal distance from the stated geographical 
position within which there is a defined confidence of the 
true position falling 

C uom_geo_accur

acy 

uom_dist_horz The unit of measurement for the value expressing the 

accuracy of the geographical co-ordinates 

 val_elev val_dist_ver The vertical distance of the position from Mean Sea Level. 

The geoidal height of the position 

 val_elev_accura

cy 

val_dist_ver The vertical distance from the stated elevation within which 

there is a defined confidence of the true position falling 

 val_geoid_undu

lation 

val_dist_ver A distance separating the geoid and the ellipsoid at that 
position. In respect of WGS-84 geodetic datum, the 
difference between the WGS-84 ellipsoidal height and 
geoidal height represents geoidal undulation 

C uom_dist_ver uom_elev The unit of measurement for vertical distances: elevation, 

geoidal undulation 

 txt_ver_datum txt_descr Attribute to take the «Vertical Datum» (viz. the tide gauge 
to determine MSL - for example, «DOMODEDOVO 
GAUGE», «NEWLYN» etc.) 

 txt_time txt_name  Textual schedule 

 txt_rmk txt_descr Textual remark 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 

*Note. Special navigation systems belong to a certain state and represent an extensive network of 

stations localized in one or different states. Localization in aviation refers to the geographical location of 

an object, rather than its administrative affiliation. 
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Table of UDF – base of radio direction finders, contains technical and public characteristics and the 

position of radio direction finders at the aerodrome. 

 

Table 88 -  Table structure UDF 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

R adhp REFERENCE Reference to airport (table AD_HP) 

R sign_id REFERENCE Reference to significant point 

R org_auth REFERENCE Reference to organization 

C is_sdf code_yes_no Landing direction finder sign 

 name_udf txt_name Text name 

 code_id txt_name Direction finder callsign 

 geo_lat _pos geo_lat The latitude of the position of finder 

 geo_long_pos geo_long The longitude of the position of finder 

 val_freq val_freq Direction finder frequency 

C uom_freq uom_freq Frequency unit 

 val_max_dist val_dist_horz Maximum range of direction finding 

C uom_max_dist uom_dist_horz Range unit 

 val_angle_accuracy val_angle Pelegation error in degrees 

C send_info code_yes_no Availability of an automatic repeater 

 val_elev val_dist_ver Exceeding the direction finder 

 val_elev_accuracy val_dist_ver The vertical distance from the stated elevation within which 

there is a defined confidence of the true position falling.  

 val_geoid_undulation val_dist_ver A distance separating the geoid and the ellipsoid at that 
position. In respect of WGS-84 geodetic datum, the 
difference between the WGS-84 ellipsoidal height and 
geoidal height represents geoidal undulation 

C uom_dist_ver uom_elev The unit of measurement for vertical distances: elevation, 

geoidal undulation 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 

 

2.9 Aerodrome maintenance and service Tables 

Table of AD_HP_GND_SER ground service – any service available at the aerodrome/heliport, 

except those related to Air Traffic Services, MET and AIS briefing.  

 

Table 89 -  Table structure AD_HP_GND_SER 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

D adhp IDENT Reference to airport (table AD_HP) 
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 Field name Field type Field description 

C code_type code_type_ser_ad The type of ground service at an aerodrome/heliport. 

For example, customs, immigration, health and sanitation, 

veterinary, handling, security, de-icing, hangaring, repair, 

rescue, disabled aircraft removal, fire fighting, clearing, 

fuelling. 

Rules: If the value of CODE_TYPE = 'FUEL', there must be 

at least one fuel type specified for the related 

aerodrome/heliport (entity FUEL).  

If the value of CODE_TYPE = 'FIRE', then CODE_CAT is 

mandatory 

C code_cat code_cat_fire_ad A code indicating the category of the ground service provided 

for the aerodrome/heliport. Rescue and Fire Fighting Service 

is the only ground service currently categorised, therefore 

NULL values will be allowed 

 txt_descr_fac txt_descr A free text description of the facilities associated with the 

service 

 txt_time TXT_NAME Schedule of work 

 txt_rmk txt_descr Textual remark 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 

 

Table of PASSENGER_FACILITY – passenger facilities available at an aerodrome/heliport (like 

medical facilities) or in the surrounding area (hotels in city etc.). 

 

Table 90 -  Table structure PASSENGER_FACILITY 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

D adhp IDENT Reference to airport (table AD_HP) 

C code_type code_type_pax_fac A code indicating the type of passenger facility available. 

For example, hotel, restaurant, transportation, medical 

service, etc. 

 txt_descr txt_descr A textual description of the passenger facility: 

For example, airport buses every half hour, bank in city, etc. 

 txt_rmk txt_descr Textual remark 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 

 

Table of FUEL – fuel types used for aircraft/helicopters.  

 

Table 91 -  Table structure FUEL 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

D adhp IDENT Reference to airport (table AD_HP) 

C code_type code_cat_fuel A code indicating the category of fuel. 
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 Field name Field type Field description 

For example, Jet, AVGAS, etc. 

 txt_descr txt_descr A textual description of the fuel 

 txt_rmk txt_descr Textual remark 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 

 

Table of OIL – oil types used for aircraft/helicopters. 

 

Table 92 -  Table structure OIL 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

D adhp IDENT Reference to airport (table AD_HP) 

C code_type code_cat_oil A code indicating the category of oil available at an 

aerodrome/heliport 

 txt_descr txt_descr A textual description of the oil available 

 txt_rmk txt_descr Textual remark 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 

 

2.10 Tables of routes of arrival, departure and landing 

Table of SID – standard instrument departure – a designated instrument flight rule (IFR) departure 

route linking the aerodrome or a specific runway of the aerodrome with a specified significant point, 

normally on a designated ATS route, at which the en-route phase of a flight commences. 

 

Table 93 -  Table structure SID 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

D adhp IDENT Reference to airport (table AD_HP) 

R rwydir REFERENCE Reference to departure course (table RWY_DIRECTION) 

R airac REFERENCE Reference to AIRAC 

 data_wef date With effect from date 

 data_til date Until date 

 

txt_desig txt_desig_iap The full textual designator of the SID. 

For example, - KOGAL1A - a Standard Instrument Departure 

ending at a designated point KOGAL.   

Notes: According to ICAO Annex 11, Appendix 3, 

successive version are identified by incrementing the digit in 

the 6th position, from 1 up to 9 

C code_cat_acft code_cat_acft A code indicating the class of aircraft based on 1.3 times stall 

speed in landing configuration at maximum certified landing 

mass 
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 Field name Field type Field description 

C code_rnp code_rnp A code indicating the navigation performance (RNP) required 

for an aircraft to fly the SID 

 txt_descr_com_f

ail 

txt_descr A textual description of the 'communications failure' 

procedure 

R code_trans_id REFERENCE A code used to identify a branch of a SID, as described in 

ARINC 424, 5.11. Reference to significant_point 

C code_type_rte code_type_sid A code indicating the type of SID.  

For example, conventional, RNAV, etc. 

C code_rte_avbl  code_rte_avbl  Route availability 

 txt_rmk txt_descr Textual remark. 

 mode char(1) Status ‘W’ - working, ‘C’ – calculated 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 

 

Table of STAR – standard instrument arrival – a designated instrument flight rule (IFR) arrival 

route linking a significant point, normally on an ATS route, with a point from which a published 

instrument approach procedure can be commenced. 

 

Table 94 -  Table structure STAR 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

D adhp IDENT Reference to airport (table AD_HP) 

R rwydir REFERENCE Reference to arrival course (table RWY_DIRECTION) 

R airac REFERENCE Reference to AIRAC 

 data_wef date With effect from date 

 data_til date Until date 

 

txt_desig txt_desig_iap The textual designator of the STAR. For example, - FUL3A 

- a Standard Arrival beginning at designated point FUL   

Notes: According to ICAO Annex 11, Appendix 3, 

successive version are identified by incrementing the digit 

in the 6th position, from 1 up to 9 

C code_cat_acft code_cat_acft A code indicating the class of aircraft based on 1.3 times 

stall speed in landing configuration at maximum certified 

landing mass 

R code_trans_id REFERENCE A code used to identify a branch of a STAR, as described in 

ARINC 424, 5.11. Reference to significant_point 

C code_rnp code_rnp A code indicating the navigation performance (RNP) 

required for an aircraft to fly a STAR 

 txt_descr_com_fail txt_descr A textual description of the 'communications failure' 

procedure 

C code_type_rte code_type_star A textual description of the arrival procedure 

C code_rte_avbl  code_rte_avbl  Route availability 

 txt_rmk txt_descr Textual remark 
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 Field name Field type Field description 

 mode char(1) Status ‘W’ - working, ‘C’ – calculated 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 

 

Table of IAP – instrument approach procedure – a series of predetermined manoeuvres by reference 

to flight instruments with specified protection from obstacles from the initial approach fix, or where 

applicable, from the beginning of a defined arrival route to a point from which a landing can be completed 

and thereafter, if a landing is not completed, to a position at which holding or en-route obstacle clearance 

criteria apply.  

 

Table 95 -  Table structure IAP 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

D adhp IDENT Reference to airport (table AD_HP) 

R rwydir REFERENCE Reference to landing direction (RWY_DIRECTION) 

R base_ils REFERENCE Reference to ILS 

R airac REFERENCE Reference to AIRAC 

 data_wef date With effect from date 

 data_til date Until date 

 txt_desig txt_desig_iap The full textual designator of the IAP. 

For example, HAPPY1A - a landing procedure that starts 

at point HAPPY.   

Notes: The ICAO rules stated in Annex 11, Appendix 3, 

for the coded designator of a MLS/RNAV procedure are 

supported as follows: 

- the type of the approach (MLS) is available in the 

mandatory attribute CODE_TYPE_RTE ('M' for 

MLS/RNAV); 

- the basic indicator, validity indicator and route indicator 

are combined in the TXT_DESIG; 

- the runway designator is available through the mandatory 

relationship to RWY_DIRECTION or 

FATO_DIRECTION 

C code_cat_acft code_cat_acft A code indicating the class of aircraft based on 1.3 times 

stall speed in landing configuration at maximum certified 

landing mass 

C code_rnp code_rnp A code indicating the navigation performance (RNP) 

required for an aircraft to fly a SID, STAR or Instrument 

Approach Procedure 

 txt_descr_com_fail txt_descr A textual description of the 'communications failure' 

procedure 

R code_trans_id REFERENCE Code used to identify a branch of an IAP, as described in 

ARINC 424, 5.11. Reference to starting (IAF) significant 

point 
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 Field name Field type Field description 

C code_type_rte code_type_iap A code indicating the type of Instrument Approach 

Procedure. E.g. VOR/DME Approach, Instrument Landing 

System (ILS), NDB Approach, GPS Approach, etc. 

C code_rte_avbl  code_rte_avbl  Route availability 

 txt_descr_miss txt_descr A textual description of the missed approach procedure 

 txt_rmk txt_descr Textual remark 

 mode char(1) Status ‘W’ - working, ‘C’ – calculated 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 

 

Table of HOLDING_PROCEDURE (holding procedure) – a predetermined manoeuvre which 

keeps an aircraft within a specified airspace while awaiting further clearance. The table is supplemented 

with fields from the structure corresponding to the AIXM5.1 specification. 

 

Table 96 -  Table structure HOLDING_PROCEDURE 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

R object REFERENCE Reference to object for which the holding area is set up 

(could be runway heading, FATO heading, or aerodrome). 

If parameter is null - route waiting area 

D code_trans_id IDENT Reference to based point (table significant_point)  

R airac REFERENCE Reference to AIRAC 

 data_wef date With effect from date 

 data_til date Until date 

 star_to REFERENCE Reference on the approach route from holding area (table 

STAR) 

C code_type_rte code_type_hold_pr

oc 

Waiting route type 

 out_course val_angle_brg Orientation of the base line axis 

C code_course code_type_course Course type 

 in_course val_angle_brg The course to enter the holding area at the base point. The 

parameter is used to calculate the parameters of the 

protection zone 

C turn_dir code_dir_turn The direction of the waiting route. Driving side of the 

waiting route 

 upper_limit_am

sl 

val_dist_ver The maximum possible flight height in the waiting area on 

the route 

C upper_limit_ref code_dist_ver Maximum height unit 

 lower_limit_am

sl 

val_dist_ver Minimum possible flight height in the waiting area on the 

route 

C lower_limit_ref code_dist_ver Minimum height unit 

 speed_limit val_speed Circular flight speed 

C speed_ref code_speed_ref Unit of speed 
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 Field name Field type Field description 

 val_dur val_dur Flight time in a straight line in the waiting route 

C uom_dur uom_dur Time unit 

 val_len val_dist_horz Length of a straight line in a waiting route 

 val_wid val_dist_horz Route width 

 val_radius val_dist_horz Turning radius 

C uom_len uom_dist_horz Unit of length 

 level integer Number of wait levels 

C level_use code_hold_use Using route levels 

 txt_desig  txt_desig  Conditional route identifier 

 txt_rmk txt_descr Textual remark 

 mode char(1) Status ‘W’ - working, ‘C’ – calculated. 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 

 

Table of PROCEDURE_LEG – a segment of a SID, STAR, Instrument Approach Procedure or 

Holding Procedure with a specific type of flight path and a specific type of termination of flight path. 

Notes: This concept permits coding of SID, STAR and Instrument Approach Procedures without 

proliferating the number of designated points required to support such procedures and has been inspired 

by the ARINC Specification 424 (Attachment 5, Path and Terminator). As opposed to ARINC, no 

standard assumptions on the performance of aircraft are made, excepting those made in ICAO DOC 8168 

- OPS/611 (Aircraft Operations). 

 

Table 97 -  Table structure PROCEDURE_LEG 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

D route IDENT Reference to route (one of tables SID, STAR, IAP, 

HOLDING_PROCEDURE) 

 point REFERENCE Reference to start significant point in leg 

* base_nav REFERENCE Reference to based navaid for leg 

 seqnr seqnr A number in sequence indicating the order in which the 

procedure legs must be considered when describing the 

procedure 

*C code_phase  code_phase_proc A code indicating the phase of a SID, STAR or IAP the 

procedure leg is part of, according to ARINC 424, 5.7 

«Route Type». 

Notes: This attribute is optional and together with the 

CODE_TYPE_ROUTE attribute of the SID, STAR or IAP 

gives the value of the RT Type field in the ARINC 424 

Specification (item 5.7).   

Rules: This attribute is not applicable for Holding 

Procedures 

C code_type  code_type_proc_

path 

**A code defining a specific type of flight path and a 

specific type of termination of that flight path 

 val_course  val_angle_brg The value of the course angle in degrees 
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 Field name Field type Field description 

C code_type_course  code_type_course A code indicating the type of course to be observed. 

For example, true track, magnetic track, heading, VOR 

radial, true bearing, magnetic bearing 

*C code_dir_turn  code_dir_turn A code indicating the direction of the turn 

*C code_turn_valid  code_yes_no A code indicating how the code_dir_turn should be 

interpreted. This attribute is a yes or no option. If the value 

of this attribute is 'Y', the turn is required prior to capturing 

the path specified by the code_type. In this situation, the 

associated fix (if any) is a fly-by waypoint. If 

code_turn_valid='N' or it is not specified, then the associated 

fix is a 'fly-over' waypoint 

C code_descr_dist_v

er 

code_descr_dist_

ver 

A code indicating how the altitude attributes of a procedure 

leg should be interpreted: 'at' the lower altitude, 'at or above' 

the lower altitude, 'at or below' the lower altitude or 

'between' the altitudes specified in the attributes 

val_dist_ver_upper, val_dist_ver_lower and the associated 

ones.   

Rules: If CODE_DESCR_DIST_VER = 'L', 'LH' or 'B' then 

VAL_DIST_VER_LOWER is mandatory.  

If CODE_DESCR_DIST_VER = 'BH' or 'B' then 

VAL_DIST_VER_UPPER is mandatory 

 val_dist_ver_upper val_dist_ver The value of the upper altitude 

C uom_dist_ver_upp

er 

uom_dist_ver The unit of measurement for the upper altitude.   

Rules: If the unit of measurement has the value 'FL' or 'SM', 

then the attribute CODE_DIST_VER_UPPER must have the 

value 'STD' (standard pressure) 

C code_dist_ver_upp

er 

code_dist_ver A code indicating the base parameter for the vertical datum 

used to express the upper altitude 

 val_dist_ver_lowe

r 

val_dist_ver The value of the lower altitude. 

Rules: If VAL_DIST_VER_LOWER is specified, then 

UOM_DIST_VER_LOWER and 

CODE_DIST_VER_LOWER are mandatory.  

When translated to use the same unit of measurement and 

the same vertical reference, VAL_DIST_VER_LOWER 

must be lower than VAL_DIST_VER_UPPER. 

C uom_dist_ver_low

er 

uom_dist_ver The unit of measurement of the lower altitude. 

Rules: 1.If the unit of measurement has the value 'FL' or 

'SM', then the attribute CODE_DIST_VER_LOWER must 

have the value 'STD' (standard pressure) 

C code_dist_ver_low

er 

code_dist_ver A code indicating the base parameter for the vertical datum 

used to express the lower altitude 

 val_ver_angle val_slope_angle The value of the vertical climb angle of the aircraft on the 

procedure leg. A negative value means descent. 

Rules: VAL_VER_ANGLE should have a value between -

10 and +50 degrees 

* val_speed_limit val_speed The value of the speed limit on the procedure leg. 

Rules: If VAL_SPEED_LIMIT is specified, then 
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 Field name Field type Field description 

UOM_SPEED and CODE_SPEED_REF are mandatory 

*C uom_speed uom_speed Unit of measurement of the speed limit 

*C code_speed_ref code_speed_ref A code indicating the reference system for a speed value. 

For example, IAS, TAS or GS (ground speed) 

 val_dist val_dist_horz The length of the procedure leg.   

Notes:  To simplify the mapping with ARINC 424, for 

certain values of CODE_TYPE, VAL_DIST is used to 

represent a DME distance rather than the length of the 

procedure leg. 

The meaning of this value depends on the value of the 

CODE_TYPE, as described in ARINC 424, Attachment 5, 

1.5 Leg Data Fields.   

Rules: If val_dist is specified, then uom_dist_horz is 

mandatory 

* val_dur val_dur The duration of the procedure leg 

*C uom_dur uom_dur The unit of measurement for the time value 

* val_theta val_angle_brg A magnetic bearing or radial from the recommended navaid 

associated with the PROCEDURE_LEG.   

Notes: To simplify the mapping with ARINC 424, 

VAL_THETA is used to represent a radial/bearing from a 

navaid to the significant point associated with the procedure 

leg, instead of an ANGLE_INDICATION related to that 

SIGNIFICANT_POINT. 

The meaning of this value depends on the value of the 

CODE_TYPE, as described in ARINC 424, Attachment 5, 

1.5 Leg Data Fields 

* val_rho val_dist_horz A distance from the recommended navaid associated with 

the PROCEDURE_LEG. 

Notes: To simplify the mapping with ARINC 424, 

VAL_RHO is used to represent a distance from a navaid to 

the significant point associated with the procedure leg, 

instead of a DISTANCE_INDICATION related to that 

SIGNIFICANT_POINT; 

The meaning of this value depends on the value of the 

CODE_TYPE, as described in ARINC 424, Attachment 5, 

1.5 Leg Data Fields 

* val_bank_angle val_angle The recommended bank angle of the aircraft on the turn.  

Rules: VAL_BANK_ANGLE should have a value between 

5 and 35 degrees 

C uom_dist_horz uom_dist_horz The unit of measurement for the length of the procedure leg 

and the radius. 

C code_rep_atc code_rep_atc A code indicating the type of position report required by an 

ATC Unit. 

For example, 'compulsory' or 'on request' reporting point 

C code_role_fix code_iap_fix A code indicating the role of the fix associated with the 

procedure leg within the instrument approach procedure. 
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 Field name Field type Field description 

Examples: initial approach fix, final approach fix, missed 

approach point, etc. 

Rules: This attribute may be specified only for a procedure 

leg that is 'part of a IAP'.  

This attribute may be specified only if there is an associated 

fix for the procedure leg, through the relationship 'using as 

fix one and only one SIGNIFICANT_POINT' 

 txt_rmk txt_descr Textual remark 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 

*Note. The combination of fields is filled in depending on the type of leg. 

**Code_type – a comprehensive description of the 'path and terminator' concept is given in ARINC 

Specification 424, Attachment 5, Path and Terminator. The ARINC Specification sets forth recommended 

standards for the preparation of airborne navigation system data tapes produced for FMS equipped 

aircraft. Consequently, the Path and Terminator concept presented in Attachment 5 does not support the 

codification of SIDs, STARs and IAPs in a generic way as they are designed according to PANS-OPS. 

Instead ARINC establishes specific values for speed (210 knots), bank angle (25 degrees), climb rate (500 

ft/NM) - typical values for most of the aircraft used by the commercial aviation companies – and does not 

allow the use of timing for reversal procedures descriptions. 

 

There are two possible solutions: 

1) To modify the ARINC Path and Terminator concept as necessary to accommodate the 

representation of SIDs, STARs and IAPs in a more generic way, without establishing specific values (for 

speed, climb rate, bank angle, etc.) other than those stated in the ICAO PANS-OPS document. 

Advantages: 

 a more appropriate solution for a Data Model which needs to reflect as closely as possible the 

ICAO Documentation. 

Disadvantages: 

 additional work, both for the Model (rules) and for the mapping between the Model and the 

ARINC format (assuming that data exchange in ARINC format is a necessity for any 

aeronautical database). 

2) To use the Path and Termination concept 'as is', fully respecting Attachment 5 of the ARINC 

Specification 424.  

Advantages:  

 the chance of benefiting from the entire 'know-how' associated with this internationally agreed 

technical specification. 

Disadvantages: 

 the limitations highlighted above. 

 

Bearing in mind that the objective is to follow the ICAO documents as closely as possible and in 

this context, to allow the representation of flight procedures as published by the States, the first solution 

has been chosen. In fact, the ARINC Path and Terminator Concept has been very slightly modified for the 

purposes of this model. 

Although we agree with the ARINC idea that procedures should be designed to permit FMS 

equipped aircraft to fly tracks instead of procedural headings, for the time being we must allow the 

representation of these procedures (especially reversal procedures) as they are published by the States. 

This is explanation of the differences between allowable values for this attribute and ARINC leg types. 
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Rules: For each value of CODE_TYPE, a list of mandatory attributes for the PROCEDURE_LEG 

may be found in item 1.5, Attachment 5, ARINC 424 Specification. 

The AD_HP_POINT view is a database and contains terminal turning points. Turning points in the 

view are dynamically selected from routes and legs. 
 

Table 98 -  Presentation structure AD_HP_POINT 

 
Field 

name 
Field type Field description 

D adhp IDENT Reference to airport (table AD_HP) 

D point IDENT Reference to significant_point 

 

2.11 Aerodrome traffic  

Table of AD_HP_RUDDERING* – table of routes of aerodrome movement of aircraft. Contains 

routes for taxiing from parking lots to take-off position and taxiing back. 
 

Table 99 -  Table structure AD_HP_RUDDERING 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key  

D adhp IDENT Reference to airport (table ad_hp) 

R twyid REFERENCE Reference to taxiway 

R gate REFERENCE Reference to gate stand 

C code_type code_type_ruddering Route type (out taxiing, in taxiing, maneuvering) 

C uom_elev uom_elev Height unit 

C code_datum code_datum A code indicating the geodetic datum in which the 

geographical co-ordinates are expressed 

 txt_rmk txt_descr Textual remark 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 

*Note. Table not included in the AICM model. 

 

Table of AD_HP_RUDDERING_CLINE_VERTEX* – contains the centerline points of the 

movement of aircraft. 

 

Table 100 -  Table structure AD_HP_RUDDERING_CLINE_VERTEX 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

D ruddering IDENT Reference to table ad_hp_ruddering 

 seqnr seqnr A number indicating the order 

C code_type code_type_vertex Path type 

 geo_lat geo_lat Latitude centerline route  

 geo_long geo_long Longitude centerline route 
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 Field name Field type Field description 

 geo_lat_arc geo_lat Latitude of turn center on the center line of route 

 geo_long_arc geo_long Longitude of turn center on the center line of route 

 radius val_dist_horz Radius of turn 

 val_elev val_dist_ver Elevation of point 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 

*Note. Table not included in the AICM model. 

 

2.12 Tables of air traffic control units, divisions and aviation organizations  

Table of SERVICE – an entity representing all types of services furnished to variously, pilots, 

flights, Aircraft Operators and other personnel and institutions concerned with flight operations. 

Notes: The type of the service is determined by the relevant attributes. Aerodrome Ground Services 

are modeled with another entity. 

 

Table 101 -  Table structure SERVICE 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

R unit REFERENCE Reference to unit of service (UNIT) 

R object REFERENCE Reference to object  

C code_type code_type_ser A code specifying the type of service represented by the 

entity. In some AIPs a list of frequencies is given against 

an enumeration of services. There is no way to know 

which frequency is dedicated to which service if at all. 

Furthermore, a combination of services like Area 

Control and Flight Information is often provided on the 

same frequency. This problem may be solved by 

allowing attribute values like 'ACC/ALRS/FIS', 

'APP/TWR' etc. Additionally, while 'consolidating' 

sectors, services might be combined as well 

C code_source code_source_ser A code indicating the 'source' of the service type 

definition. 

Notes: This attribute has been created since the types of 

service used throughout the countries are by no means 

unambiguous. 'Area Control Service', for example, stems 

from ICAO while for 'TMC' (as used in one national 

AIP, meaning 'Terminal Area Control') will have the 

source 'STATE' 

 geo_lat geo_lat The latitude of the position from where the service is 

provided or which is associated with the service 

 geo_long geo_long The longitude of the position from where the service is 

provided or which is associated with the service 

C code_radar code_yes_no A code indicating if the service is provided with radar 

assistance 
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 Field name Field type Field description 

C code_datum code_datum A code indicating the geodetic datum in which the 

geographical co-ordinates are expressed 

 val_geo_accuracy val_dist_horz The horizontal distance from the stated geographical 

position within which there is a defined confidence of 

the true position falling 

C uom_geo_accuracy uom_dist_horz The unit of measurement for the value expressing the 

accuracy of the geographical co-ordinates 

 val_elev val_dist_ver The vertical distance of the position from the Mean Sea 

Level. The geoidal height of the position 

 val_elev_accuracy val_dist_ver The vertical distance from stated elevation within which 

there is a defined confidence of true position falling 

 val_geoid_undulati

on 

val_dist_ver A distance separating the geoid and the ellipsoid at that 

position. In respect of WGS-84 geodetic datum, the 

difference between the WGS-84 ellipsoidal height and 

geoidal height represents geoidal undulation 

C uom_dist_ver uom_elev The unit of measurement for vertical distances: 

elevation, geoidal undulation 

 txt_rmk txt_descr Textual remark 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 

 

Table of FREQUENCY – an entity type, the occurrences of which contain one or two 

(communication) frequencies used to provide a service as follows: 

 one way broadcast (e.g. ATIS); VAL_FREQ_TRANS contains transmission frequency, and 

VAL_FREQ_REC contains NULL; 

 two-way radio communication on the same frequency (single channel simplex); both 

VAL_FREQ_TRANS and VAL_FREQ_REC contain the same frequency; 

 two-way radio communication on two distinct frequencies (double channel simplex, offset 

frequency simplex, duplex); VAL_FREQ_TRANS contains the transmission frequency and 

VAL_FREQ_REC contains the reception frequency (as seen by the service provider).  

 

Table 102 -  Table structure FREQUENCY 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

D service IDENT Reference to service 

 val_freq_trans val_freq The value of the transmission frequency 

 val_freq_rec val_freq The value of the reception frequency *  

C uom_freq  uom_freq  The unit of measurement of the frequency 

C code_type code_type_freq A code indicating if a frequency is 'special' or 'non-standard' . 

For example, emergency, alternate or guard etc. 

C code_em code_em_rdo A code indicating the type of emission, as defined at the 1979 

ITU World Administrative Radio Conference 

C code_selcal code_yes_no A code indicating if whether or not a frequency treats SELCAL. 

This attribute is a yes/no option 
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 Field name Field type Field description 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 

 

Table of CALLSIGN_DETAIL – this entity will identify the particular callsign required to contact 

the provider of a service and the language used on a particular frequency. 

 

Table 103 -  Table structure CALLSIGN_DETAIL 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

D frequency   IDENT Reference to frequency 

 txt_call_sign txt_name The full textual service provider identification or callsign for a 

particular frequency. 

For example, Athinai Control, Malmoe Radar, etc. 

Notes: There is some need here to establish the use of a Latin-

type alphabet to express any character of any national alphabet in 

a universally recognizable way. Much of the 'equipment' will not 

carry the actual characters necessary to 'spell' a textual name or 

remark in its mother tongue 

C code_lang  code_lang  A code indicating the language in which the service is provided 

on a particular frequency, as associated with a particular call sign 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 

 

Table of ORG_AUTH (organisation or authority) – an entity used to model various Organisations 

and Authorities.  

For example: ATS Organisations, Aircraft Operating Agencies, States, Groups of States, etc. 

Rules: For every organisation/authority having CODE_TYPE = 'O', 'IO', 'AOA', 'HA', 'A' or 'ATS', 

there must be at least one postal address and one telephone number defined. 

 

Table 104 -  Table structure ORG_AUTH 

 
Field 

name 
Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

R parrent REFERENCE Reference to ORG_AUTH. Link to the main organization. 

R state REFERENCE Reference to GEO_BORDER. If reference is null, then company is 

international 

 txt_name txt_name The full official name of the State, Organisaton, Authority, aircraft 

operating agency, handling agency etc. expressed in the Latin 

alphabet 

C code_type code_type_org A code indicating the type of an Organisation/Authority. 

E.g.: State, Association of States, International Organisation, etc. 

C code_id code_id_org A code associated with the State/Organisation of States, (E.g. BE = 

Belgium, FR = France, UK = United Kingdom, ICAO = 

International Civil Aviation Organisation, etc.), authority or agency 

 txt_time txt_name Textual schedule 
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Field 

name 
Field type Field description 

 txt_rmk txt_descr Textual remark. 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 

 

Table of UNIT (organisation unit providing services) – a generic term meaning variously all types 

of 'units' providing all types of services. This includes particularly Air Traffic Management (ATM) Units 

but also units which are not express verbs included in ATM such as SAR, MET, COM etc.   

Rules: For every UNIT there must be at least one postal address and one telephone number defined.  

 

Table 105 -  Table structure UNIT 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

D org_auth IDENT Reference to organisation (table ORG_AUTH).  

R adhp REFERENCE Reference to airport (table AD_HP) 

 border REFERENCE Reference to ICAO border* 

 

txt_name txt_name The full textual name of a 'unit'. This name must be established 

according to the rules specified by ICAO, viz.: in the official 

language of the country, transposed into the Latin Alphabet 

where necessary. 

Notes: Since the attribute will be formed by 'text' (meaning in 

free format), it might not always be possible to assure 

'uniqueness'. In a first approach, the unit name as provided in 

the AIP will be used. 

For example, Berlin ACC, Malmoe TMC. More global 

solutions will have to be found 

C code_type code_type_unit A code indicating the 'type' of unit available in as much detail 

as possible. 

E.g. Approach Control Office dealing with departures only or 

Aeronautical Information Services Briefing Office 

C code_class code_class_unit A code indicating a general 'classification' of a unit. 

For example, ICAO,OTHER 

 
code_id code_id_org A coded identifier associated with the Unit. For example, the 

ICAO Location Indicator of an ACC, as listed in DOC 7910 

 geo_lat geo_lat The latitude of the position where the unit is located 

 geo_long geo_long The longitude of the position where the unit is located 

C code_datum code_datum A code indicating the geodetic datum in which the geographical 

co-ordinates are expressed 

 txt_time txt_name Textual schedule 

 txt_rmk txt_descr Textual remark 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 
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Table of METEO_WORK – information on the activities, availability of equipment and 

deployment at the aerodrome of meteorological services and units. Table of is associated with the table of 

divisions and is populated for records of the «MET» type. 

 

Table 106 -  Table structure METEO_WORK 

  Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

D unit IDENT Reference to meteorological department in the «unit» 

table 

 observation txt_name Observation graph in text form. 

For example, 1000-1400, SR-SS 

 observ_freq_min val_t Observation frequency in minutes 

C code_report code_type_meteo_repo

rt 

Format of transmitted information on meteorological 

reports 

C climat_info code_yes_no The ability to predict meteorological conditions 

C observ_locate code_type_meteo_loca

te 

Equipment type and location 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 

 

Table of OFFICICALS – base of officials in the field of airspace use. The Table of is used to 

maintain a database of officials with an ICAO personal code (directors of structural divisions of ATS, 

airlines, AIS, etc.), as well as aircraft pilots, including private ones. 

 

Table 107 -  Table structure OFFICICALS 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

D belong REFERENCE Reference to organization  

 code_id code_id_org 8 letter ICAO identifier 

 post_name txt_name Position 

 first_name txt_name Surname, initials 

 txt_rmk txt_descr Textual remark 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 

 

Table of PILOT_METEOMINIMUM – a table of the pilot's meteorological minima. The 

information is used in conjunction with information on the meteorological minima of the runway course 

(table ADHP_METEOMINIMUM) and aircraft (AIRCRAFT_METEOMINIMUM). 

 

Table 108 -  Table structure PILOT_METEOMINIMUM 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

D officials IDENT Reference to pilot tables (officicals) 
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 Field name Field type Field description 

R acft REFERENCE Aircraft type for which a meteorological minimum is 

assigned to the pilot 

 data_wef date Date of assignment of meteorological minimum to the pilot 

 val_height val_dist_ver Minimum decision height 

C uom_height uom_dist_ver Height unit 

 val_landing val_dist_horz Distance of meteorological visibility during departure 

C uom_landing uom_dist_horz The unit of measurement for the horizontal distances 

 val_takeoff val_dist_horz Distance of meteorological visibility during approach 

C uom_takeoff uom_dist_horz The unit of measurement for the horizontal distances 

 txt_ descr txt_descr Remark  

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 

 

2.13 References tables 

2.13.1 Table of AIRCRAFT  

A specific aircraft type, such as airplane, balloon, helicopter, etc., and/or having specific equipment 

(certification), such as RNAV or RVSM. 

Notes: There is an implicit 'and' between the attributes of this entity. For example, an occurrence, 

which has code_capability='RNAV', code_type='H' models a helicopter which is certified RNAV. 

 

Table 109 -  Table structure AIRCRAFT 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

 uid uuid 
Unique identifier for GUID. Generated when inserting a 

record and does not change 

R manufacturer REFERENCE Reference to organization of constructor (org_auth) 

 
code_icao code_icao_acft A coded aircraft type designator assigned by ICAO to all 

aircraft heavier than micro-/ultra-light 

 model_name txt_name Aircraft model full name  

C code_type code_type_acft Indicating the type of an aircraft. 

Notes: Used in combination with CODE_TYPE_ENGINE 

and CODE_ENGINE_NO to describe the aircraft type and 

its propulsion system. 

Example: L2T = a landplane with two turboprop engines 

C code_capability code_type_acft_ca

p 

Indication of the equipment and the certification for a 

specified capability; i.e.: RNAV, RVSM, etc. 

C turbulance code_acft_turbulan

ce 

Turbulence wake 

 code_engine txt_code Engine code designation  

C code_type_engin

e 

code_type_acft_en

gine 

Indicating the type of aircraft engine. 

Notes: Used in combination with CODE_TYPE and 

CODE_ENGINE_NO to describe the aircraft type and its 

propulsion system. 
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 Field name Field type Field description 

Example: L2T = a landplane with two turboprop engines 

C code_engine_no code_acft_engine_

no 

A coded indication for the number of engines of an aircraft.  

Notes:  Used in combination with CODE_TYPE and 

CODE_TYPE_ENGINE to describe the aircraft type and 

its propulsion system.  

Example: L2T = a landplane with two turboprop engines 

C code_cat_acft code_cat_acft Aircraft category according to ICAO 

 val_pressure val_pressure Empty aircraft load per wheelset 

C uom_pressure uom_pressure Load unit 

 crew_count integer Number 

 val_len_m val_dist_horz Length in meters 

 val_height_m val_dist_ver Height in meters 

 val_len_wing val_dist_horz Wingspan 

 val_pass_place integer Number of passengers (including crew) 

 val_fuel_weight val_weight Maximum fuel weight 

 val_charge_fuel_

hour 

val_weight Fuel consumption per hour 

C uom_fuel_weight uom_weight Fuel weight unit 

 val_len_start val_dist_horz Takeoff run length 

 val_len_run val_dist_horz Landing length 

C uom_len uom_dist_horz Length unit 

 val_dist_ceiling val_dist_ver Maximum height (ceiling) 

C uom_dist_ceiling uom_dist_ver Height unit 

 val_max_dist val_dist_horz Maximum flight distance 

C uom_max_dist uom_dist_horz Distance unit 

 val_cruiser_spee

d 

val_speed Cruising speed 

 val_circle_speed val_speed Landing speed 

C uom_speed uom_speed Speed unit  

 txt_rmk txt_descr Textual remark 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 

 

Table of AIRCRAFT_ACN contains aircraft weight and load characteristics for various types of 

pavement. The Table of contains the Aircraft Classification Number (ACN). ACN aircraft classification 

numbers are calculated in accordance with the ACN methodology given in Doc. 9157-AN / 901 Part 3, 

ICAO and are specified by aircraft manufacturers in the flight manual (FLM). In the absence of ACN 

values  in the aircraft flight manual, the values  specified in the document «Requirements for aerodromes 

intended for take-off, landing, taxiing and parking of civil aircraft» are used. 

Aircraft classification numbers are calculated for rigid and non-rigid pavement of four strength 

types. Data on classification numbers for hard coverage are stored in fields with the «ridig_» prefix, for 

non-rigid coverage – with the «soft_» prefix. The strength of the coating is indicated by the letters «a, b, c, 
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d» and forms the second part of the fields. For example, the Classification Number (ACN) for the impact 

on a low strength rigid pavement is stored in the rigit_c field. 

 

Table 110 -  Table structure AIRCRAFT_ACN 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

D acft IDENT Reference to aircraft (AIRCRAFT) 

 val_weight val_weight Empty aircraft weight 

C uom_weight uom_weight Unit of weight 

 ridig_a val_acn High strength hard coating pressure 

 ridig_b val_acn Medium hard coating pressure 

 ridig_c val_acn Pressure on low strength hard coating 

 ridig_d val_acn Very low strength hard surface pressure 

 soft_a val_acn Pressure on a non-rigid, high-strength coating 

 soft_b val_acn Pressure on a non-hard, medium-strength coating 

 soft_c val_acn Pressure on a non-hard, low-strength coating 

 soft_d val_acn Pressure on a non-hard coating of very low strength 

C uom_acn uom_acn Coating load units  

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 

 

Table of ADHP_ACFT_USAGE – contains restrictions on the use of aerodrome ground elements 

by an aircraft, taking into account the parameters of the strength of the coating. 

 

Table 111 -  Table structure ADHP_ACFT_USAGE 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

D adhp IDENT Reference to airport (table AD_HP) 

R acft REFERENCE Reference to aircraft 

C usage code_adhp_usage_acft Restriction type in relation to weight / strength 

 val_limit_weight val_weight Maximum landing weight of cargo 

C uom_weight uom_weight Weight measurement unit 

 txt_descr txt_descr Note 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 

 

Table of ADHP_SFC_ACFT_USAGE – restrictions on the use of aerodrome ground elements by 

aircraft in terms of coating strength. 

 

Table 112 -  Table structure ADHP_SFC_ACFT_USAGE 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

D object IDENT Reference to airport ($global) 
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 Field name Field type Field description 

R acft REFERENCE Reference to aircraft 

C usage code_adhp_usage_acft Restriction type in relation to weight / strength 

 val_limit_weight val_weight Maximum landing weight of cargo 

C uom_weight uom_weight Weight measurement unit 

 txt_descr txt_descr Note 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default 

‘Y’ 

 

Table of AIRCRAFT_METEOMINIMUM – table of aircraft meteorological minimums. The 

information is used in conjunction with information on the meteorological minima of the runway course 

(table of ADHP_METEOMINIMUM) and the pilot (pilot_meteominimum). 

 

Table 113 -  Table structure AIRCRAFT _METEOMINIMUM 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

D* acft IDENT Reference to aircraft 

C code_aircraft code_meteo_aircraft Aircraft Meteorological Minimum Type 

 val_height val_dist_ver Minimum missed approach decision height 

C uom_height uom_dist_ver Height unit 

 val_ mm val_dist_horz Range of meteorological visibility 

C uom_ mm uom_dist_horz Distance  unit 

 txt_ descr txt_descr Textual remark. 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 

 

Table of FLIGHT_CLASS – a set of combinations of flight rules for an aircraft. Aircraft for which 

no combination of rules has been created can be serviced according to any declared rules. 

 

Table 114 -  Table structure FLIGHT_CLASS 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id  IDENT Primary key 

D acft IDENT Reference to aircraft 

C code_type  code_flt_type Flight rule type 

C code_rule  code_type_flt_rule Flight rules code 

C code_status code_flt_status Flight status. For example, for the status HEAD (letter flight), 

flight rules can be supplemented 

C code_mil  code_mil Military flight sign 

C code_origin  code_origin Domestic flight sign 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 
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2.13.2 Table of AIRCRAFT_REGISTER  

Table of AIRCRAFT_REGISTER – base of aircraft registration numbers, contains information on 

registered aircraft by states or international organizations. 

 

Table 115 -  Table structure AIRCRAFT_REGISTER 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id  IDENT Primary key 

D acft IDENT Reference to aircraft 

R border  REFERENCE Reference to ICAO border, link to GEO_BORDER. If this field is 

null, the aircraft is registered by an international organization or 

by a State that is not in the GEO_BORDER table 

 register_nr txt_code Registration number 

 register_data date Aircraft registration date 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 

 

2.13.3 Table of AIRCRAFT_ORG  

Table of AIRCRAFT_ORG – contains information about the fleet of organizations. The table 

contains information about the ownership or use of the aircraft by the organization. 

 

Table 116 -  Table structure AIRCRAFT_ORG 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id  IDENT Primary key 

D org_auth IDENT Reference to operating organization (table ORG_AUTH) 

R acft_reg REFERENCE Reference to aircraft_register 

 data_wef date Start of operation (lease) 

 data_til date End of operation (lease) 

 txt_descr txt_descr Note 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 

 

2.14 Restriction tables 

The section contains a description of the table of restrictions on the use of airspace by aircraft and 

aviation companies, as well as restrictions on the use of airspace elements when planning GAT and OAT 

flows. 

Table of ACTIVITY_RESTRICTION – base of restrictions on aviation activities for aircraft and 

organizations (base of permits and prohibitions). The database contains information from the aviation 

licensing authorities of states or international organizations on activities in the areas of their responsibility 

of a particular aircraft or aviation organization. 

To define the limit, one of the org_auth or acft_reg fields must be filled: 

 if org_auth <> null and acft_reg = null, the action applies to all aircraft registered with the 

airline (organization), including those that do not have an individual restriction. In this case, the 

airline is banned. The use of an aircraft by another airline is subject to the restrictions on the 
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aircraft and on the using company. The owner's company restriction in this case does not apply 

to the aircraft. 

 if org_auth = null and acft_reg <> null, the restrictions are applied for a specific aircraft, 

regardless of affiliation (lease or use) to any organization. 

 

The priority of the restrictions is set depending on the start date of the restriction. A newer date 

action has a higher priority. 

 

Table 117 -  Table structure ACTIVITY_RESTRICTION 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id  IDENT Primary key 

D border  IDENT State (GEO_BORDER) or ICAO region within which the 

restriction applies. If this field is null, valid worldwide 

R state_org REFERENCE State authority that imposed the restriction.  

Reference to org_auth 

R org_auth REFERENCE Organization (airline) subject to the restriction 

 acft_reg REFERENCE Aircraft subject to the restriction.  

Reference to aircraft_register 

 data_wef date Date of entry (start of action) restrictions 

 data_til date until date restrictions 

C action code_act_restriction By whom and on what type of flights the restriction is set 

C usage code_usage_limitation Restriction type 

 txt_descr txt_descr Note 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 

 

Table of TFC_FLOW_RESTR – a rule meant to regulate the use of the route network, by 

identifying a set of flights which fulfil a combination of elementary flow conditions and either forbidding 

them on a particular routing or obliging them to follow one routing out of a set of mandatory alternatives.  

Notes: Flow restrictions are created mainly to protect a portion of the route network or an airspace 

from being used in excess of its traffic capacity. Other reasons, such as prohibiting overflying of an 

airspace by a specific Aircraft Operator, can occasionally lead to the establishment of flow restrictions. 

 

Table 118 -  Table structure TFC_FLOW_RESTR 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

 data_wef date  With effect from date 

 data_til date  Until date 

 
txt_opr_goal   txt_descr A textual description of the operational goal of the 

restriction 

 

txt_rmk txt_descr   A textual description of the restriction.  

Notes: This textual description is supposed to facilitate 

checking the codification of the restriction. For a 

complicated restriction, it might happen that its 

codification is not fully in agreement with the intention 

of those having established the restriction. The textual 
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 Field name Field type Field description 

description would allow manual checking to be done at 

any moment 

 

Table of TFC_FLOW_RTE (flow routing) – a sequence of traffic flow routing elements (points, 

route portions or airspace) that must/must not appear in the specified order in the flight plan of an aircraft 

fulfilling the conditions of the related TFC_ FLOW_RESTR (according to its CODE_TYPE attribute).  

 

Table 119 -  Table structure TFC_FLOW_RTE 

 
Field 

name 
Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

D restr IDENT  Reference to TFC_FLOW_RESTR 

 seqnr seqnr Constraint number in sequence 

C code_id code_id_restr  A coded value which uniquely identifies the restriction 

C code_type code_type_restr  A code indicating if the restriction is an interdiction or a mandatory 

routing. 

Notes: If more routes of type 'mandatory' are specified for a given 

traffic restriction, they must be considered as alternative options. 

Rules: 1.If CODE_TYPE='M', than the relationship 'regulating the 

use of TFC_FLOW_RTE' is mandatory 

 

Table of TFC_FLOW_RTE_ELEMENT (flow routing element) – an airspace, route or point that 

is concerned by a specified traffic flow restriction.  

 

Table 120 -  Table structure TFC_FLOW_RTE_ELEMENT 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

D object IDENT  Reference to airspace element table of $global subject to 

elementary constraint 

D restrict IDENT  Reference to TFC_FLOW_RTE  

 val_speed val_speed The value of the speed limit imposed on a traffic floz 

routing element 

 uom_speed uom_speed The unit of measurement of the speed limit 

C code_speed_ref code_speed_ref A code indicating the reference system for the speed 

value. For example: IAS, TAS or GS (ground speed) 

C code_speed_criteria code_comparison  A code indicating whether the speed is a maximum, a 

minimum or an imposed value 

 

Table of TFC_FLOW_RTE_ELEMENT_LVL (flow routing element level) – a single level or a 

level band associated with a traffic flow routing element. 

Notes:  

 single levels are represented using the VAL_DIST_VER_LOWER, 

UOM_DIST_VER_LOWER and CODE_DIST_VER_LOWER attributes. 

 level bands are represented using the VAL_DIST_VER_LOWER, UOM_DIST_VER_LOWER, 

CODE_DIST_VER_LOWER attributes to specify the lowest cruising level/altitude and the 
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VAL_DIST_VER_UPPER, UOM_DIST_VER_UPPER, CODE_DIST_VER_UPPER attributes 

to specify the uppermost cruising level/altitude.   

 

Table 121 -  Table structure TFC_FLOW_RTE_ELEMENT_LVL 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

 seqnr seqnr A sequence number which uniquely identifies 

each mandatory routing alternative or routing 

interdiction associated with one traffic flow 

restriction 

D element IDENT Reference to an elementary restriction 

tfc_flow_rte_element 

 val_dist_ver_upper val_dist_ver The value of the uppermost cruising level.   

Notes: if the type of levels described is not 

'single level', this attribute is mandatory.   

Rules: If val_dist_ver_upper is specified, then 

uom_dist_ver_upper and code_dist_ver_upper 

are mandatory.  

When expressed using the same unit of 

measurement (uom_dist_ver_*) and the same 

vertical reference (code_dist_ver_*), the value 

of val_dist_ver_upper must be between 

val_dist_ver_lower and val_dist_ver_upper of 

the related RTE_SEG.  

When expressed using the same unit of 

measurement (uom_dist_ver_*) and the same 

vertical reference (code_dist_ver_*), the value 

of val_dist_ver_upper must be higher than the 

value of val_dist_ver_lower 

C uom_dist_ver_upper uom_dist_ver The unit of measurement used to express the 

uppermost cruising level.  

Rules: If the unit of measurement has the value 

'FL' or 'SM', then the attribute 

CODE_DIST_VER_UPPER must have the 

value 'STD' (standard pressure) 

C code_dist_ver_upper code_dist_ver A code indicating the convention used to 

measure the uppermost cruising level. 

For example, flight level (in both feet and 

metres - cf. UOM_DIST_VER), altitudes above 

MSL (QNH), altitude above GND (QFE), 

elevation, height etc. 

 val_dist_ver_lower val_dist_ver The value of the lowermost cruising level. 

C 
uom_dist_ver_lower uom_dist_ver The unit of measurement used to express the 

lowermost cruising level 

C 

code_dist_ver_lower code_dist_ver A code indicating the convention used to 

measure the lowermost cruising level. 

For example, flight level (in both feet and 
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 Field name Field type Field description 

metres - cf. UOM_DIST_VER), altitudes above 

MSL (QNH), altitude above GND (QFE), 

elevation, height etc. 

 

Table of FLOW_COND_ELEMENT (flow condition element) – flow condition element – an 

elementary condition (such as departing from an aerodrome, crossing the border between two airspace, 

being able to fly RNAV, etc.) which, in combination with other elementary conditions, is used to 

unambiguously select the flights being affected by a restriction. 

Rules: In the set of FLOW_COND_ELEMENT which belong to one TFC_FLOW_RESTR, there 

must be at least one with CODE_REF_LOC = 'Y'. 

 

Table 122 -  Table structure FLOW_COND_ELEMENT 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

D object IDENT Base object. Reference to $global 

D element IDENT  Reference to tfc_flow_rte_element 

R fl_class REFERENCE  Reference to flight_class 

R acft_class REFERENCE  Reference to aircraft 

C code_ref_loc code_yes_no A code indicating if the flow condition element is a 

reference location for the traffic flow restriction, i.e. if 

the time schedule associated with the restriction must be 

considered as applicable for that flow condition element.   

Notes: Departing, crossing or arriving at a particular 

location are those types of elementary flow conditions 

that can be marked as being «reference locations». For 

example, if departing from an aerodrome is marked as 

reference location, then all and only those flights which 

take off from that aerodrome within the time of 

applicability of the restriction might be concerned by the 

restriction. 

Rules: CODE_REF_LOC cannot have the value 'Y' for 

occurrences of the flow_cond_element entity which are 

related to flight_class, aircraft_class, org_auth, 

direct_flight_class.  

CODE_REF_LOC cannot have the value 'y' if 

code_rel_with_loc has the value 'ACT' or 'AVB' 

 

Table of FLOW_COND_ELEMENT_LVL (Flow condition element level) – a single level or a 

level band associated with a flow condition element. 

Notes:  

 single levels are represented using the VAL_DIST_VER_LOWER, 

UOM_DIST_VER_LOWER and CODE_DIST_VER_LOWER attributes. 

 level bands are represented using the VAL_DIST_VER_LOWER, UOM_DIST_VER_LOWER, 

CODE_DIST_VER_LOWER attributes to specify the lowest cruising level/altitude and the 
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VAL_DIST_VER_UPPER, UOM_DIST_VER_UPPER, CODE_DIST_VER_UPPER attributes 

to specify the uppermost cruising level/altitude. 

 

Table 123 -  Table structure FLOW_COND_ELEMENT_LVL 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

D element IDENT Reference to flow_cond_element 

 val_dist_ver_upper val_dist_ver The value of the uppermost cruising level. 

Notes: if the type of levels described is not 'single 

level', this attribute is mandatory 

C uom_dist_ver_upper uom_dist_ver The unit of measurement used to express the 

uppermost cruising level 

C code_dist_ver_upper code_dist_ver A code indicating the convention used to measure 

the uppermost cruising level. 

For example, flight level (in both feet and metres 

- cf. UOM_DIST_VER), altitudes above MSL 

(QNH), altitude above GND (QFE), elevation, 

height etc. 

 val_dist_ver_lower val_dist_ver The value of the lowermost cruising level 

C 
uom_dist_ver_lower uom_dist_ver The unit of measurement used to express the 

lowermost cruising level 

C code_dist_ver_ lower code_dist_ver A code indicating the convention used to measure 

the lowermost cruising level. For example, flight 

level (in both feet and metres - cf. 

UOM_DIST_VER), altitudes above MSL (QNH), 

altitude above GND (QFE), elevation, height etc. 

 

Table of FLOW_COND_COMBINATION (flow conditions combination) – a combination of 

flow conditions involving: 

 an operator such as «AND», «OR», «AND NOT», «SEQUENCE», «NONE» and 

 one or more operands, each of these being either a flow condition element or another flow 

conditions combination. 

 

Notes: 

It is assumed that all the conditions which are used to select a traffic flow for the purpose of 

applying a restriction form the «condition tree». The leaves of the tree are elementary flow conditions, as 

modelled by the FLOW_COND_ELEMENT entity. The nodes of the tree and the root are operations 

involving one or more elementary flow conditions and/or previously defined flow conditions 

combinations.  

There is exactly one flow conditions combination which is not used as operand in another 

conditions combination (the root of the «condition tree»). 

Rules:  

1) Any FLOW_COND_COMBINATION must have at least one operand (which may be a 

FLOW_COND_ELEMENT or a FLOW_COND_COMBINATION).  

2) If the FLOW_COND_COMBINATION is 'used (as operand) in' another 

FLOW_COND_COMBINATION, then the attribute NO_SEQ is mandatory.  
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3) NO_SEQ of all FLOW_COND_ELEMENTs and FLOW_COND_COMBINATIONs that are 

'used (as operands) in' one FLOW_COND_COMBINATION must be unique and shall indicate their order 

in the combination.  

4) If one FLOW_COND_COMBINATION has CODE_OPR = 'NONE', then it must 'have as 

operand' exactly one FLOW_COND_ELEMENT and cannot 'have as operand' any other 

FLOW_COND_COMBINATION.  

5) If one FLOW_COND_COMBINATION is 'having as operand' exactly one 

FLOW_COND_ELEMENT and not 'having as operand' any other FLOW_COND_COMBINATION then 

it must have the value 'NONE' in CODE_OPR.  

6) A FLOW_COND_COMBINATION cannot be related to itself (through the 'having as 

operand/used in' relationship.  

 

Table 124 -  Table structure FLOW_COND_COMBINATION 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

R owner REFERENCE Reference to flow_cond_combination 

D tfc_element IDENT  Reference tfc_flow_rte_element 

D flow_element IDENT  Reference to flow_cond_element 

 seqnr seqnr A sequence number used to indicate the order of the 

flow_cond_element as operand in the related 

flow_cond_combination. 

Notes: 1) flow_cond_combinations may have as operands both 

flow_cond_elements and flow_cond_combinations. therefore, 

no_seq has to indicate the order considering all the operands that 

are part of one combination;  

2) the order of the operands is significant only for 

flow_cond_combinations that have code_type = 'andnot' or 'seq' 

C code_opr code_flow_cond_o

pr 

The type of operation combining an elementary flow condition 

or a previously defined combination with other elementary 

flow conditions or previously defined combinations. 

Rules: The value of code_opr cannot be 'OR' for occurrences of 

the flow_cond_combination which are related to two or more 

flow_cond_elements having different values for their 

code_ref_loc.  

The value of CODE_OPR may be 'SEQ' only for occurrences 

of the flow_cond_combination which are related to 

flow_cond_elements of type ad_hp, airspace, 

airspace_border_crossing or significant_point or to 

flow_cond_combinations with CODE_OPR = 'SEQ' 

 

2.15 Notice and message database 

The aviation message database is intended for storing special aviation notifications, NOTAMs, 

telegraph messages of dispatch systems, messages for planned activities, permissive and restrictive 

information, as well as information on the use of airspace. Information arrives and is sent in the form of 

standard telegraph messages in formalized or arbitrary form. 
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Telegrams are not written into the objective control table due to the cumbersome information. For 

tables, a prohibition on modifying the source text is programmatically set. 

 

2.15.1 Table of RECEIVE_MSG 

Table of RECEIVE_MSG – base of received messages and telegrams. Contains an archive of 

received messages over AFTN channels. 

 

Table 125 -  Table structure RECEIVE_MSG 

 
Field 

name 
Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

R next REFERENCE Reference to the next part of the RECEIVE_MSG message.  

If the field is null, the message consists of one part 

 part_of seqnr Message part number 

 author txt_desig 8-letter code AFTN to message author (sender) 

 receiver txt_descr One or more 8-letter AFTN receivers code 

 number txt_desig Telegram text number 

C msg_type code_msg_type Telegram type 

 moment date Moment of reception 

 urgency code_type_urgency Urgency code 

 text tlg_text Telegram text 

 channel seqnr Channel number of the message  

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 

 

The information in the table can come from AFTN channels, storages or text files. Formalized 

messages with hard-coded text formats can be decrypted. According to the results of decryption, records 

can be formed in the database tables, depending on the type of telegram. 

The RCV_PROCESSING table marks the received message with the marker specified in the 

MSG_MARKER table. Within one database, a received message can be addressed to one or more 

operators. The table is designed in such a way that each operator sets his own marks on the same 

telegram. 

 

Table 126 -  Table structure RCV_PROCESSING 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key  

D receive IDENT Reference to RECEIVE_MSG 

R officical REFERENCE The addressee to whom the message is addressed in the database.  

Reference to table officicals 

 address txt_desig 8-letter AFTN abonent code 

 txt_officical  txt_desig A copy of the original text of the message. 
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 Field name Field type Field description 

 moment utc_datetime The moment of extreme processing 

C marker REFERENCE Subscriber token. It is set depending on the action on the 

message. 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 

 

2.15.2 Table of SEND_MSG 

Table of SEND_MSG – table of sent messages and telegrams. Contains an archive of sent 

messages. 

 

Table 127 -  Table structure SEND_MSG 

 
Field 

name 
Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

R next REFERENCE Reference to the next part of the SEND_MSG message.  

If the field is null, the message consists of one part 

 part_of seqnr Message part number 

 author txt_desig 8-letter AFTN code of the author of message 

 receiver txt_descr One or more 8-letter AFTN receivers code 

 number txt_desig Telegram text number 

 moment date Time of dispatch 

C urgency code_type_urgency Urgency code 

 text tlg_text Telegram text  

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 

 

The information from the table goes to the communication channels that are installed in the 

department operating the database. 

The table of bindings MESSAGE_REFERENCE – is a linked table that contains the indexes of 

messages sent or received, corresponding to the indexes of objects in the database. The table is populated 

with indexes from the FLIGHT_PLAN plan tables (see table below) and ACTIVITY_PLAN. 

 

Table 128 -  Table structure MESSAGE_REFERENCE 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

 object REFERENCE Implicit reference to plan tables 

 rcv_msg REFERENCE Reference to RECEIVE_MSG 

 snd_msg REFERENCE Reference to SEND_MSG 

 marker char(1) Link type code with message 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 
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2.15.3 Table of NOTAM 

Table NOTAM – parsed and processed messages of NOTAM type. Information comes from 

communication channels in the form of messages. Messages are identified and decrypted. NOTAM 

messages are decrypted at a secondary stage and recorded in multiple tables depending on the content. 

Sending is carried out by encrypting table records into a formalized form of a message. More detailed 

information on structure of NOTAM is provided in ICAO Annex 15 Aeronautical Information Services. 

 

Table 129 -  Table structure NOTAM 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

D receive IDENT Reference to original message (table receive_msg) 

 cancel REFERENCE  A reference to a NOTAM record that cancels or replaces 

the current one. If NOTAM is not canceled value = null 

 txt_number  txt_desig Full text number NOTAM.  

For example, A1532/21, B4512/21 

 series code_notam_series NOTAM series. Letters from A-Z (A-Z). 

 number notam_nr Number (1 to 9999) 

 val_year date_year Year. The series, number and year fields are parts of the 

NOTAM number. For example, А0293/13 

 code_type code_notam_type NOTAM type. N - new, R - replacing, C - canceling. 

 txt_change   txt_desig A text number that cancels or replaces the current 

NOTAM or null 

 chg_ series code_notam_series The series of the NOTAM to be replaced must match the 

series of the field if NOTAM replacing or canceling, 

otherwise null 

 chg_ number notam_nr Replaced NOTAM number 

 chg_ year date_year The year of the replaced NOTAM 

 code_fir  code_notam_fir   Flight information region. If acts on several - AAXX, 

where AA - ICAO region code 

 code_nsc* code_notam_search 5 letter modifier: For example, QMRXX 

 code_tfc* code_notam_tfc Air traffic rules applicable 

 code_purpose* code_notam_purpos

e 

Three-letter operational modifier 

 code_scope* code_notam_scope Scope of NOTAM 

 notam_hmin* val_fl  Minimum height by modifier 

 notam_hmax* val_fl  Maximum height by modifier 

 geo_lat_cnt* geo_lat NOTAM location, center latitude 

 geo_long_cnt* geo_long Center longitude 

 radius_nm * val_dist_horz Radius in nautical miles 

 code_loc code_notam_loc Localization (field A) size 80 (up to eight FIRs) 

C code_period code_notam_period NOTAM validity period type (periods, one-time) 

 data_wef  utc_datetime Beginning of action (field B) 
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 Field name Field type Field description 

 data_til  utc_datetime End of action (field C) 

C til_calc code_yes_no  Indicator of the estimated end time 

 txt_schedule** txt_descr NOTAM schedule (field D) 

 txt_notam txt_descr NOTAM message text (field E) 

 val_dist_ver_lower val_dist_ver Upper action limit (field F) 

C uom_dist_ver_lower uom_dist_ver  The unit of measurement expressing the upper limit. 

C code_dist_ver_lower code_dist_ver  A code expressing the convention used to calculate the 

upper limit 

 val_dist_ver_upper val_dist_ver The numerical value of lower limit. (field G) 

C uom_dist_ver_upper uom_dist_ver  The unit of measurement expressing the lower limit 

C code_dist_ver_upper code_dist_ver A code expressing the convention used to calculate the 

lower limit 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 

*Note. The fields are modifiers (determinants) of the field Q (Щ).  

**Note. If received NOTAM has a field D, a NOTAM schedule is created in TIMETABLE table. 

 

2.15.4 Table of NOTAM_ZONES 

Table of NOTAM_ZONES – store the parameters of temporary airspace restrictions in the form of 

zones or areas, as well as links to permanent activated airspace elements. Table of is not included in 

objective control. 

 

Table 130 -  Table structure NOTAM_ZONES 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

D notam IDENT Reference to NOTAM 

 number seqnr Zone chain number 

D airspace REFERENCE Reference to airspace. It is used in cases when a fixed 

zone is activated in the APS 

 txt_name txt_name Conditional name or zone ID 

 val_dist_ver_lower val_dist_ver Upper action limit  

C uom_dist_ver_lower uom_dist_ver  The unit of measurement expressing the upper limit 

C code_dist_ver_lower code_dist_ver  A code expressing the convention used to calculate the 

upper limit 

 val_dist_ver_upper val_dist_ver The numerical value of lower limit. 

C uom_dist_ver_upper uom_dist_ver  The unit of measurement expressing the lower limit 

C code_dist_ver_upper code_dist_ver A code expressing the convention used to calculate the 

lower limit 

 width integer Width in meters where a corridor is described 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 
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2.15.5 Table of NOTAM_ZONE_VERTEX 

Table of NOTAM_ZONE_VERTEX – serves to store metrics of NOTAM zones. Table of is not 

included in objective control. 

 

Table 131 -  Table structure NOTAM_ZONE_VERTEX 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

D zone_id IDENT Reference to NOTAM_ZONES 

 seqnr seqnr Coordinate number in the zone metric 

 seg_type char(1) Segment type: V – point, C – circle (field value – radius), 
B – state border (value – id GEO_BORDER), L/R – left 
or right arc. The center and radius are specified in value, 
the previous point is the beginning of the arc, the next is 
the end of the arc, K-corridor 

 geo_lat geo_lat Latitude point 

 geo_long geo_long Longitude points 

 value integer Radius or width in meters  

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 

 

2.15.6 Table of NOTAM_SEGMENTS 

Table of NOTAM_SEGMENTS – serves to store the parameters of time restrictions on ATS 

routes. Table of is not included in objective control. 

 

Table 132 -  Table structure NOTAM_SEGMENTS 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

D notam IDENT Reference to NOTAM 

 number seqnr ATS route restriction number 

 route txt_desig_rte Name of ATS routes or null if DCT 

 point1 txt_desig First point of limitation 

 point2 txt_desig The extreme point of limitation 

 val_dist_ver_lower val_dist_ver Upper action limit  

C uom_dist_ver_lower uom_dist_ver  The unit of measurement expressing the upper limit 

C code_dist_ver_lower code_dist_ver  A code expressing the convention used to calculate the 

upper limit 

 val_dist_ver_upper val_dist_ver The numerical value of lower limit 

C uom_dist_ver_upper uom_dist_ver  The unit of measurement expressing the lower limit. 

C code_dist_ver_upper code_dist_ver A code expressing the convention used to calculate the 

lower limit 

 comment txt_descr An arbitrary description of the element 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 
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2.15.7 Table of NOTAM_SEGMENTS_ENROUTE 

Table of NOTAM_SEGMENTS_ENROUTE – is intended for storing the parameters of real 

segments of the ATS route associated with the restriction recording. Table of is not included in objective 

control. A part of a route that is formed in the NOTAM_SEGMENTS table and can consist of two or 

more sections of ATS routes. This table of was created to be able to store the parameters of segments 

regardless of the validity of the current ATS route. 

 

Table 133 -  Table structure NOTAM_SEGMENTS_ENROUTE 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

D notam_seg IDENT Reference to NOTAM_SEGMENTS 

 number seqnr Segment number in sequence 

D rte_seg REFERENCE Reference to route segment in RTE_SEG table 

 point1 REFERENCE Reference to the first point in the SIGNIFICANT_POINT table 

 point2 REFERENCE Reference to the second point in the SIGNIFICANT_POINT table  

 

2.16 Planned information 

The base of planning information is filled from the received messages, calculated by special 

algorithms with RPL and PPL, or entered manually upon the fact of activity. 

The base is divided into tables of planned flights over the route network and tables of planning 

activities in airspace elements. 

 

2.16.1 Table of FLIGHT_PLAN 

The table of FLIGHT_PLAN contains information about planned flight activities over the route 

network. The information is created as a result of decoding from flight plans received in the form of 

telegrams in the FPL, APL, RPL, PPL formats. Information in the table can come from other sources or be 

entered manually. In the description of the table, references are given to the field numbers of the standard 

FPL telegram. 

The table of contains only information about the declared activity. The planned departure date is 

indicated in a special table FPL_SCHEDULE (see figure below). Separation of activity parameters and 

activation time allows to reduce the amount of stored information of recurring activities. For example, 

flight routes for scheduled flights, which are calculated from RPL for long periods, contain identical flight 

parameter information. 

 

Table 134 -  Table structure FLIGHT_PLAN 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

R signed fpl_signature Aircraft identification (Field 7) 

 vor_code char(5)  VOR transponder code 

C code_rules code_type_flt_rule Flight Rules and (Field 8) 

C code_type code_type_flight Flight type 
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 Field name Field type Field description 

 acft_count * val_count Aircraft carrying out FPL activities (Field 9) 

R acft_type* REFERENCE Reference to aircraft type (table AIRCRAFT) 

C equipment code_type_equipment Information about equipment codes and their capabilities 

(Field 10). The codes are decoded and the information is 

matched against the directory 

C capatibly code_type_equip_capati

bly 

Hardware Capability Information 

R adhp_dep REFERENCE  Departure aerodrome (area), if null - ZZZZ is not 

specified. (Field 13, link to AD_HP) 

R sid REFERENCE  Field 15 ** - departure route (optional) 

R star  REFERENCE Reference to approach route (optional) 

R iap  REFERENCE Reference to landing route (optional) 

R adhp_arr REFERENCE Landing aerodrome (site), if null - ZZZZ is not specified. 

(Field 16, link to AD_HP) 

R adhp_arr_res1 REFERENCE First alternate landing aerodrome (table AD_HP) 

R adhp_arr_res2 REFERENCE Second alternate landing airfield (table AD_HP) 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 

*Note. In addition to the acft_count and acft_type fields, the table of REF_PLANNED_ACFT is 

filled with detailed information. 

**Note. Field 15 is the route portion that is collected from the departure route (SID), the route in 

table ref_planned_route, and the arrival (STAR) and landing (IAP) route. 

 

Table of REF_PLANNED_ACFT describes aircraft performing flight plan activities. 

 

Table 135 -  Table structure REF_PLANNED_ACFT 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id  IDENT Primary key 

D fpl IDENT The entry in the flight plan for which the aircraft is used. (table  

FLIGHT_PLAN) 

 acft_reg REFERENCE The aircraft flying on flight (table aircraft_register) 

 pilot_name txt_name  Pilot information 

 txt_rmk txt_descr  Notes (editable)  

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 

 

The table of REF_PLANNED_ROUTE describes the flight plan route. The route begins at the first 

point in the SID route or the first waypoint point in Field 15 and ends at the endpoint in Field 15 or a 

STAR route point. If there are no links to SID, STAR routes, the route starts at the departure airport, and 

ends at the landing airport. 
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Table 136 -  Table structure REF_PLANNED_ROUTE 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id  IDENT Primary key 

D fpl IDENT Reference to flight_plan 

 seqnr seqnr  Segment number 

*R segment REFERENCE ATS route segment. Reference to rte_seg.  

Reference to rte_seg 

*R geo_lat geo_lat Latitude point 

* geo_long geo_long Longitude points 

 val_speed val_speed Site speed 

C uom_speed uom_speed  Speed unit 

C code_speed_ref code_speed_ref  Speed type 

C code_speed_criteria code_comparison Speed limit code (over, under, at speed, etc.) 

 val_dist_ver val_dist_ver The numerical span value from point.  

C uom_dist_ver uom_dist_ver  The unit of measurement expressing the span from point. 

C code_dist_ver code_dist_ver  A code expressing the convention used to calculate the 

span from point. 

 calc_time utc_datetime Estimated time of flight 

 
real_time utc_datetime Actual time of flight (if null was not calculated or there 

was no flight)  

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default 

‘Y’ 

*Note. If segment = null, the coordinate is specified in the geo_lat and geo_long fields. 

 

Table of REF_PLANNED_ADDINFO describes flight plan comments. The specification of the 

messages of the planned activity provides for the presence of field 18 (or 19), which contains comments 

in the form of formalized fields. Table of contains decoding of these fields for a specific flight plan. 

 

Table 137 -  Table structure REF_PLANNED_ADDINFO 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT  Primary key 

D fpl REFERENCE  Reference to flight_plan 

C code_remark code_fpl_remark  Remark code  

 txt_remark txt_descr Remark text  

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 

 

Remarks provide additional information about the flight. When analyzing messages, it should be 

borne in mind that a remark may contain information about departure and landing aerodromes or their 

coordinates. 
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Table of FPL_SCHEDULE describes the flight plan execution schedule. Table of contains one or 

more subordinate records for one in FLIGHT_PLAN. 

 

Table 138 -  Table structure FPL_SCHEDULE 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT  Primary key 

D fpl REFERENCE  Reference to flight_plan 

 dof  utc_datetime Date of planned flight (DOF) 

 dep_plan_time utc_datetime  Scheduled departure time * 

 arr_plan_time utc_datetime  Planned boarding time * 

 dep_real_time utc_datetime  Actual departure time * 

 arr_real_time utc_datetime  Actual boarding time *  

 mode char(1) Status ‘W’ - working, ‘C’ – calculated. In addition value 'D' is 

used, which means that the flight on the date was canceled 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 

 

2.16.2 Table of ACTIVITY_PLAN 

The Table of ACTIVITY_PLAN describes scheduled airspace activities. Planned activities in 

airspace include any activity that requires the reservation and allocation of certain amounts of space. 

Activities can be aeronautical, such as aerial gunfire, blasting operations, missile launches, missile stages 

falling, and so on. In cases where activities are carried out within a permanent zone or area, the zone or 

area is activated. Otherwise, a time zone of the TSA (TRA) type is created in the AIRSPACE table, which 

is subsequently tied to a record in the table. 

 

Table 139 -  Table structure ACTIVITY_PLAN 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT  Primary key 

D airspace IDENT Reference to airspace 

 used REFERENCE A legal entity using airspace. Reference to ORG_AUTH 

C code_activity code_activity Planned activities to be performed. The activity may differ 

from the one declared in the field of the same name in the 

AIRSPACE table 

 priority code_act_priority Priority of activity. Priorities are set by each state individually 

for its territory  

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’.  

If value =  'C' flight plan cancelet for date 

 

Table of ACTIVITY_SCHEDULE contains a graph of activities in an element of airspace. 

 

Table 140 -  Table structure ACTIVITY_SCHEDULE 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT  Primary key 
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 Field name Field type Field description 

D activity IDENT Reference to activity_plan 

 plan_time_wef utc_datetime  Planned start of activities * 

 plan_time_til utc_datetime  Planned end of activity * 

 real_time_wef utc_datetime  Actual start of operations * 

 real_time_til utc_datetime  Actual end of activity *  

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’.  

If value =  'C' flight plan cancelet for date 

*Note. Fileld value include date and time. 

 

2.17 Calculatins information 

The design information base is used to design departure, approach and landing routes, analyze 

obstacle assessment surfaces, simulate the air situation and perform calculations for the elements of the 

airspace structure. 

The tables described in this section begin with the «pops» prefix and are not part of the structure of 

the conceptual database model. 

The base of coefficients is systematized into separate tables, the specifications of which are included 

in the structure of the database. Combining all information into a single database makes it possible to 

form a complex of applied tasks with a single database. 

 

2.17.1 Obstacle assessment surface tables 

Table of pops.OAS_PARAM of obstacle assessment surface parameters. Contains sets of key 

parameters for which an array of OAS coefficients is generated. The table stores the slope coefficients of 

the faces on the landing course. 

 

Table 141 -  Table structure pops.OAS_PARAM 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

C code_cat code_cat_oas Grading surface category 

C code_slope code_slope_land The angle of inclination of the glide path on the landing 

course 

 val_dist_locm Integer The range from the threshold to the localizer (LOC), along 

which guidance on the landing course is carried out 

 Wa val_oas Factor A of the «W» face of the OAS surface 

 Wc val_oas Coefficient C of the face «W» of the OAS surface 

 Xa val_oas Factor A of face «X» of surface OAS 

 Xb val_oas Factor B of face «X» of OAS surface 

 Xc val_oas Factor C of the face «X» of the OAS surface  

*Note. Faces are represented as a three-dimensional surface, described by equation: 

A * x + B * y + C * z = 0.  
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Table of pops. pops.OAS_VALUE of the parameters of the coefficients of the equation for the Y 

face of the obstacle estimation surface. The «Y» face is the lateral transition face between the embarkation 

and missed approach zones. The steepness of the slope of the face depends on the parameters of the 

landing and go-around. 

 

Table 142 -  Table structure pops.OAS_VALUE 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

D oas IDENT Reference to «pops.OAS_PARAM» 

C code_slope code_slope_2crc Missed approach climb gradient 

 Ya val_oas Factor A of face «X» of surface OAS 

 Yb val_oas Factor B of face «X» of OAS surface 

 Yc val_oas Factor C of the face «X» of the OAS surface 

 

A pair of records corresponding to a specific landing category, the value of the glide path slope, the 

gradient of the climb during the missed approach and the distance to the LOC, allows you to select a set of 

coefficients for constructing a full-fledged OAS obstacle assessment surface. 

 

2.17.2 Table of SID/STAR/IAP route buffer and protection zones 

Table of pops.ADRTE_BUFFER – contains a collection of templates for departure, approach, or 

landing routes. The table is designed in such a way that it can store buffer zones for any global database 

elements (route segments, turning points, airspace elements, etc.). 

 

Table 143 -  Table structure pops.ADRTE_BUFFER 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

D route IDENT Reference to table of global identifiers of database «$ 

global» (id) 

 seqnr seqnr Zone number in order 

C code_type code_type_route_buf

fer 

The type of protective (buffer) zone, according to which the 

mutual influence of the route on the external elements of 

the situation is assessed 

C analize code_yes_no Sign of participation of the zone in the analysis 

 txt_code txt_code Item code name  

 mode char(1) Status ‘W’ – working, ‘C’ – calculated. 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = ‘Y’ record is valid. Default ‘Y’ 

 

The chain of buffer and protection zones is created by the application task «Flight procedure 

design». After correction on the map, the zones are stored in the database, taking into account the absolute 

heights of each metric point. The recorded surface is used to analyze the mutual influence on other air 

navigation elements and surfaces.  
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Table of pops.ADRTE_VERTEX contains the coordinates of the buffer zones for the departure, 

approach or landing route. Coordinates are stored in radians in the WGS-84 coordinate system. Altitudes 

are in meters above the mean world sea level AMSL. 

 

Table 144 -  Table structure pops.ADRTE_VERTEX 

 
Field 

name 
Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

D buffer IDENT Reference to buffer zone table «pops.adrte_buffer» 

 seqnr seqnr Zone number in order 

 geo_lat geo_radian Latitude of the buffer point in radians WGS-84 

 geo_long geo_radian Buffer point longitude in radians WGS-84 

 amsl val_dist_ver Absolute height in meters 

 valid char(1) State of record. If value = 'Y' record is valid. Default 'Y'  

 

The sequence of coordinates in the zone is set by the id value. 

Table of _usr_planned_adhp_route is used to store temporary planned approach and landing 

departure routes and is intended to create a temporary workspace for aeronautical user. Table of 

completely repeats the structure of the maneuver table with the addition of special header fields. 

 

Table 145 -  Table structure _usr_planned_adhp_route 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key  

D adhp IDENT Aerodrome identifier 

R usrid REFERENCE User ID. Serves to share datasets between users. If 

the field is null, the database is considered to be in 

automatic mode. 

 marker txt_desig Custom text labeling of a diagram or other set of 

information. The field was introduced to separate 

groups of routes among themselves. 

 date_wef date Commencement start date. The default is the date the 

entry was created. 

 route txt_desig The text identifier of the route. When saving to the 

database, the route with this identifier is broken 

* route_type char(1) Route type: 'D' departure, 'E' approach, 'F' landing. 

R point REFERENCE Reference to significant_point 

R base_nav REFERENCE Reference to key of the base point from which 

distances and angles are counted 

 seqnr seqnr Parcel number in the chain 

C code_phase  code_phase_proc Route phase 

C code_type  code_type_proc_path Maneuver type 

 val_course  val_angle_brg Initial course 
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 Field name Field type Field description 

C code_type_course  code_type_course Course type (radial, azimuth, track) 

C code_dir_turn  code_dir_turn Pivot side code 

C code_turn_valid  code_yes_no Point crossing feature 

C code_descr_dist_ve

r  

code_descr_dist_ver Level flight operation code 

 val_dist_ver_upper val_dist_ver Upper bound 

C uom_dist_ver_uppe

r 

uom_dist_ver Upper border unit 

C code_dist_ver_uppe

r 

code_dist_ver Reference point for the upper border 

 val_dist_ver_lower val_dist_ver Bottom vertical border 

C uom_dist_ver_lowe

r 

uom_dist_ver Lower border unit 

C code_dist_ver_lowe

r 

code_dist_ver Reference point for the lower bound 

 val_ver_angle val_angle Aircraft pitch (ascent / descent angle) 

 val_speed_limit val_speed Site speed 

C uom_speed uom_speed Unit of speed 

C code_speed_ref code_speed_ref Speed  type 

 val_dist val_dist_horz Distance of the maneuver section 

 val_dur val_dur Maneuver time 

C uom_dur uom_dur Time unit 

 val_theta val_angle_brg Azimuth (radial, bearing) to base RTS 

 val_rho val_dist_horz Distance to base RTS 

 val_bank_angle val_angle Bank 

C uom_dist_horz uom_dist_horz Distance unit 

C code_rep_atc code_rep_atc Sign of the report at the starting point of the 

maneuver 

C code_role_fix code_iap_fix The role of the point in the route (FAF, IAF, IF …)  

 txt_rmk txt_descr Textual remark 

 

The structure of the information stored in the table completely repeats the way data is stored in the 

ARINC format. 

Table of _usr_planned_obstacle – the planned obstacles of the API user. Table of has a detailed 

structure of an obstacle table with all subordinate tables and is used to import information from Excel 

files or from a map 

 

Table 146 -  Table structure _usr_planned_obstacle 

 Field name Field type Field description 

K id IDENT Primary key 

R usrid REFERENCE User ID. Serves to share datasets between users. If 
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 Field name Field type Field description 

the field is null, the database is considered to be in 

automatic mode 

R adhp REFERENCE Aerodrome identifier 

 marker txt_desig Custom text labeling of a diagram or other set of 

information. The field was introduced to separate 

route groups among themselves 

 date_wef date Commencement start date. By default - the date the 

entry was created 

 code_id code_id_as Unique identifier within the aerodrome 

 txt_name txt_name Text name 

C code_type code_obstacle_type Obstacle type 

C mark_pattern code_obstacle_pattern Marking type 

 mark_first_color code_colour First marking color 

 mark_second_color code_colour Second marking color 

C code_status code_constr_status Construction status 

 light_color code_colour Lighting color 

C light_mode code_light_mode Lighting type 

C group_of code_yes_no Group attribute 

 box_len val_dist_horz Object length 

 box_wid val_dist_horz Object width 

C uom_len uom_dist_horz Dimension unit 

 frangible code_yes_no Fragility 

 mobile code_yes_no Mobility 

 val_amsl val_dist_ver The absolute height of the highest point 

 val_height val_dist_ver Object height 

 val_base_hgt val_dist_ver Foundation height (installation points) 

 val_accuracy val_dist_ver Dimensional accuracy 

C uom_height uom_elev Height units  

 geo_lat geo_lat Latitude 

 geo_long geo_long Longitude 

 val_geo_accuracy val_dist_horz The horizontal distance from the stated geographical 

position within which there is a defined confidence of 

the true position falling 

C uom_geo_accuracy uom_dist_horz The horizontal distance from the stated geographical 

position within which there is a defined confidence of 

the true position falling 

 txt_rmk txt_descr Textual remark 
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TERMS AND DEFINITIONS 

AGL - Above Ground Levell  

AICM - Aeronautical Information Conceptual Model  

AIXM - Aeronautical Information eXtended Metadata  

AIP - Aeronautical Information Publication 

AIRAC - Aeronautical Information Regulation And Control 

AMSL - Above Mean Sea Level 

APV - Adjusted Present Value 

ARINC - Aeronautical Radio INC 

AW - Airway width 

AI - Aeronautical infromation 

ATT - Along-Track Tolerance 

ATS - Air Traffic Service 

ARP - Airport Reference Point 

CA - Calculated angle 

CTR - Control Tower Region 

DB - Database 

DBMS - database management systems 

DER - Departure end of runway  

DME - Distance Measuring Equipment 

Doc XXXX - ICAO Document Number XXXX 

DR - Dead Reckoning 

FAF - Final Approach Fix  

FAP - Final Approach Point 

FATO - Final Approach and Take-Off areas 

FIR - Flight Information Region  

FL - Flight Level 

Fly-By - Flight By point 

Fly-Over - Flight Over  point 

GP - Glidepath angle 

GOST - State standard 

GNSS - General Navigation Satellite System  

GPS - Global Positioning System  

IAF - Initial Approach Fix  

IAP - Instrumental Approach  

IAS - Instrumental Aircraft Speed 

ICAO - International Civil Aviation Organization 

IF - Initial Final  

IFR - Instrument Flight Rules 

LMM - Inner Non - Directional Beacon 

ILS - Instrumental Landing System 

LOC - Localizer in ILS 

MAHF - Missed approach holding Fix 

MAPt - Missed Approach Point  

MATF - Missed approach turn Fix 

MCR - Magnetic Course 

MEA - Minimum Enroute Altitude  

MOC - Minimum Obstacle Clearance 

MSA - Minimum Safe Altitude 
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MSL - Mean Sea Level  

NCA - Navaid course angle  

NDB - Non - Directional Beacon  

NSE - Navigation System Error 

OAS - Obstacle Altitude Surface  

OCA - Obstacle Clearance Altitude  

OCH - Obstacle Clearance Height  

LOM  - Outer Non - Directional Beacon 

OIS - Obstacle Information Surface  

PANS - OPS - Procedures for Air Navigation Services – Aircraft OPerationS (Doc8168) 

PAR - Precision Approach Radar 

PBN - Performance Based Navigation  

PDE - Path definition error 

PDG - Procedure Design Gradient  

RDH - Reference Datum Height  

RE - radio equipment 

RNAV - aRea NAVigation  

RNP APCH - Area navigation approach routes 

SMAA - Surveillance Minimum Altitude Charts  

SBAS - Satellite-based augmentation systems 

SID - Stardard Instrumental Departure  

SOC - Start of Climb at Missed Approach 

STAR - Stardard Instrumental ARrival  

TA - Turn to absolute altitude 

TAS - True Air Speed 

TH - Turn to height  

TMA - Terminal Manoeuvring Area  

TP - Turn point 

UTM - Universal Transverse Mercator 

VFR - Visual Flight Rules  

VNAV - Vertical NAVigation 

VOR - VHF Omni - directional Radio Range 

VPA - Vertical Path Angle 

WCS - Web Coverage Service 

WGS - World Geodesic System  

XTT  Cross-Track Tolerance 
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